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Preface

The beginnings of combinatorial semigroup theory date from the middle of last
century, motivated by the study of combinatorial group theory. Nevertheless, it
was only in recent years that the subject saw large expansion, and became quite
independent. In particular, the study of semigroup presentations and related
decidability questions have been widely considered in recent publications. Also
important has been the development of several computational tools.

In this thesis we consider presentations for semigroup constructions. This is
motivated by the fact that a common approach when studying a semigroup is to
decompose it in terms of some other semigroups from which it is easier to obtain
information. Sometimes this is done by means of some construction (for example
we may find that a given semigroup is the direct product of two of its subsemi-
groups). Thus it is natural to ask how properties of the semigroup relate to

properties of its 'pieces' and, conversely, how a given property is preserved under
a certain construction. We consider these questions with respect to the property
of being finitely generated and finitely presented for some common constructions
and decompositions. We also consider some related decidability questions.

The last part of this thesis is concerned with finitely generated commutative

semigroups. We explore some decidability issues for this class of semigroups.
We start by introducing some basic definitions and results about semigroups

in Chapter 1. Then, in Chapter 2 we introduce the notion of finite generation,
finite presentability, and some combinatorial techniques used throughout the the¬
sis. We also discuss some computational methods used. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6
deal with semigroup constructions. Thus, in Chapter 3 we consider the direct
product of semigroups; in particular we prove that it is decidable whether the
direct product of a finite semigroup with a finitely presented infinite semigroup is
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PREFACE

finitely presented. We also characterize finitely generated and finitely presented
direct products of a finite number of semigroups. In Chapter 4 we consider the
semidirect product of semigroups, and prove some necessary and some sufficient
conditions for it to be finitely generated and finitely presented. In Chapter 5 we

characterize finitely generated and finitely presented Bruck-Reilly extensions of
groups, and prove some partial results for Bruck-Reilly extensions of monoids.
In Chapter 6 we consider unions, bands, semilattices and strong semilattices of
semigroups and ask when they preserve finite generation and finite presentability.
Finally, Chapter 7 deals with commutative semigroups. In there we consider sev¬
eral decidability questions for this class of semigroups, and develop algorithms to
answer them. Appendix A contains the implementation in GAP of the algorithms
developed in Chapter 3, while Appendix B contains the code for the some of the
algorithms from Chapter 7. Appendix C introduces some results on polynomial
rings that are used in Chapter 7.

In this thesis we present results that have been proved during the author's
study period at St Andrews University, under the supervision of Dr. Nik Ruskuc.
Many of the results here presented are part of the papers Araujo and Ruskuc
[5], Araujo and Ruskuc [6], Araujo, Branco, Fernandes, Gomes and Ruskuc [3]
and Araujo, Kelarev and Solomon [4]. The first of these papers has already been
published, while the second and the third one have been accepted for publication.
A survey, by the author, on finite presentability of semigroup constructions has
also been accepted for publication [2], In this thesis though we have tried to go

further and to give the reader a more complete picture of the theory we develop.
This has been achieved by answering some pertinent questions that arise naturally
in the context of each chapter, as well as through illustrating the main text with
several examples. We also present some results that are part of work in progress.
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Abstract

The main question that we consider in this thesis is how finite presentability of
semigroups is preserved under a semigroup construction and decidability issues
related to this problem. We also consider decidability questions for commutative

semigroups and develop algorithms accordingly.
Thus, after introducing basic definitions in Chapter 1 and some techniques to

deal with semigroup presentations and combinatorial semigroup theory in Chap¬
ter 2, we deal with semigroup constructions in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. The con¬

structions considered are direct products of semigroups, semidirect products of
semigroups, Bruck-Reilly extensions of monoids and strong semilattices of semi¬
groups, respectively. In Chapter 6 we also consider general unions of semigroups,
as well as bands of semigroups and monoids, and semilattices of semigroups.

In Chapter 7 we study commutative semigroups from a computational point
of view. Thus, given a commutative semigroup defined by a presentation we prove

that several decidability questions have a positive answer and develop algorithms
to compute those answers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the study of

semigroups

In this chapter we introduce the reader to the main concepts we will use through¬
out this thesis. Thus, in Section 1.1 we introduce basic definitions and state some

basic results. Section 1.2 deals with fundamentals about Green's relations. In

Section 1.3 we define some algebraic properties of semigroups and introduce some

special classes of semigroups to which we shall refer later. Finally, in Section 1.4,
we introduce the main concept that we will be dealing with: semigroup presen¬

tations.

The material here presented can be found in any major introductory text such
as Grillet [27], Howie [28] or Lallement [32],

1.1 Basic definitions

A semigroup is a set S together with an associative binary operation (normally
referred to as multiplication) on S. We say that S is commutative if the multi¬
plication is commutative.

An element e G S is said to be an idempotent if e = e2. The set of idempotent
elements from S is denoted by E(S). If all the elements of S are idempotents
then S1 is a band; if furthermore S is commutative then S is a semilattice.

A semigroup may have no idempotent elements. On the other hand it may
have some idempotents with special properties. Thus, if e/ (resp. er) is an element

1



1.1. BASIC DEFINITIONS

of S such that e/s = s (resp. ser = s), for all s £ S, then e/ (resp. er) is called
a left identity (resp. right identity) of S. If e £ S is simultaneously a left and
a right identity then we say that e is an identity of S. It is easy to see that a

semigroup may have at most an identity. Whenever a semigroup has an identity
then we call it a monoid and denote its identity by I5 (or simply 1). If zi (resp.
zr) is an element of S such that zis = zi (resp. szr = zr), for all s £ S, then zi

(resp. zr) is a left zero (resp. right zero). If z £ S is both a left and a right zero,
then z is a zero of S. A semigroup may contain at most one zero. If S contains a

zero we say that 5" is a semigroup with zero and denote its zero by O5 (or simply
0).

We may adjoin an identity to S to obtain a monoid. Thus we define the
monoid S1 to be equal to S if 5" has an identity, or to be equal to S with an

identity adjoined otherwise and we define the monoid S1 to be S with an identity

adjoined, regardless of whether S has already an identity. (This procedure of
adjoining an identity is often used to prove results for semigroups from known
results for monoids.) Also, we let A0 be the semigroup obtained from S by
adjoining a zero if S does not contain one, or be S itself otherwise.

For two subsets A, B C S we write AB to denote the set

{cib '. a £ A, b £ -A}.

As usual, if B = {6}, we write Ab instead of A{b}.
A non-empty subset T of A is a subsemigroup of S if T is closed under mul¬

tiplication. Examples of subsemigroups of S are S itself and E(S), if S is com¬

mutative. The semigroup A is a group if for all s £ A

Sa = A and aA = A

(this definition is equivalent to the usual definition of a group). We say that a

subset T of A is a subgroup of A if T is a group with respect to the operation
defined 011 A. Now, if A is a monoid and G is its largest subgroup containing I5
then G is called the group of units of A, and the elements of G are called units

(they are in fact the elements of A which have inverses in the group sense).
Now, if A is a non-empty subset of A, we define the subsemigroup generated

by A to be the intersection of all subsemigroups of A which contain A; we denote
it by (A). In fact we have the following

2



1.1. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Proposition 1.1 Let S be a semigroup and let ACS. The subsemigroup gen¬

erated by A is the set of all products of one or more elements of A.

A proof of the above stated fact can be found in, for example, [27].
If A C S is such that the subsemigroup of S generated by A is S itself then

we say that A generates S, or A is a generating set for S, and call the elements
of A the generators of S. Notice that every semigroup has a generating set: the
whole set of elements of the semigroup. We say that s € S is an indecomposable
element if s cannot be written as a product of two elements of S. Any generating
set for S must contain the set of all indecomposable elements of S.

A non-empty subset I of S is called a left ideal if SI C /, a right ideal if
IS C /, and a (two-sided) ideal if I is both a left and a right ideal. It is easy to
see that a non-empty intersection of left (resp. right, two-sided) ideals is again a

left (resp. right, two-sided) ideal. Thus, we define the left (resp. right, two-sided)
ideal generated by a non-empty subset X of S to be the intersection of all left
(resp. right, two-sided) ideals of S which contain A'. The left ideal generated by
X is actually equal to S1X, while the right ideal generated by X is AS1 and the
two-sided ideal generated by X is S1XS1. If X = {A} is a singleton set then we

call the left (resp. right, two-sided) ideal generated by A the principal left (resp.
right, two-sided) ideal of x. Examples of ideals of S are S itself and {0}, if S
contains a zero 0.

Let S and T be semigroups and let 4> : S —»• T be a mapping between them.
We say that 0 is a (semigroup) morphism (or homomorphism) if for all S\, s2 C S

(sis2)0 = (si</>)(s2</>)-

If both S and T are monoids we say that the mapping 0 is a monoid morphism
if the following condition is also satisfied:

1 s4> — It-

We will say morphism for monoid morphism whenever no confusion arises. The

image of <f> is the set Scj) = {s<f> : s 6 A}, and this is a subsemigroup of T; if
S(j) = T (i.e. (j) is onto) then we say that </> is an epimorphism, and that T is a

homomorphic image of S. If is one-one than we say that f is a monomorphism
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1.1. BASIC DEFINITIONS

or an embedding. In this case we also say that S embeds in T and we write 5" T.
Finally, 0 is an isomorphism if it is both a monomorphism and an epimorphism.
This is equivalent to the existence of a morphism : T —>• S such that
is the identity mapping on S and is the identity mapping on T. If 4> is an

isomorphism then we write S = T and say that S and T are isomorphic.
If (j) is a morphism from S into itself we call it an endomorphism. If, moreover,

(j) is an isomorphism, we call it an automorphism. The set of all endomorphisms
of S is a monoid, under the operation of composition of mappings, and we denote
it by End(5"). The set of all automorphisms is a subgroup of End(£).

If 4> : S —» T is a mapping between two semigroups S and T satisfying

(sis2)0 = (s20)Oi</>)

for all si,s2 G 5 then we say that 4> is an antihomomorphism.
A left action of a semigroup S on a set X is a mapping

t-.SXX^X

such that

(si, (s2,x)t)t = (sis2,x)r (1.1)

(for Si, s2 € S, x £ X). When there is no danger of confusion we write sx (or sx)
for (s,x)t. With this notation (1.1) becomes

•i(«aj.) = slS2x

We then say that S acts on X. Any semigroup acts on itself by pre-multiplication.
A right action is defined dually.

We now give some examples of well-known semigroups.

Example 1.2 The set N of natural numbers is a semigroup with respect to
addition. Moreover, it is a commutative semigroup, which contains no identity,
has no idempotents and is generated by the element 1 (which is, in fact, its only
indecomposable element). By adjoining an identity to this semigroup we obtain
N0, the semigroup of all non-negative integers.

4



1.2. GREEN'S RELATIONS

Example 1.3 Let S be a semigroup which is generated by a single element
a E S. Then S is called a monogenic semigroup. If for all m ^ n, am an then
S is clearly isomorphic to N (with respect to addition) and we call it an infinite
monogenic semigroup. Otherwise, if there are repetitions among the powers of a,
then S is finite. In particular, any cyclic group Cn of finite order n is a (finite)
monogenic semigroup.

Example 1.4 Let X be a set and let Tx be the set of all mappings X —> X.
Then Tx is a semigroup with respect to composition of mappings (which is an

associative operation) which is called the full transformation semigroup. If X =

{1,2,... ,n} then we write Tn instead of Tx. The full transformation semigroup
plays a similar role in semigroup theory to the one of the symmetric group in group
theory: every semigroup is a subsemigroup of some transformation semigroup.

1.2 Green's relations

On a semigroup S we consider five special equivalence relations, defined in terms
of its ideal structure. Thus, for any si, S2 E S we have S!lks2 if Si and s2 generate
the same principal right ideal (i.e. S1S1 = S2S1), SiEs2 if s 1 and S2 generate
the same principal left ideal (i.e. S1S\ = S1S2) and S\3s2 if «i and S2 generate
the same principal (two-sided) ideal (i.e. S1SiS1 = S1S2S1). We denote by TC
the intersection of Ik and L, and by D their join. We write DT, Es, "Ks, UT, 3s
whenever we need to make clear in which semigroup the relations are considered.

Now, these five equivalences are related as follows:

TC C Jl, £ C V C 3.

In a group G all these equivalences are equal to the universal equivalence G x G.
In a finite semigroup T> = 3-

For a given s G S we denote the Ik-class (resp. L-class, IK-class, D-class,
fi-class) of s by Ra (resp. La, Hai Da, Ja). The relations Ik, L and 3 induce
partial orders among equivalence classes, namely

Rs < Rt if sS^ C tS\
Ls < Lt if S1s C S]t, and

Js < Jt if S^S1 C SHS1

5



1.3. SOME ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES

(s,t € S). The sets S/iR, S/E and S/<j are partially ordered sets. This also
induces pre-orders <3?, <£, <g on the elements of S.

Now, relations H, E, TC and D relate as follows: each D-class is a union of
IR-classes as well as a union of L-classes and the intersection of an IR-class with

an £-class is either an TC-class or is empty. In fact, the intersection of an IR-
class with an L-class is non-empty if and only if they are contained in the same

T-class. Furthermore, if s, t G S are such that sVt then |i7s| = \Ht\. This is a

consequence of the following important

Lemma 1.5 (Green's Lemma) Let S be a semigroup and let a,b € S.

(i) If aEb and u,v £ S1 are such that ua = b and vb = a then the mappings
\u : Ra —> Rb, x 1—» ux, and Xv : Rb —» Ra, y vy are mutually inverse
E-class preserving bijections.

(ii) If atRb and u,v G S1 are such that au = b and bv = a then the mappings
pu : La —>■ Lb, x h-> xu, and pv : Lf, —> La, y 1—>■ yv are mutually inverse
H-class preserving bijections.

Also if H is an TC-class of S then either H2 D H — 0 or H2 = H and H is a

subgroup of S. It immediately follows that H is a group if and only if H contains
an idempotent, and that no TC-class of S can contain more then one idempotent.
Furthermore, if an TC-class H of S is a group, then it is a maximal subgroup of
S (with respect to inclusion).

We refer the reader to [28] or [32] to a more detailed introduction to the study
of Green's relations on a semigroup.

1.3 Some algebraic properties
In this section we introduce some algebraic properties of semigroups. This will
allow us to define some important classes of semigroups, to which we will refer
throughout the text.

An element s G S is said to be regular if there exists x (E. S such that

sxs = s.

6



1.3. SOME ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES

If all the elements of S are regular then S is a regular semigroup. Furthermore,
if S is regular and for each s G A there exists a unique s_1 G S satisfying

ss~ls = s and s_1ss_1 = s-1

then S is said to be an inverse semigroup (and s_1 is called the inverse of s in S).
Equivalently, S is an inverse semigroup if S is regular and E(A) is a commutative
subsemigroup of S. Clearly every group is an inverse semigroup. A semigroup
S is said to be completely regular if every element is in a subgroup of S. A
semigroup S is a Clifford semigroup if it is regular and all its idempotents are

central (i.e. ea = ae for every s 6 S, e G E(S)).
If S" is a semigroup without zero then S is called a simple semigroup if it only

has one ideal: S itself. If S has a zero 0, then A is a 0-simple semigroup if S
and {0} are its only ideals and S2 0. A simple semigroup S is a completely
simple semigroup if S contains at least one minimal left ideal and one minimal
right ideal (with respect to inclusion). A 0-simple semigroup A is a completely
0-simple semigroup if it contains at least one 0-minimal left ideal and at least
one 0-minimal right ideal. (A 0-minimal left/right ideal is a minimal ideal, with
respect to inclusion, within the set of non zero left/right ideals of S.) A semigroup
S is said to be bisimple if it contains only one D-class.

Since the idempotents of an inverse semigroup S commute, E(S) is closed
under multiplication and thus it is a semilattice. Moreover, on the set of idem¬
potents of an arbitrary semigroup a natural partial order relation is defined by

e < / <=> ef = fe = e.

An inverse semigroup S is an u>-semigroup if its semilattice of idempotents is
isomorphic to (the semilattice {q : « G No} with multiplication given by

^maxpj} (b j G f^o))-
A semigroup A is a null semigroup if it contains a zero 0, and all products SiS2

are equal to 0 (si,s2 G A). A semigroup A is a left (resp. right) zero semigroup
if for all sj, s2 G A

sxs2 = si (resp. SiS2 = s2).
Notice that if A is a null semigroup then A\{0} is the smallest subset of A that
generates A and if A is a left zero semigroup or a right zero semigroup then no

proper subset of A generates A.

7



1.4. PRESENTATIONS

The definitions here introduced cover some classes of semigroups which have
been widely studied. Most of those classes relate to regular semigroups or inverse
semigroups. Petrich's [39] book and Meakin's survey [36] are basic texts dealing
with the study of inverse semigroups. Much of Howie's introductory book [28]
deals with properties of regular semigroups. More recently, Petrich and Reilly
[40] give an exhaustive account of work done on completely regular semigroups
(including completely simple semigroups).

1.4 Presentations

One of the fundamental concepts that we will be dealing with in this thesis is the
one of presentation that we shall now introduce. In order to do that we start by

defining a class of semigroups of major importance.
Thus, given a set A (which we call alphabet) we denote by A+ the set of all

finite non-empty words over A, and by A* the set A+ together with the empty

word; we denote the empty word by 1 or e. Both A+ and A* are semigroups with
respect to the operation of concatenation of words. We call A+ the free semigroup
on A and A* the free monoid on A. Clearly, A generates A+ as a semigroup and
A* as a monoid. Any word w € A+ (or w G A*) can be written uniquely as a

product of elements of A; we call the number of elements of A in such product
the length of w, and we denote it by |to|. Also, for a word w G A+ (or A*) and
an element a E A, we denote by n(w, a) the number of occurrences of a in w.

The following Proposition and Corollary illustrate the universality of free
semigroups.

Proposition 1.6 Let A be an alphabet and let S be a semigroup. Then every

mapping f : A —» S extends uniquely to a homomorphism

~4> : A+ —>• S.

Moreover, the image of f is the subsemigroup of S generated by A(f>. In particular,
S is generated by A<f> if and only if is surjective.

Corollary 1.7 Every semigroup is a homomorphic image of a free semigroup.

8



1.4. PRESENTATIONS

Proofs for these results can be found in, for example, [32]. By replacing
'semigroup' by 'monoid' in the above proposition and corollary, we obtain the
similar results valid for A*.

Now, let A be an alphabet. A semigroup presentation is a pair {A | R),
where R C A+ x A+. An element from A is called a generating symbol and an

element (u, v) G R is called a defining relation, and is usually written as u = v.

The semigroup presentation {A | R) defines the semigroup S = A+/p, where p

is the smallest congruence on A+ containing R. More generally, we say that a

semigroup S is defined by a presentation {A \ R) if S = A+/p. Very often we

identify a word w G A+ and the element w/p G S it represents (and hence we

also identify the generating symbols of the presentation with the generators of
the semigroup). For any two words wi,w2 G A+ we write w\ = w2 if they are

identical words and w\ = w2 if they represent the same element of M (i.e. if
wi/p = W2/p), in which case we say that S satisfies the relation W\ = w2.

For two words w\,w2 G A+, we say that w2 is obtained from wi by one

application from one relation from R if there exist cm, f3 G A* and (u, v) G R such
that wi = au/3 and w2 = av/3. We say that the relation W\ = w2 is a consequence

of the set of relations R, if there is a finite sequence

w\ = 7I,72, ... ,7* = to2

of words from A+, in which every 7, (1 < i < k) is obtained from 7,_i by one

application of one relation from R. Such a sequence is called an elementary
sequence with respect to (A \ R).

Proposition 1.8 [55, Proposition 2.3] Let S be a semigroup, let A be a gen¬

erating set for S and let R C A+ x A+. Then S is defined by the presentation

{A | R) if and only if S satisfies all the relations from R and for any two words
w 1, w2 G A+, such that W\ — w2 in S, W\ = w2 is a consequence from R.

Presentations are universal means of defining semigroups, in the sense that
every semigroup can be defined by a presentation. Indeed, an arbitrary semigroup
S is defined by the presentation (A \ R), where

A = {as : s E S}

9
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is an alphabet in one-one correspondence with S and

R = {axay = axy : x, y G S} C A+ x A+.

To see this let T be the semigroup defined by {A | R). By the definition of R, all
those relations are satisfied by S, and thus there exists an epirnorphism

4> : T -> S

as i—y s (s G S).

Now, if wl,w2 G A+ are such that W\(f> = w2(f) then there exists x,y G S such
that W\ — ax and w2 = ay. Hence x = y, and therefore (f is an isomorphism,
which proves that (A \ R) defines S. We call this presentation the multiplication
table presentation of S, and denote it by M(5). In line with the convention of
identifying words with the elements of the semigroup that they represent, we

normally take S to be the set of generating symbols for M(S'). Finally, notice
that if S is a finite semigroup, both the set of generators and the set of relations
of M(S') are finite.

By replacing A+ by A* in the above, we can define a monoid presentation.
All the definitions and results stated are still true with the obvious adaptations.
Also notice that if S is a monoid defined by a monoid presentation (A \ R) then
S is defined by the (semigroup) presentation

(A, e | R, ae = ea = a (a G A)).

Also, if S1 is a monoid defined by a semigroup presentation (A | R) then there
exists a word w G A+ representing the identity of S. Hence S is defined by the
monoid presentation (A | R, w = 1).

Whenever it is clear whether the presentation considered is a semigroup or a

monoid presentation, we shall refer to it simply as a presentation.

Example 1.9 From Example 1.2 we know that N is a semigroup with respect to

addition, and N0 is a monoid. Actually, N is the free semigroup on an alphabet
consisting of a single element {a}, and it is defined by the presentation (a |)
(with no relations). Similarly, N0 is the free monoid on the same alphabet, and
it is defined by the monoid presentation (a |). More generally, the free semigroup

10
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(resp. free monoid) on an alphabet A is defined by the semigroup (resp. monoid)
presentation with generators A and no relations.

Example 1.10 The cyclic group of order n is defined by the monoid presentation

(a | an = 1).

On the other hand, if S is a monogenic finite semigroup on a, and m, n > 1 are

the smallest integers such that m n and am = a", then S is defined by the
presentation

(a | am = an).

Example 1.11 Consider the monoid B defined by the presentation

(b, c | be = 1).

It is an infinite monoid. Moreover, every word w E {b, c}* is equal to an element
PN for some i,j > 0. Moreover, two words PN,chbk E {b, c}* are equal in B if
and only if i = j and h = k. This is called the bicyclic monoid.

We now define another two types of presentations that will appear later.
Let A be an alphabet. The free group on A is the monoid defined by the

(monoid) presentation

(M, A~1 | aa_1 = a'1 a = 1 (a G A))

where A~l = {a-1 : a G A} is a set in one-one correspondence with A, disjoint
from A. A group presentation is a pair (B \ Q), where B is an alphabet, B~l =
{6_1 : b G B} is another alphabet disjoint from B and in one-one correspondence
with it, and Q C (BuB"1)* x (BUB"1)*. The group defined by the presentation
(B | Q) is the monoid defined by the presentation

(.B, B~l \ Q, bb~l = b~lb = 1 (b G B)).

The free inverse semigroup on A is the semigroup Ia defined by the (semi¬
group) presentation

(A, A~l | ww^w — w, ww~lzz~l = zz~lww~l (w, z G (A U dL_1)+))

11
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where A~l = {a-1 : a G A} is a set in one-one correspondence with A, disjoint
from A and if w = aia2 • • • G A+ then w'1 = af1 • • • aflaf1 G (A-1)+. An
inverse semigroup presentation is a pair (B \ Q), where B is an alphabet, B~l =
{6_1 : b G B} is another alphabet disjoint from B and in one-one correspondence
with it, and Q C (B U B~~x)+ x (fill B~l)+. The inverse semigroup defined by
the presentation (B | Q) is the semigroup defined by the presentation

(B,B~l | Q, ww~1w = w, ww~1zz~1 = zz~1ww~1 (w, z e (B U B"1)*))

(and if w = 6162 ■ ■ ■ G B+ then w~l = bf1 • • • b^b^1). Similarly we can define
the free inverse monoid and an inverse monoid presentation.

Given two presentations defining the same semigroup, one may ask how they
are related to each other. This problem leads to the introduction of Tietze trans¬
formations. These are operations that we may perform on a presentation without
changing the semigroup defined by it. So, given a presentation (A | R) we obtain
a new presentation (A' \ R') by one of the following transformations:

(Tl) given b ^ A and w G A+ we let A' = A U {b} and R! = R U {b = u>};

(T2) if R contains a relation of the form b = w where b G A, and w G (A \ {&}) +
we define a homomorphism 4> : A+ —» (A \ {fr})+ by a<j) = a for a ^ b,
bf) = w and let A! = a \ {6}, R' = (R \ {b = w})4>;

(T3) if u — v is a relation which is a consequence of R we let A! = A, R! =
R U {u = u}; or

(T4) if R contains a relation u = v such that u = v is a consequence ofR\{u = v}
then we let define A' = A, and R! — R \ {u = v}.

We then have the following theorem (see, for example, [55]).

Theorem 1.12 Let (A \ R) and (B \ Q) be two presentations with A,B,R and
Q finite. Then (A \ R) and (B \ Q) define the same semigroup if and only if one
can be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of Tietze transformations.

12



Chapter 2

Techniques in combinatorial
semigroup theory

In this chapter we introduce some tools in combinatorial and computational semi¬
group theory that we shall be using throughout the text.

Although any semigroup can be defined by a presentation, we focus our atten¬
tion on the ones that have finite presentations. Indeed, that is one of the reasons

why semigroup presentations are useful: they are ways of dealing with infinite
objects in a finite way.

In Section 2.1 we introduce the concept of finite generation and finite pre-

sentability and we prove some basic and some fundamental results. In Section
2.2 we consider the question of finding presentations for subsemigroups and sub¬
groups of a semigroup defined by a presentation. In Section 2.3 we discuss some

of the computational methods used throughout the thesis and the software used
to produce some of the examples illustrating the text.

2.1 Finite presentability

Let S be a semigroup. We say that S is finitely generated if there exists a finite
set A C S such that A generates S. Examples of finitely generated semigroups
are finite semigroups and a free semigroup over a finite alphabet. The following
is a well known fact:

13
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Proposition 2.1 Let S be a finitely generated semigroup and let T be a homo-
morphic image of S. Then T is finitely generated as well.

We say that S is finitely presented if S is defined by a presentation {A \ R),
with both A and R finite. The property of being finitely presented is invariant of
generating set, that is if S is finitely presented with respect to a finite generating
set A, then for any finite generating set B of S, there exists a finite set of relations
Q such that S is defined by the presentation (B | Q). In fact, the following
stronger result holds:

Proposition 2.2 Let S be a semigroup defined by a finite presentation (A | R),
and let B be another finite generating set for S. If S is defined by the presentation

(B | Q), for a set of relations Q C B+ x B+, then Q has a finite subset Q' such
that S is defined by (B \ Q').

Examples of finitely presented semigroups are free semigroups, monogenic
semigroups and finite semigroups. Example 2.4 below exhibits a non finitely
presented semigroup.

In Section 1.4 we defined different notions of presentations. Accordingly we

can define different notions of finite presentability. Thus, if S1 is a monoid (resp.
inverse semigroup, inverse monoid, group), we say that S is finitely presented as

a monoid (resp. finitely presented as an inverse semigroup, finitely presented as

an inverse monoid, finitely presented as a group) if it can be defined by a monoid
presentation (resp. inverse semigroup presentation, inverse monoid presentation,
group presentation) {A \ R) with both A and R finite. Clearly we have the
following

Proposition 2.3 A group is finitely presented as a group if and only if it is

finitely presented as a monoid. A monoid is finitely presented as a monoid if and
only if it is finitely presented as a semigroup.

Thus, when referring to finitely presented groups or monoids we shall simply
say they are finitely presented.

A similar result is not true for inverse semigroups or inverse monoids. The
most natural example is the following:

14



2.2. REWRITING SEMIGROUP PRESENTATIONS

Example 2.4 Let Ix be the free inverse semigroup on {x}. Then Ix is defined
by the inverse semigroup presentation (x |), and hence it is finitely presented as
an inverse semigroup. Nevertheless, it is not finitely presented as a semigroup.
(This was proved by Schein [59]. A proof of this can be found in [39].)

Similarly there are inverse monoids which are finitely presented as inverse
monoids and are not finitely presented as monoids. The following proposition
gives a sufficient condition for an inverse monoid to be finitely presented as a

monoid:

Proposition 2.5 [57, Corollary 4.8] An inverse monoid with finitely many 1R-
and E- classes is finitely presented as an inverse monoid if and only if it is finitely
presented as a monoid.

Remark 2.6 The notion of finite generation has the obvious analogue for mon¬
oids, groups, and inverse semigroups or monoids. However, all these notions
coincide in the sense that a monoid (resp. inverse semigroup, inverse monoid,
group) is finitely generated as a monoid (resp. inverse semigroup, inverse monoid,
group) if and only if it is finitely generated as a semigroup.

We end this section by presenting the following Proposition, which relates
finite presentability of a semigroup and a 'large' subsemigroup of it.

Proposition 2.7 [56, Theorem 1.1 and 1.3] Let T be a semigroup and let S be
a subsemigroup of T such that T\S is finite. Then T is finitely generated (resp.
finitely presented) if and only if S is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented).
In particular, for a semigroup S, S1 is finitely presented if and only if S is finitely
presented.

2.2 Rewriting semigroup presentations
In this section we consider the problem of finding a presentation for a subsemi¬
group of a semigroup defined by a presentation. Finding presentations for sub¬
groups of groups is a classical problem in combinatorial group theory, which was
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2.2. REWRITING SEMIGROUP PRESENTATIONS

solved by Reidemeister and Schreier (see [63]). The semigroup case is solved by
a modification of that method (see [13, 14, 15]).

So, let S be the semigroup defined by the presentation (A | R) and let T be
the subsemigroup of S generated by the set

X = {Q \i e 1} c T+.

The aim is to obtain a presentation for T in terms of the generators X. The first
step is to introduce a new alphabet B = {bi \ i G 1} in one-one correspondence
bi |—> Ci (i G I) with the set X (intuitively bi (i G I) is an abstract image of the
generator (, £ I) and consider the unique homomorphism

7r : B+ —> A+

extending this correspondence. With this notation, given u, v G B+, to say that
u = v holds in S means that uir = vir in S. We denote by E(A,T) the set of
all words in A+ representing elements of T. Clearly, any word in E(A, T) can be
represented as an element of B+, that is, there exists a mapping

(j> : E(A,T) -> B+

with the property that, for all w G E(A,T), we have

(w(j))iv = w in S.

Such a mapping is called a rewriting mapping. Once we know a rewriting mapping
we can establish a presentation for T:

Theorem 2.8 [13, Theorem 2.1] With the above notation, T is defined by the
presentation with generators B and relations

bi Cifi

{wiW2)(/) = {Wi<j>)(w2</>),

(w3uwA)f = (w3vwf)<t>,

where i G I, Wi, W2 G -C(A, T), {u — v) G R, w3, G A*, and w3uw^ G E(A, T).
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2.2. REWRITING SEMIGROUP PRESENTATIONS

Notice that this presentation is in general infinite. However in many particular
cases it is possible to find an equivalent finite presentation. Usually the crucial
step is to find a suitable rewriting mapping.

Thus, we now turn to the special case of finding a presentation for the sub¬
group of a monoid. (This was studied in [57], and generalizes to subgroups of
semigroups by the usual technique of adjoining an identity.) So, let M be a

monoid and let G be a subgroup of M (the identity of G is an idempotent e of
M, not necessarily equal to 1m)- The monoid M acts on the set {Gs : s £ M}
by right multiplication. A set Gs (s £ M) is called a right coset of G in M if
there exists t £ M such that Gst = G. Thus let G = {Gi : i £ 1} be the set
consisting of all cosets of G in M. Notice that if Gs ^ C (s £ M) then Gst <£ C
for every t £ M (for otherwise there would exist u £ M such that G(st)u = G
and hence also Gs(tu) = G). Therefore there is an action of S on IU {0} (where
we assume that 0 I) defined by

Lemma 2.9 [57, Proposition 2.4] For each i £ I there is ri,r[ £ M such that
Gri — Gi andgr= g for all g £ G. Furthermore ri: r[ can be chosen such that
whenever ri = a(3 (a, (3 £ A*) then a = r3 for some j £ I.

We fix ri,r[ £ M according to Lemma 2.9. We call the collection of such
elements ri,r\ a Schreier system of coset representatives.

Theorem 2.10 [57, Theorem 2.7] IfM is generated by a set A then G is gener¬

ated, as a monoid, by the set

Let M be defined by a (monoid) presentation {A | R). We introduce a new

0s = 0.

Y — {eriar'ia : i £ /, a £ A, ia ^ 0}.

alphabet
B = {[z, a\ : i £ /, a £ A, ia ^ 0}
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representing the generating set Y of G, and define a mapping

<fi : {(i, w) : i E I, w E A*, iw ^ 0} —> B*

inductively by

(i, 1)0=1, (i, aw)(f> = [i, a\(/)(ia, w)

(i E I, a E A,w E 2l*, iaw ^ 0). Then we have

Theorem 2.11 [57, Corollary 2.15] With the above notation, the presentation

(B | (i,u)(j) = (i,v)(j) (i El, {u — v) E R, iu ^ 0),

[i, a] = 1 (i E I, a E A, r^a = rj for some j E /))

defines G as a group.

The presentation given in Theorem 2.11 is finite whenever M is finitely pre¬

sented (and is given by a finite presentation) and the set G of cosets of G in M
is finite as well.

Remark 2.12 Notice that if G is a maximal subgroup of M, that is, G is a

group Tf-class of M, then G consists of all the HC-classes in the same IR-class
of G. Indeed, it is easy to see that any coset is itself an IK-class and that the
elements of a coset are IR-related to the elements of G. Moreover, by Green's
Lemma (Lemma 1.5) it follows that any HC-class in the fk-class of G is in C.

2.3 Computational methods

Computational semigroup theory started with the determination of semigroups
of small orders (see Forsythe [18], Plemmons [41]). But it was with the devel¬
opment of techniques for transformation semigroups, and semigroups defined by
presentations, that this discipline caught the attention of more researchers.

In this thesis we deal mainly with semigroups defined by presentations, and
therefore we use and are interested in, computational methods to explore the
structure of those. On one hand we use computational methods as a tool for
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our work: the formulation and proof of our results does not depend on compu¬

tations, but the examples thus obtained certainly provided essential insight into
the problems. They also illustrate the results obtained. One the other hand we

consider and solve some decidability questions and develop some algorithms.
One natural question to ask is what we can say about a semigroup given in

terms of a presentation. It is well known that most questions one may ask cannot
be answered in general (not even for finitely presented semigroups). For example,
there is no algorithm that takes a semigroup presentation, and two words on

the alphabet of the presentation, and returns true if both words represent the
same element of the semigroup defined by the presentation and returns false
otherwise. This problem is called the word problem and it is well known that it is
unsolvable. Thus, we cannot program a computer to perform this task. Moreover,
the unsolvability of the word problem implies that, in general, we cannot find an

answer to many other questions that one would like to ask about a semigroup -
is it finite, is it commutative, is it a group - are some examples of this long list.
One therefore may argue that the use of semigroup presentations is very limited,
as one cannot use them to answer major questions about the objects they define.
This seems, though, a very negative approach to the problem. In fact, while most

questions do not have a general answer, most of them can be answered for 'nice'
presentations. Or sometimes, given an extra piece of information, the questions
become answerable (for example, a semigroup presentation defining a semigroup
known to be commutative has a solvable word problem).

There are procedures that although do not give an answer in general might
produce answers in certain situations: examples are the Todd-Coxeter and the
Knuth-Bendix procedures. They are both described by Sims [63]; we describe
a commutative version of Knuth-Bendix in Chapter 7. Given a presentation,
Todd-Coxeter procedure will stop if and only if the semigroup defined by that
presentation is finite. In that case it will return a transformation representation
of the semigroup. Knuth-Bendix stops if and only if it finds a finite confluent
rewriting system for the semigroup, and in that case it produces a solution of the
word problem for the semigroup.

For our computations we started by using a version of Todd-Coxeter imple¬
mented by Trevor Walker in 1992, which is available locally at St Andrews. This
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is, however, a stand-alone implementation, with no possibility of expansion and
therefore with many limitations. Motivated by the idea of creating a tool for
her own work, which would be also useful for others, the author was one of the
members of the team that implemented basic semigroup functionality in GAP (see
[19]; [7] describes, in the form of a tutorial, the functionality available in GAP 4.1.
for computations with semigroups). In particular, we have been responsible for
the implementation of a version of Knuth-Bendix (based on Sims [63] description
of the algorithm). This was available since the version 4.1 of GAP. An improved
version will appear in the release 4.3, and is joint work with Alexander Hulpke.

Some of the algorithms described in Chapter 7 are part of the package comm-

semi of GAP (which is an alpha version and is deposited in the GAP archive -
it can be retrieved from the GAP web pages). This package was joint work with
Andrew Solomon.
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Chapter 3

Direct products of semigroups

In this chapter we study finite generation and finite presentability of direct prod¬
ucts of semigroups.

Given two monoids it is well known that their direct product is finitely gener¬

ated if and only if both monoids are finitely generated, and it is finitely presented
if and only if both monoids are finitely presented. This is a consequence of the
fact that if S and T are monoids then they both are homomorphic images of
S x T and that if (A | R) and (B \ Q) are presentations for S and T, respectively,
then their direct product is defined by the presentation

(A, B | R, Q, ab = ba (a e A, b e B)). (3.1)

This result does not generalize for direct products of semigroups. Indeed, the
additive semigroup of natural numbers N is finitely generated by a single element,
but the direct product N x N is not finitely generated: it is easy to see that any
generating set must contain the infinite set {(l,n) : n £ N}.

It is thus natural to ask the following

Question 3.1 When is the direct product of two semigroups finitely generated
and when is it finitely presented?

Notice that there are three distinct cases to be considered: the direct product
of two finite semigroups, the direct product of one finite with one infinite semi¬
group and the direct product of two infinite semigroups. In the first case the
direct product is a finite semigroup and hence it is always finitely generated and
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finitely presented. The other two cases have different answers. The question was

answered in both cases by Robertson, Ruskuc and Wiegold [47]. The purpose of
this chapter is to take this study further. Section 3.1 describes finitely generated
direct products and gives some new results on the size of minimal generating sets.
Section 3.2 introduces the results proved by Robertson, Ruskuc and Wiegold in

[47] with respect to finite presentability. The main notion there is the one of a
stable semigroup. In Section 3.3 we give a constructive characterization of finite
stable semigroups. In Section 3.4 we give some examples of stable and non-stable
semigroups which will lead to examples of finitely presented and non-finitely pre¬

sented direct products. In Section 3.5, we present the algorithms arising from
the decidability questions answered in the previous sections. Finally, in Section
3.6, we consider direct products of finitely many semigroups, and generalize the
theorems from Sections 3.1 and 3.2 characterizing finitely generated and finitely
presented direct products.

The results from Sections 3.1 and 3.6 appear here for the first time while the
results from Sections 3.3 and 3.4 have appeared in [5].

3.1 Finite generation: known results and some

considerations on the rank

As mentioned before, the direct product of two finitely generated semigroups need
not be finitely generated. The reason why N x N is not finitely generated is that
it contains an infinite set of indecomposable elements. Notice that S does not
have indecomposable elements if and only if S2 = S, where S2 = SS = {sis2 :

Si, s2 € S}. We thus have

Theorem 3.2 [47, Theorem 2.1] Let S and T be two infinite semigroups. Then
S x T is finitely generated if and only if both S and T are finitely generated and
S2 = S and T2 = T.

and

Theorem 3.3 [47, Theorem 8.2] Let S be a finite semigroup and let T be an

infinite semigroup. Then the direct product S xT is finitely generated if and only
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if S2 = S and T is finitely generated.

The rank of a semigroup S, rank(S'), is the minimum possible cardinality of
a generating set of S. We now look at the rank of the direct product of two
semigroups. If S and T are monoids then

rank(S' x T) < rank(S') + rank(T).

(We consider the rank of a monoid S to be the minimum size of a semigroup
generating set for it.) In fact, this formula is valid in a more general setting:

Proposition 3.4 Let S be a semigroup with a right identity d, and T be a semi¬
group with a left identity e (or vice-versa). Then

rank(5 xT) < rank(S') + rank(T).

Proof Let A and B be generating sets for S and T, respectively, and let (s, t) £
S x T. Then there exist ai,a2,...,an € A and h,b2,... ,bm £ B such that
s = aia2 • • • an and t = b\b2 • ■ • bm. Then we have

(s,t) = (oia2 ■ ■ ■ an,b\b2 ■ ■ • bm)
= (ai02 • • • andm, enb\b2 • ■ • bm)
= (aj, e)(a2, e) • • • (an, e)(d, bx)(d, b2) ■ ■ ■ (d, bm)

and thus 5" x T is generated by the set

{(a, e) : a £ A} U {(d, b) : b £ B}.

We therefore conclude that

rank(S' x T) < rank(S') + rank(T).

□

The proof of Theorem 3.2, in [47], gives an upper bound for the rank of
direct product of two infinite semigroups, in general. Namely, for two infinite
semigroups S and T,

rank{S xT)< 4 rank(S) rank(T).
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An example in the same paper ([47, Example 2.8]) exhibits a direct product of
two semigroups S and T satisfying

rank(S* x T) = 2rank(S') rank(T).

We now prove that 2rank(5) rank(T) is in fact an upper bound for rank(S" x T).
It then follows that this is the possible best upper bound in general, and that it
is actually attained. Our proof holds for both the finite and the infinite cases.

Proposition 3.5 Let S and T be two semigroups satisfying S2 = S and T2 = T
and let A = {a^ : % E 1} and B = {bj : j E J} be generating sets for S and
T respectively. Fix elements Si E S (i E I) and tj E T (j E J) and functions
f : I —> I and 6 : J —>■ J such that = a^Si for all i E I and bj = tjbjg for all
j E J. Then the set

(A x {tj : j E J}) U ({sj i E /} x B).

generates S x T.

PROOF Let s E S and t E T be arbitrary. Suppose s can be decomposed as a

product ailal2 • • ■ ain of n generators from A, and that t can be decomposed as a

product bjxbj2 ■ ■ ■ bjm of m generators from B. By induction on m we prove that
s can be written as a product

ail ' ' ' (An£m'Sin£m_1 ' ' ' Sin£Sin

of n elements of A, followed by m elements of {sj : i E I}. Indeed, if m = 1, by
replacing a,n by ain^sn the result follows. Now, if we have s written as

ah ' ' ' ain£m~lSin4m-2 ' ' ' SintSin

then by replacing ain^m-1 by a^ms^m-1 we get the desired result. Similarly,
t can be written as a product of n elements from {tj : j E J} followed by m
elements from B. Therefore, (s,t) can be written as a product of n elements
from A x {tj : j E J} followed by m elements from {s, : i E 1} x B. Thus S xT
is generated by the set

(A x {tj : j E J}) U ({sj i E /} x B).

□
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Corollary 3.6 Let S and T be two semigroups satisfying S2 — S and T2 = T.
Then

rank(S' xT)< 2rank(5')rank(T).

We now examine some direct products of some special kinds of semigroups.

Proposition 3.7 Let S be a semigroup satisfying S2 = S. Suppose there exists a

generating set A of S such that A C A2, of size rank (5). Then, for any semigroup
T satisfying T2 = T,

rank(5 xT)< rank(S)rank(T).

Proof We start by noticing that if A is a generating set of minimal size for a

semigroup S, then A satisfies A C A2 if and only if any element s G S that can be
written as a product of n (n > 1) elements of A can also be written as a product
of m elements of A, for any m > n.

Now let B be a generating set for T and let (s, t) G S x T. Then there exist
ai, a2,..., an G A and bi, b2,... ,bm G B such that s = aia2 • • • an, t = bib2 • • • bm.
If n = m then

{s,t) = {ai,b1)(a2,b2) ■ ■ ■ (an,bm).

If n < to then there are elements akl, ak2,..., akm_n G A such that we can write
s = aia2 • • ■ anaklak2 ■ ■ ■ akm_n as a product of to elements of A. We now have
both s and t written as a product of the same number of elements, and the result
follows as before. Otherwise, using the fact that T2 = T, we can write t as a

product of k elements from B, for some k > n. We are now in the second case

(if k > n) or in the first one (if k — n). Thus it follows that S x T is generated
by the set A x B. Notice that A is fixed, but it is of minimal size, and hence

rank(5 xT) < rank(S')rank(T).

□

The following are examples of finite and infinite semigroups satisfying Propo¬
sition 3.7.
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Example 3.8 If S is a rectangular band, a left zero semigroup, or a semilattice
it satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.7. Then for any T satisfying T2 = T
we have that

rank(5 x T) < rank(S')rank(T).

Example 3.9 Let S be a semigroup defined by a presentation

(A\ a2 = a (a e A))

for some finite set A. Then S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.7 and hence,
for any semigroup T satisfying T2 = T we have that S x T is finitely generated
and

rank(5 x T) < rank(5')rank(T).

Proposition 3.7 is gives a best possible upper bound , in general, for direct
products satisfying those conditions. Indeed, the following example shows that
this is actually attained.

Example 3.10 Let SL^ and SL# be free semilattices on finite sets A and B,

respectively. As noted in Example 3.8,

rank(SLx x SL#) < rank(SL/4)rank(SLB).

We are going to prove that in fact, the equality holds. Recall that A and B are

minimum generating sets for SL^ and SL#, respectively. Let Z = {(xi, xji) : i e 1}
be a generating set for SL^ x SLB and let (a, b) e Ax B. Then there exist
(xi,yi), (x2, y2), • • •, (xk, Vk) e Z such that

(a, b) = {xi,yi)(xi,y2) • ■ • {xk,yk)

and thus a = X\X2 ■ ■ ■ xk, b = yiy2 ■ • -yk- But then it follows that Xi = a, yi — b
(1 < i < k). Therefore A x B C Z. But since Ax B generate SL^ x SL^ we can

conclude that it is indeed a minimum generating set for it and hence the equality
follows.

The following is another example where such an upper bound also holds.
However, the semigroups do not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.7.
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Example 3.11 Let lx and Iy be the free inverse semigroup on sets X and Y,
respectively. Recall that lx is generated (as a semigroup) by XUl"1 = {x,x~x :

x e X} and that this is a generating set ofminimal size for it. Similarly, YUY"1 =

{y, y~l : y e Y} is a generating set of minimal size for Iy. From Proposition 3.5
it follows that lx x Iy is generated by the set

((X U X-1) x {yy~\y~ly :y eY}) U

( {xx~1,x~1x : x G X} x (Y U Y~l)) =
{{x,yy~l), {x,y~xy), {x~l,yy~l),{x~l,y-ly), (xx-\y),
(xx~l,y-1), (x~xx,y), (x~lx,y~l) : x e X, y eY}

and this is a generating set of size

8|X||F| = 2rank(Ix)rank(Iy).

But notice that

{x~l,y~ly) = (x-lx,y-l)(x-l,yy-l)(xx~x,y)
(xx~l,y~l) = (x,y-1y)(x~1x,y-1)(x-\yy-1)
(■x,yy_1) = (xx~1,y)(x,y~1y)(x'1x,y~J)
(x~lx,y) = (x'1,yy~1)(xx~1,y)(x,y-1y)

and hence it follows that lx x Iy is generated by the set

{(x,y~ly), (x~\yy-1), (xx~\y), {x'xx,y'1) :x e X,y e Y}.

Therefore

rank(Ix x Iy) < 4|A^||T| = rank (Ix) rank (Iy).

We will prove that the equality holds. So let Z be a generating set for Ix x ly i

Z = {(wi,Zi) : i e /}.

Notice that, if a word w represents the same element as x (resp. x~x) in IA-
(x e X) then its first letter has to be x (resp. a;-1). Similarly, if a word z

represents the same element than y (resp. y~l) in Iy (y e Y) then its first letter
is y (resp. y~l). Hence, to be able to generate (x,y) e X x Y the set Z has
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to contain an element (wj, Zj) with the first letter of Wj being an x and the first
letter of Zj being an y. Similar arguments for (x,y~l), (x~l,y) and {x~l,y~l)
(x E X, y E Y) imply that Z > 4|X||F| and hence

rank(IA- x Iy) = 4|JA||y| = rank(Ix)rank(Iy).

3.1.1 Rees matrix semigroups

We now study the rank of direct products of finite Rees matrix semigroups over

groups.

So let G be a group with identity 1^, and let / and A be non-empty sets. Let
P — (Pm) be a A x I matrix over G. On the set S = I x G x A multiplication is
defined by

(i,a,X= (i,apXjb, y).
The operation thus defined is associative and the semigroup obtained is called
the I x A Rees matrix semigroup over the group G, with sandwich matrix P, and
is denoted by M(G;/,A;P). (For more details see [28].) Also, as noted in [54],
P can be chosen to be in the normal form, that is,

Pxi =Pii = 1 (i e /, A G A).

Rees matrix semigroups were introduced by Rees [43] and form the class of
completely simple semigroups. A presentation for a Rees matrix semigroup (in
the general case of Rees matrix semigroups over monoids) was given in [29].
In [8], Ayik and Ruskuc consider finite generation and presentability of those
semigroups.

The rank of finite Rees matrix semigroups was investigated by Ruskuc in [54],
where he proves that if S = M(G; /, A; P) is finite, and G is the subgroup of G
generated by {pXi : i / 1, A ^ 1}, then

rank(S") = max{|/|, |A|,rank(G : (?)} (3-2)

where rank(G : G) = min{|Z| : (GuZ) = G} (and is called the rank of G modulo
G).

We start by showing that the direct product of two Rees matrix semigroups
is also a Rees matrix semigroup. This is a consequence of the fact that the class
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of Rees matrix semigroup over groups forms a variety, that is, it is closed under
homomorphic images, subalgebras and direct products (details can be found in
[28] or [40]). We give an alternative proof of this fact, which will give us the
actual Rees matrix semigroup obtained as the direct product.

Proposition 3.12 Let S — M[G; /, A; P] and T = M[H] A'; Q\ be two Rees
matrix semigroups with P and Q in the normal form. Then S x T is isomorphic
to M = [G x H] I x /', A x A'; R] where R is a (|A||A'| x |/||/'|) matrix given by
R = (f(A,#!)(»J)) and

r("W)(i,j) = (PAi,9w)-
Furthermore, R is also in the normal form.

Proof Define a mapping

f): S x T -> M[G x H\ I x Ax A'; R\

by

A), (j, b,fj)) ((b j), (a,b), (A,//)).
This is clearly a well-defined bijection. It remains to prove that it is a homomor-
phism. So let ((z, a, A), (j, b, /i)), ((?', a', A'), (/, b', //)) e S x T. Then we have

[((b a, A), (j, 6, /x))((z', a', A'), (j", 6', /i'))]0 =
= ((z, apAiia', A'), (j, Hy'6', //'))</>
= ((bj), (aPxi'a'Rq^b1), (A',//'))
= ((b j), (a,b)(pxi>,qlij')(a',b'), (A',//))
= ((bi), (a, 6), (A,//))((»',/), (a', 6'), (A',/x'))
= ((b a, A), (j, 6, //))<£ ((«', a', A'), 0", 6',

Now, to see that R is in the normal form if P and Q are, consider (1,1) G IxT
to be the first column of R and (1,1) G A x A' to be its first row. Then we have

r(l,l ){ij) — (.PlhQlj) = (1g, 1h)

and

RA,/u)(1,1) = (PAl,9/il) = (1g, Iff)
and thus R. is in the normal form. □
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Let S = M[G; I, A; P] and T = M[H] I', A'; Q] be two finite Rees matrix
semigroups with P and Q in the normal form. From (3.2) and Proposition 3.12
it follows that

rank(5' x T) = max{ |/||/'|, |A||A'|, rank(G x H : L) }

where L is the subgroup of G x H generated by the set

{rA,D(hj) '■ (M) 7^ (A,/r) e A x A', (1,1) ± (■i,j) e I x /'}.

The following Lemma describes L in terms of some subgroups of G and H.

Lemma 3.13 Let S = 3VC[G; /, A; P] and T = JA[H\ I', A'; Q\ be two finite
Rees matrix semigroups with P and Q in the normal form. Then if L is the
subgroup of G x H described above, then L = G x H, where G is the subgroup
of G generated by {p\i : 1 / A 6 A, 1 ^ i G /} and H is the subgroup of H
generated by {q^j : 1 / ,u £ A', 1 ^ j E /'}.

Proof First notice that L C G x H since for any (1,1) / (A,/i) e Ax A' and
(1,1)?(i,j)elxl'

RA,p)[i,j) — (PteiQuj) ^ G x H.

Now let (a, b) e G x H. Then there exist 1 ^ Ai, ..., A„ e A, 1 / ii, ..., in G /,
1 7^ yUi, ..., e A', 1 ^ ji, ..., jm € I' (without loss of generality suppose

that n < m) such that

(a, 6) — (PAiU ' ' ' PXnin 1 ''' Qumjm)
= (Pa it i Qmji ) ' " ' (panin) njn X1.?/.n+1Jn+1 mjm )

and thus (a, b) E L. □

We also have

Lemma 3.14 With notation as above we have

rank(G x H : G x H) < rank(G : G) + rank(H : H).
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Proof Let X be such that GUI generates G, and Y be a set such that H u Y
generates H. Let (g,h) G G x H. Then there exists x G G\G U {1g} and
y G H\H U {1//} such that g G xG and h G yH, so that g = xg' and h = yh! for
some g' G G and some h! G H. So

(g, h) = (xg', yh') = (x, 1H)(1G, y)(g', h').

Now, (x, 1h) can certainly be written as a product of elements from (GUI) x

{1r} C (Gxif)U(Ix {1//}) and (1g, y) can be written as a product of elements
from {1g} x (HuY) C (G x H) U ({1g} x Y). Hence we have proved that G x H
is generated by the set

(GxI)U(IX{L})U({1g}XF).

But if X and Y are chosen to be minimal then |X| = rank(G : G) and |V| =
rank(iL : H). Therefore we have

rank(G x H : G x H) = min{|Z| : (G x H U Z) = G x H}
< \X\ + |y| = rank(G : G) + rank(iL : H)

as required. □

We can now prove the following

Theorem 3.15 Let S and T be two finite Rees matrix semigroup as above. Then

rank(S x T) < rank(S')rank(T)

except if one of S orT is a cyclic group, in which case rank(S' x T) = rank(S') +
rank(T).

Proof If follows from Lemma 3.14 that

rank(S xT)< max{|/||/'|, |A||A'|, rank(G : G) + rank(iL : H)}.

Now,

\I\\I'\ < max{|/|, |A|, rank(G : G)} max{|/'|, |A'|, rank(iL : H)},
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|A||A'| < max{|/|, |A|, rank(G : C)} max{|/'|, |A'|, rank(if : H)}
and

rank(G : G) + rank(H : H) < rank(G : G) rank(if : H)
< max{|7|, |A|, rank(G : G)}max{|/'|, |A'|, rank(i7 : H)}

except when rank(G : G) = 0, rank(i7 : H) = 0, rank(G : G) = 1 or rank(i7 :

H) = 1. It thus follows that

rank(S' xT) < rank(S")rank(T) (3-3)

provided rank(G : G) ^ 0, rank(77 : H) ^ 0, rank(G : G) ^ 1 and rank(i7 :

H) / 1. Expression (3.3) is also true if

max{|/||/'|, |A11A'|, rank(G : G) 4- rank{H : H)} = \I\\I'\

or

rnax{|/||/'|, |A||A'|, rank(G : G) + rank(H : H)} = |A||A'|.

So suppose that

max{|/||/'|, |A||A'|, rank(G : G) + rank(i7 : H)} =
rank(G : G) + rank(i7 : H).

If rank(G : G) = 0 then it follows that

rank(tf : H) > \I\\I'\

and hence rank(i7 : H) > \I'\ and also

rank(77 : H) > |A||A'|

and hence rank(i7 : H) > |A'|. It follows that rank(T) = rank(i7 : H) and hence

rank(S")rank(T) = rank(5)rank(i7 : H)
> rank(H : H).

So in this case we have

rank(S' xT)< rank(S') rank(T).
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The case when rank(H : H) = 0 is similar.
Now suppose that rank(G : G) = 1. Then

rank(5' x T) = 1 + rank(if : H) < rank(5) + rank(T).

Therefore we also have

rank(S xT) < rank(S')rank(T)

unless rank(5')=l or rank(T) = 1, which clearly would imply that S is a cyclic
group, or T is a cyclic group, respectively. The case when rank(// : H) = 1 is
similar. □

The next example shows that the bound given in Theorem 3.15 is actually
attained.

Example 3.16 Let S = M[C2; {1, 2, 3,4}, {1, 2}; P] and T = 3Vt[C3; {1, 2,3,4},
{1,2}; Q] be two Rees matrix semigroups, where C2 is the cyclic group of order 2
and C3 is the cyclic group of order 3, P and Q are 2x4 matrices with all entries
equal to the identity of C2 and to the identity of C3, respectively. Then

SxT = M[C2 x C3; {1,2,..., 16}, {1,2,3,4}; R]

where R is a 16 x 4 matrix with all entries being the identity of C2 x C3. Now,
by (3.2), rank(S') = 4, rank(T) = 4 and

rank(N x T) = 16 = rank(5)rank(T).

The proof of Theorem 3.15 also suggests the following

Corollary 3.17 Let S = M[C; I, A; P] and T = M[H] A'; Q\ be two Rees
matrix semigroup over finite groups G and H, respectively. Suppose

max{|/||/'|, |A11A'|, rank(G : G) + rank(# : H)} = rank(G : G) + rank(TT : H)}

(where G and H are defined as before). Then

rank(S' xT) < rank(S') + rank(T).
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Proof The result follows immediately from

rank(S' x T) < rank(G : G) + rank(H : H)
< rank(S') + rank(T).

□

Notice that this result is not a consequence of Proposition 3.4, since, in gen¬

eral, a Rees matrix semigroup does not have left or right identities.
Once again the bound given in Corollary 3.17 is attained, as the following

example shows.

Example 3.18 Let S = M[G; {1, 2}, {1, 2}; P] and T = M[H; {1,2}, {1,2}; Q]
be Rees matrix semigroups, with G = C2 x C2 x C2, H = C2 x C2 (where C2 is
the cyclic cyclic group of order 2) and with P and Q being 2x2 matrices with
all entries equal to the identity of G and the identity of H, respectively. Then

5xT = M[G x H- {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}; R]

where R is a 4 x 4 matrix with all entries equal to the identity of G x H = C2 x

C2 x C2 x O x C2. Notice that rank(G : G) = rank(G), rank(i7 : H) = rank(iL)
and rank(G x H : G x H) = rank(G x H) = rank(G) -frank (H). Thus, by (3.2),
rank(5) = 3, rank(T) = 2 and

rank(S" x T) = 5 = rank(S') + rank(T).

It is clear that given two semigroups S and T the rank of their direct product
has to be always greater than or equal to the maximum between rank(S') and
rank(T). We have also seen that in general the rank of the direct product is
much bigger than that. We now present an example of a direct product of two
semigroups (which are not monoids) where this minimum number of generators
is enough to generate the direct product.

Example 3.19 Let S = M[G; {1, 2}, {1, 2}; P] and T = M[H\ {1, 2}, {1, 2}, Q\
be Rees matrix semigroups, with G — C2 x C2 x C2 x C2 x C2 and H = C3 x C3
(where C2 is the cyclic group of order 2, C3 is the cyclic group of order 3) and
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with P and Q being 2x2 matrices with all entries equal to identity of G and H,
respectively. Then

S xT = M[G x H] {1, 2,3,4}, {1, 2, 3,4}; R],

where R is a 4 x 4 matrix with all entries equal to the identity of G x H — C2 x

C2 x C2 x C2 x C2 x C3 x C3. Notice that rank(G : G) = rank(G), rank(H : H) =
rank(H) and rank(G x H : G x H) = rank(G x H). Furthermore rank(G x H) =
rank(G). This follows from the fact they G and H have coprime orders. Thus,
by (3.2), rank(S') = 5, rank(T) = 2 and

rank(S' x T) = 5 = rank(S') = max{rank(5), rank(T)}.

3.2 Finite presentability: known results

One of the crucial steps in characterizing finitely presented direct products of
semigroups is the definition of a stable semigroup that we shall now introduce.
This was originally introduced in [47].

Let 7 = {A | R) be a presentation. A pair of words (wi,w2) E A+ x A+ is
called a critical pair (with respect to IP) if W\ = w2 in S and for every elementary
sequence vj\ = 71,72, • • • ,7m = w2 there exists i (1 < i < m) such that |7j| <
minduql, |1}- A semigroup S is said to be stable if S2 = S and there exists
a finite presentation (A \ R) which defines S and has no critical pairs. (The
original definition in [47] does exclude semigroups with indecomposable elements.
However, all the results have this necessary condition.) In fact, if a semigroup is
stable then it is possible to find such a presentation for any generating set as the
following proposition states.

Proposition 3.20 [47, Proposition 3.4] Let S be a stable semigroup. Then for
any generating set A of S there exists a stable presentation (A \ R) of S, with
respect to A, which has no critical pairs.

Examples of stable semigroups are given in Section 3.4.
The second part of Question 3.1 is then answered by the following theorems.

The first one concerns the direct product of two infinite semigroups.
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Theorem 3.21 [47, Theorem 3.5] Let S andT be infinite semigroups. The direct
product S x T is finitely presented if and only if S and T are (finitely presented
and) stable.

For the direct product of a finite and an infinite semigroup we have:

Theorem 3.22 [47, Theorem 8.2] Let S be a finite semigroup and T be an infinite
semigroup. Then the direct product S x T is finitely presented if and only the
following conditions are satisfied:

(i) S is stable; and

(ii) T is finitely presented.

This last theorem suggests some further definitions. We say that a finite
semigroup S preserves finite generation (resp. finite presentability) in direct
products if it satisfies the following property: for every infinite semigroup T the
direct product S x T is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) if and only
if T is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented). Also, we say that S destroys
finite generation (resp. finite presentability) in direct products if S x T is not
finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) for any infinite semigroup T. In this
terminology, Theorems 3.3 and 3.22 combined give

Theorem 3.23 For a finite semigroup S exactly one of the following conditions
is true:

(I) S destroys finite generation (and hence finite presentability as well) in direct
products; or

(II) S preserves finite generation but destroys finite presentability in direct prod¬
ucts; or

(III) S preserves finite presentability (and also finite generation) in direct prod¬
ucts.

It also follows that a finite semigroup S satisfies condition (i) of the theorem
if and only if S2 ^ S1; it satisfies condition (ii) if and only if S2 = S and it is not
stable; and it satisfies condition (iii) if and only if (S2 = S and) it is stable.
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3.3 Stability
As seen in the previous section, the notion of stability plays a fundamental role
in the characterization of finitely presented direct products. In fact, if we are

able to decide whether a finitely presented semigroup is stable, then we can also
decide when is the direct product of two finitely presented semigroups finitely
presented. Hence the question arises as to whether we can decide if a finitely
presented semigroup is stable. It is easy to see that a positive answer does
not follow straight from the definition. In this chapter we give a constructive
characterization of finite stable semigroups. The corresponding question for
infinite semigroups is still open.

Notice that if a semigroup S is finite then an easy algorithm will decide
whether S2 = S.

So let 5 be a finite semigroup satisfying S2 = S. We start by introducing
some notation and definitions. Denote by Tt(S'), £(«?) the set of all IR-maximal
and D-maximal elements of S, respectively, that is

9t(S) = {s £ S : (Vt <= S)(s <* t =>

£(S) = {s £ S : (Vt £ S)(s <c t => tfhs)}.

Now, for an arbitrary s £ S we define a graph T(S, s) as follows. The set of
vertices is

{(a,/j,,u)) : a £ 9\(S),/i 6 2(S),a/j,uj = s}. (3.4)

Two vertices (cui,//i,uq) and (02,^2,^2) are joined by an edge if and only if

(cci = a2 & Hio>i = /r2w2) or (au^i = «2A2 & <^1 = uj2). (3.5)

The graph T(S, s) is called the stability graph of s. When no confusion arises this
graph is simply denoted by F(s). Examples can be found in Section 3.4. With
this notation we have the following

Theorem 3.24 The following two conditions are equivalent for a finite semi¬
group S, satisfying S2 = S:

(i) S is stable; and
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(ii) all graphs T(s) (s E S) are connected.

Equivalently, a semigroup S preserves finite presentability in direct products
if and only if S2 = S and all graphs T(s) (s E S) are connected. Clearly, the
graphs T(s) (s E S) can be effectively constructed from the multiplication table
of S. Therefore it is decidable whether a finite semigroup is stable and thus
whether it preserves finite presentability in direct products. In Section 3.5 we

describe such a decision algorithm.
In order to prove Theorem 3.24 we start by proving the following

Lemma 3.25 Let S be a finite semigroup satisfying S2 = S.

(i) For every s e S there exist A(s) E 93(5) and s' E S such that s = A(s)s',
and, dually, there exist p(s) E £(5) and s" E S such that s = s"p(s).

(ii) For every s E 93(5) there exists rj(s) E S such that s = srj(s); dually, for
every s E £(5) there exists £(s) G 5 such that s = £(s)s.

Proof Let s E S be arbitrary. If s E 93(5) then use S2 = S to write s = S1S2,

for some Si, S2 E S. From s -<oi si it follows that Si E 93(5"), and so we may let
A(s) = Si, s' = S2- Also, if s3 E S is such that Si = ss3, then s = SS3S2, and
we may let r/(s) = S3S2. If s ^ 93(5*), then we can choose si E 93(5) such that
s -<ji s1. Hence there exists S2 E S such that s = S1S2 so we let A(s) = S\, s1 = s2.

Now if s E £(5) then use S2 = S to write s = SiS2 for some s 1, S2 £ 5. From
s s2 it follows that S2 E £(5), a.nd so we may let p(s) = s2, s" = Si. Also
if s3 E S is such that s2 — s3s, then s = S1S3S, and we may let £(s) = S1S3. If
s £(5), then we can choose s2 E £(5) such that s -<c s2. Hence there exists
Si E S such that s = S1S2 so we let p(s) = s2) s" = Si- □

In what follows we assume that A(s), s', p(s), s", rj(s), £(s) are fixed (whenever
defined) in accord with Lemma 3.25.

In both propositions below we consider 5 as a generating set for itself. In
this context, for w £ S+ we write w for the element of 5 represented by w.

We also consider the multiplication table presentation: recall that it has the
form M(5) = (S\R) where R consists of the relations of the form S1S2 = S3

(si, s2, s3 E 5) where sfs^ = s3.
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Proposition 3.26 Let S be a finite semigroup satisfying S2 = S. If all the
graphs T(s) (s E S) are connected then S has no critical pairs with respect to its
multiplication table, and hence S is stable.

Proof Let s E S be arbitrary, and let w\,w2 E S+ be any two words such that
Wi = W2 = s. We are going to prove that there exists an elementary sequence

from W\ to w2, with respect to the multiplication table M(S'), in which every term
has length at least M = minjluql, |1}- If M = 1 there is nothing to prove. So
assume that

wi = axa2 ...cim, u>2 = b\b2 .. . bn

with m, n > 2, a,, bi E S.
We claim that there exists an elementary sequence

Wi = Pi, Pz, ■■■,Pk = \{ai)(gX{ai))Mpp(am), (3.6)

where p — a[a2... am_ia^. Indeed, we can use the relations a\ = A(ai)a'1,
am = a'flp(am) and A(ai) = A(oi)(77A(oi)) (which hold in S by Lemma 3.25, and
hence are in M(S')) to transform W\ into the word

A(ai)(77A(ai))Ma'1a2 • • • am-i<Cp(am),

without ever decreasing the length of a word. Now we can use any elementary
sequence from

&1&2 • • • &m—i dm

to p and transform the word

X(ai)(r]X(al))Ma[a2 ... am_1a^p(am)

into

X(ai){rjX(al))Mpp(am).
The subword (r)X(ai))M guarantees that every intermediate word has length at
least M.

Dually, we have an elementary sequence

X{b1)(pX(b1))Mqp(bn) =7!, 72,..., 7/ = w2 (3.7)
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where q = b[b2 ... bn-ib^, in which every term has length at least M.
Now we are going to find an elementary sequence from A(ai)(77A(ai))Mpp(am)

to A(&i)(pA(6i))Mqp(bn) by using the assumption that the graph T(s) is con¬
nected. Note that (X(ai),p, p(am)) and (A(&i), q, p(bn)) are vertices in T(s). So
there is a path

(X(a1),p,p(am)) = {ai,pi,Ui),(a2,p.2,^2),---,(ah,Ph,^h) = (A(&i ),q,p(bn))

in T(s). We claim that for each i (1 < i < h — 1) there exists an elementary
sequence

®i(^?(®»)) Pi^i = fiih &i2i • • • i &iri — <-b+l (??(<N+l)) pi+X^i+l (8-8)

in which every term has length at least M. According to (3.5), there are the
following two cases to be considered:
Case 1: a* = cq+i,/qu;j = pi+\UJi+i. In this case a suitable sequence is

ai(r](ai))MpM,
ai(p(ai))MTTTTi = ai+l {p(ai+l ))Mpi+1ui+i,

ai+l(r](ai+1))Mpl+1LUi+l.

Case 2: aiPi = ai+ipi+i,uji = u>i+\. In this case we first use the relation u>i =

(C(tjj))u;j to transform ai{rj(a.i))MPiUJi into ai(rj(ai))Mpi(£(cUi))MLOi. Then we use
the relation cq = 0^(17(0^)) to transform this last word into aiPi(Q[u>i))M top the
subword (£(cnj))M guarantees that every intermediate word has length at least
M. We now proceeding dually to Case 1, first obtaining the sequence

Qtipi (C(<A))
aIp~(C(uji))Muji = al+ipi+l(((uji+i))Muji+u
®t+lpi+l (C(<^i+l)) <*A+1

and then use the relation a:; = (77(0:^)) to transform this last word into

oti+i{ji(ai+i))Mpl+i(C,{uji+l))Mui+i

and then use the relation uoi+i = (£(u;i+i))u;j+i to transform it into

ai+1 (v (ai+1))Mpi+1wi+1
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as desired. Once again any intermediate word has length at least M.
By concatenating sequence (3.6) with sequences (3.8) for i = 1,..., h — 1 and

sequence (3.7) we obtain an elementary sequence from uq to u>2 in which every

term has length at least M. Hence the pair (uq,^) is not a critical pair with
respect to M(S"), and therefore S is stable as required. □

Proposition 3.27 Let S be a finite semigroup satisfying S2 = S, and let s € S
be arbitrary. IfT(s) is not connected then, for any finite presentation (S\R) of
S (with respect to the generating set S), there is a critical pair (wi,w2) such that
uJi = W2 = s. Consequently, S is not stable.

Proof Let (aq,/ii,uq) and (a2,ii2,uj2) be two vertices of T(s) such that there is
110 path connecting them. Consider an arbitrary finite presentation (S\R) for S,
and let

N = max{|«|, |u| : (u = v) € R}

be the maximum length of a left hand side or a right hand side of a relation from
R. Next let

uq = aipi((((uJi))NuJi and w2 = a2p,2(((uj2))Nuj2.

By Lemma 3.25 (ii) and the definition of F(s) it follows that uq = uq> — s. We are

now going to prove that (uq,iw2) is a critical pair. Assume that it is not. Then
there is an elementary sequence uq = (3\, /32,. • •, fim = w2 such that |/5j| > N + 3
(1 < i < m). Write fa = with ai: bi G S, 7; G S+ (1 < i < m).

Claim 1 For each i (1 < i < m — 1) the vertices (A(oj), a'^ib", p(bi)) and
(X(ai+i), a'i+lji+ib'(+l, p(bi+i)) are connected by an edge in T(s).

Proof Since fii+1 is obtained from $ by one application of a relation from R,
we can write $ = 6uf, /3i+1 = Svf, where 5,f 6 S* and u = v is a relation
from R. Moreover, since \(3i\ > N + 3 and |u| < N, at least one of 5 or £ is
non-empty. Assume that 5 is non-empty. Then we clearly have = ai+1, and
hence A(af) = A(ai+i) and a[ = a'i+l. Also since u is a subword of 7fii, we have
7ibi = 7i+i6i+1, and hence

a'iliKp{bi) = a'ilibi = a'i+ili+\bi+\ = a-+17l+i6"+1p(6i+i)
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by Lemma 3.25 (i). Therefore, in this case, the given vertices are indeed joined
by an edge by (3.5). The case where £ is non-empty is considered in an analogous
way. □

Claim 2 InT(s) there is a path from (ax,/j,x,ux) to (A(ai), a'tfib", p(bx)) and also
a path from (a2,1^2,^2) to (A{am),a'm'/rnhffn,p{bm)).

Proof We prove the first statement; the second is proved analogously. By
Lemma 3.25 (ii) we have px(^(ui))Nuii = pxu)x, and hence there is an edge be¬
tween (ax,px, u>\) and (aq,/^((■(uq))'^, uq). Since ax/ax(C(ux))Nux = wx = (3X =
a\l\bx we have ax = aXl g,x(((u>x))N = 71 and uq = bx. Therefore we have
axpx(((u>x))N = A(a1)a'17i by Lemma 3.25 (i), and so there is an edge between
(<*1, Pi(({vi))N,vi) and (A(ai),o'17i,o;i). Similarly, from ajyiuq = a\^xb'[p{bx) it
follows that there is an edge between (A(ai), a'^i, uix) and (A(aq), p(bx)),
completing the proof of the claim. □

By combining Claims 1 and 2 we conclude that there is a path connecting
(ax,p,x, uq) and (a2, /i2, ^2), contradicting our assumption that they are in differ¬
ent connected components of T(s). Therefore (uq,u>2) is indeed a critical pair.
We have shown that S has critical pairs with respect to any finite presentation
having S as the set of generators. It now follows that S is not stable by Propo¬
sition 3.20, which asserts that non-existence of critical pairs is invariant under
change of generators. □

Theorem 3.24 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.26 and 3.27.

3.4 Examples and applications
It was shown in [47] that the question of whether a semigroup S preserves or

destroys finite presentability in direct products is related to existence of certain
kinds of weak identity elements. We say that an element e E S is a relative left
(resp. right) identity for an element s € S if es = s (resp. se = s). Recall that
if e is a relative left (resp. right) identity for every s £ S we say that e is a left
(resp. right) identity of S. With this terminology [47, Theorem 7.2 and Remark
7.5] state that either of the following conditions is sufficient for S to be stable:
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(11) every element of S has a relative left identity and a relative right identity;
or

(12) S has a left identity or it has a right identity.

It immediately follows that finitely presented monoids and finitely presented
semigroups, which are regular, are examples of stable semigroups. Also, if S
is a finitely generated commutative semigroup, satisfying S2 = S, then S is
stable. Indeed, by Redei's Theorem (see Theorem 7.2), it follows that S is finitely
presented. Now, if A is a minimal generating set for S (that is, no generator of
A is redundant) then for any a 6 A, since S2 — S, there exists a non-empty word
wa such that a = waa — awa, and therefore S every element of S has a relative
left and a relative right identity.

If S is a finite semigroup it is easy to prove, using Theorem 3.24, that (II)
and (12) are sufficient conditions for S to be stable. Indeed, if (II) holds then, for
any s € S, one may take s' and s" to be s, and A(s) and p(s) to be the relative
left and right identities for s respectively. Now for any two vertices (ai,p,i,ui)
and (0:2,^2,^2) of T(s) the sequence

(aq, pi, a>i), (A(aq), aq/ii, a>i),
= (A(aq), s, p(u>i)), (A(a2), s, p(cui)),

(A(q!2), s, p(u2)) = (A(cK2), Oi2p2^2i p(w2)), (A(of2), tt2/i2, a>2), (of2, P>2, W2)

is a path, and so T(s) is connected. Similarly, if S has, say, a left identity e

(condition (12)) then for any two vertices (cri, pi, u>i), (a2,p2,U2) of a graph T(s)
the sequence

(cri, pi,u>i), (e, aipi,u\), (e, a2p2, ^2), {<*2, P2, w2)

is a path. It is also easy to see that neither (II) nor (12) implies the other. Indeed,
in the 3-element semigroup (a, b\a2 = a,ab — b, b3 = b2 = ba) the element a is a

left identity, but the element b has no relative right identity. Also, in the 3-element
semilattice (a, b\a2 = a,b2 = b, ab = ba) every element is its own relative left and
relative right identity, but there is no left or right identity. Therefore neither
of the above two conditions is necessary for S to preserve finite presentability
in direct products. A question then arises as to whether their disjunction is
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necessary for S to preserve finite presentability. The following example shows
that this is not the case.

Example 3.28 Let S be the semigroup with multiplication table

a b c d e 0

a a a a d 0 0

b b b b d 0 0

c a b c d 0 0

d 0 0 0 0 0 0

e 0 0 0 0 e 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clearly S2 = S. We have 93(S) = {c, e} and £(5") = {c, d, e}. By (3.4) the graphs
r(a), F(6), L(c) and F(e) all have a single vertex, namely (c, a, c), (c, b, c), (c, c, c)
and (e,e,e) respectively, and, in particular, they are connected. The graph F(d)
has three vertices, (c,a,d), (c,b,d) and (c, c, d) and, since ad = bd = cd(= d),
there are edges between any two of these vertices; hence F (d) is connected (see
Figure 3.1).

(c, a, d)

(c, c, d) (c^>, d)

Figure 3.1: The graph F(S,d) from Example 3.28

Finally, we consider the graph T(0) (which has 29 vertices and it is represented
on Figure 3.2) and we show that it is also connected. Let (oi, /ii, a>i) be any vertex
of r(0). From cti[J,iu0\ — 0 it follows that ccpUi = 0 or = 0; in any case there
is an edge between (oi,^,oq) and (oi,0,o>i) by (3.5). Similarly, if (o2,p2,<w)
is any other vertex of T(0), it is adjacent to (o2,0, o»2). Finally, the sequence

(cvi, 0, c^x), (0:2,0,0;!), (02,0,0:2) is a path. Therefore T(0) is indeed connected.
By Proposition 3.26 we conclude that S preserves finite presentability, although
S has no left or right identity and the element d has no relative right identity.

An example of a finite semigroup which preserves finite generation but de¬
stroys finite presentability is given in [47, Example 8.4]; it has 11 elements. We
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Figure 3.2: The graph r(S, 0) from Example 3.28
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now exhibit two such semigroups with only 4 elements.

Example 3.29 Let S be the semigroup with multiplication table

a b c 0

a 0 0 0 0

b a b b 0

c a c c 0

0 0 0 0 0

Clearly S2 = S. We have Vt(S) = {b, c} and £(S) = {a, b, c}. By (3.4), the graph
T(a) has vertices (b,b,a), (6, c, a), (c,b,a) and (c, c, a) (see Figure 3.3). Indeed,

(M,c) (a,6,c)

(&,'a> c) (5T&, c)

Figure 3.3: The graph r(Sl, a) from Example 3.29

since ba = ca, there is an edge joining (b,b,a) and (6, c, a), and there is an edge
joining (c, b, a) and (c, c, a), but there are no other edges in the graph. Therefore
T(a) is not connected and so S destroys finite presentability though it preserves
finite generation.

Example 3.30 Let S be the semigroup with multiplication table

a b c 0

a 0 0 0 0

b 0 0 b 0

c a 0 c 0

0 0 0 0 0

Clearly S2 = S. Now we have 9i(S) = {b, c} and £(5) = {a, c}. The graphs
T(a), r(6) and T(c) all have a single vertex, namely (c, c, o), (b,c,c) and (c, c, c),
respectively, and hence they are connected. However, we claim that the graph
F(0) is not connected (although every element of S is both a relative left and a

relative right identity for 0). (See Figure 3.4.) Indeed, there is no edge connecting
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Figure 3.4: The graph P(S, 0) from Example 3.30

the vertex (b,c,a) to any of the other 12 vertices of T(0). This is because a

vertex ^ (b,c,a) satisfies an = 0 or fiu = 0, whereas be = b ^ 0 and
ca = a 7^ 0. Therefore we conclude that S preserves finite generation but destroys
finite presentability. Notice that in this example the non connected graph arises
from an element with both relative left and relative right identities.

We will denote the semigroup from Example 3.29 by Ti and the semigroup
from Example 3.30 by T2.

Remark 3.31 The above examples are minimal, in the sense that any semigroup
of order less than 4 either destroys finite generation or preserves finite presentabil¬
ity. Indeed, the unique semigroup of order one is actually a monoid and hence is
preserves finite presentability. Now, there are four semigroups of order two and
eighteen of order three:

Si 0 a 5*2 0 a S3 a b S4 0 a

0 Ooo 0 0 a a a , 0 a b

a 0 0 a 0 a b b b a b a
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s5 0 a b Se 0 a b S7 0 a b &00 0 a b

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a 0 0
>

0 a 0 0 0 ' a 0 0 0 ' a 0 0 0

b 0 0 0 b 0 0 a b 0 0 b b 0 a b

s9 0 a b Sio 0 a b Sn 0 a b S12 0 a b

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a 0 a a a 0 a a a 0 0 a a 0 a 0

b 0 b b b 0 a a b 0 a b b 0 0 b

Sis 0 a b Su a b c S15 0 a b Sl6 a b c

0 0 0 0 a a a a 0 0 0 0 a a a a

a 0 a a b a a a a 0 a b ' b a b a

b 0 a b c c c c b 0 b a c c c c

Sl7 a b c Sis a b c Sl9 a b c S20 a b c

a a a c a a b b a a a a a a a a

b a a c b b a
)

a b a b c b b b b

c c c a c b a a c c c c c c c c

S21 a b c S22 a b c

a a a c a a b c

b a b c b b c a

c c c a c c a b

(This list is from [18], and can also be found in [41]. We use zero as an element
of the semigroup, whenever the semigroup has a zero element, to emphasize that
fact.) Clearly semigroups Si, S5, S6, S7, S10, Su, Sn and Si8 have indecompos¬
able elements, since not every element appears in the multiplication table. Hence
those semigroups destroy finitely generation in direct products. Now, S4, Si5,
Si9, S21 and S22 are monoids, and all the other semigroups satisfy at least one of
(II) or (12) above. Thus these semigroups preserve finite presentability in direct
products.
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It is also true that T\ and T2 are the only two semigroups of order 4, which
are non-stable and do not have indecomposable elements. To see this we have
used the implementation, in GAP, of the algorithm described in Section 3.5 (see
Appendix A), and the list of the multiplication tables for all non-isomorphic and
non-anti-isomorphic semigroups of order 4 given in [18].

We also have

Proposition 3.32 For all n > 4 there exists a non-stable semigroup S of order
n satisfying S2 = S.

Proof We use induction on n. Both 7\ and T2 satisfy the case n = 4. So
suppose that S is a non-stable semigroup of order n — 1, satisfying S2 = S. Let
S° denote the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining a zero. Notice that for
any s € S, the graphs T(S, s) and r(S°, s) are equal. It therefore follows that S°
is not stable. Clearly (S0)2 = S° and S° has order n. □

It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.32, that there is a non-stable semi¬

group of any order n > 4, with no indecomposable elements, which has Tj as

a subsemigroup, and the same is true for T2. The following example exhibits
two semigroups of order 5, which are not obtained as in the proof of Proposition
3.32: one of them admits Tj as a subsemigroup and the other one admits T2 as a

subsemigroup.

Example 3.33 Let Si, S2 be the semigroups defined by the multiplication tables

abed 0 abed 0

a 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0

b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0

c 0 0 0 c 0 ' c abac 0

d a b 0 d 0 d a b d d 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

respectively. Notice that neither of them can be obtained by adjoining a zero

to a semigroup of order 4. They are both non-stable semigroups and contain
no indecomposable elements. For Si, fH(Si) = {c, d} and £(Si) = {a, b, d} and
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the graph F(S'i,0) is not connected. Indeed, both vertices (c,d,a) and (c,d,b)
are not connected to any other vertex. Clearly there is no edge between them.
Also, any other vertex / (c,d,a),(c,d,b) satisfies an = 0 or fiu — 0,
whereas cd = c / 0, da — a 7^ 0 and db = b. Now, for S2, 9t(S2) = {c, d}
and £(62) = {a,b,c,d}. The graphs r(S,2,a) and T(52,6) are not connected. As
for r(52,a) it has 4 vertices, namely (c, c, a), (c,d,a), (d,c,a) and (d,d,a) and
there is an edge joining (c, c, a) and (c, d, a) and another edge joining (d, c, a)
and (d,d,a). However there are no other edges in the graph and hence it is not
connected. The graph T(S2,b) is similar. Now, {a, c, d, 0} forms a subsemigroup
of S\ which is isomorphic to T2 and it it forms a subsemigroup of S2 isomorphic
to Xj.

However, there are non-stable semigroups of higher orders (without indecom¬
posable elements) that do not have Tj or X2 as subsemigroups. Thus, although T\
and T2 are of minimal size, they are not minimal in the sense that they do not have
to be subsemigroups of any other non-stable semigroup without indecomposable
elements. The following is such an example.

Example 3.34 Let S be the semigroup defined by the multiplication table

a b c d 0

a 0 0 0 0 0

b 0 0 0 6 0

c 0 0 0 c 0

d a b b d 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

Now we have 9\(S) = {c, d} and £(5") = {a,d}. The graphs T(a), T(c) and F(d)
all have a single vertex, namely (d,d,a), (c,d,d) and (d,d,d), respectively, and
hence they are connected. The graph T(6) has two vertices, namely (d,b,d) and
(d,c,d), which are clearly connected by an edge. However, the graph T(0) is
not connected, Indeed, there is no edge connecting the vertex (c, d, a) to any of
the other 14 vertices of F(0). This is again because a vertex (a,/r, co) 7^ (c,d,a)
satisfies an = 0 or = 0, whereas be = b ^ 0 and ca — a 7^ 0. Therefore we

conclude that S preserves finite generation but destroys finite presentability.
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However, we claim that neither Ty nor T2 is a subsemigroup of S. Suppose
to the contrary that T\ was a subsemigroup of S. Then, by looking at the
multiplication table of Ty we know that there would exist x,y G S with x / y

and such that x2 = x and y2 = y. This is clearly not the case in S. If T2 was

a subsemigroup of S then since d is a unique idempotent of S then there would
exist z G S with z ^ 0 such that dz = 0. Again this is not the case. The claim
is hence proved.

The examples of semigroups of order 5 were found by inspection on the list
of semigroups of order 5 given in [41], and using the implementation in GAP of
the algorithms described in Section 3.5.

Also, notice that having Ty or T2 as a subsemigroup, does not imply that the
semigroup is non-stable. Indeed, if we add an identity to a non-stable semigroup
we obtain a stable one, which has the original one as a subsemigroup.

3.5 Algorithms
As mentioned before, the results of Section 3.3 give rise to a decision algorithm.
Thus, given a finite semigroup S it is algorithmically decidable whether S pre¬

serves finite generation or presentability in direct products or whether it destroys
them. Furthermore, given a direct product of a finite semigroup S and an infinite
finitely presented semigroup T, we will have an answer to the question of whether
S x T is finitely generated and finitely presented.

In this section we present these algorithms. They rely mostly on the fact that
the semigroup S is finite, and hence we are able to iterate over all its elements.
These algorithms have been implemented in GAP (see Appendix A), and used to
produce some of the examples that appear in Section 3.4.

Some basic algorithms are assumed, as for example a function Elements(S)
(which returns the list of elements of a finite semigroup S) and functionality
related with Greens' relations. In particular, GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemi¬

group and also GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup which for a finite semi¬
group S, return the set of all maximal fk and L elements of S, respectively. Fi¬
nally we assume that we have a function Graph (that given a finite set of vertices
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and a finite set of edges between the vertices, creates the graph) and a function
IsConnectedGraph. Clearly, since we are only concerned with finite semigroups,
all these exist. Furthermore, in a system like GAP, all these algorithms are either
implemented there (or can be found in a share package) or else can be very easily
implemented based on the available functionality.

Now, to check if a finite semigroup has indecomposable elements we can, for
each element x G S (or for each generator of S), try to find two elements s, t G S
such that st = x. If we cannot find them by looping through all elements of S then
x is indecomposable. So we have IsSemigroupWithlndecomposableElements
that given a finite semigroup S, returns true if the semigroup has indecomposable
elements (i.e. S2 ^ S) and false otherwise. We therefore have the following

Algorithm 3.35 PreservesFiniteGenerationlnDirectProducts
Input: a finite semigroup S
Output: true or false
1: if IsSemigroupWithlndecomposableElements(S') then
2: return false
3: else

4: return true

5: end if

Now, in order to produce an algorithm IsStableSemigroup we start by cre¬

ating the stability graphs of the elements of S.

Algorithm 3.36 StabilityGraphOfElement
Input: a finite semigroup S and an element x g S
Output: the graph F(S,x), as defined in Section 3.3
1: {We start by computing the set of vertices, using (3.4)}
2: V i— 0

3: for all a G GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemigroup(S') do
4: for all c G GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup(S') do
5: for all b G Elements(S) do
6: if abc = x then

7: V <r- V\J {(o,6,c)}
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8: end if

9: end for

10: end for

11: end for

12: {Now we compute the set of edges, using (3.5)}
13: E <r- 0
14: for all (ai,&i,Ci) E V do
15: for all (a2,b2,c2) E V do
16: if (ai,bi,Ci) 7^ (02,62, c2) and [(oi = «2 and b\Ci = b2c2) or (ai&i = a2b2

and Ci = c2)\ then
17: E <— E U {[(«i, 61, Ci), (02, b2, c2)]}
18: end if

19: end for

20: end for

21: {We are now ready to build the graph}
22: return Graph(V, E)

Algorithm 3.37 IsStableSemigroup
Input: a finite semigroup S
Output: true or false
1: for all x E Elements(S1) do
2: T <—StabilityGraph0fElement(5,x)
3: if not IsConnectedGraph(r) then
4: {S is not stable by Theorem 3.24}
5: return false
6: end if

7: end for

8: {If all the graphs were connected then, again by Theorem 3.24, S is stable}
9: return true

and hence we have

Algorithm 3.38 PreservesFinitePresentabilitylnDirectProducts
Input: a finite semigroup S
Output: true or false
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1: if IsStableSemigroup(S') then
2: return true

3: else

4: return false
5: end if

3.6 A generalization: direct products of finitely

many semigroups
Given a finite family of semigroups Si (i £ {1, 2,..., n}) we consider the direct
product of all these semigroups

n

Z = Y[Si = SlxS2x---xSn.
i=i

Notice that Z is isomorphic to the direct product of the semigroup ^ x 52 x
• • • Sn-1 with Sn and to any direct product of those semigroups in any order. It
is natural to ask when such a direct product is finitely generated and when it is
finitely presented.

For finite generation we have the following consequence of Theorems 3.2 and
3.3.

Theorem 3.39 Let Si (i £ I) be a finite family of infinite semigroups and let
Tj (j £ J) be a finite family of finite semigroups (with I 0 and |/| + \J\ >2).
Then the direct product Z = <n.e, x (ReJ Tf) is finitely generated if and
only if

(i) for each i £ I, Si is finitely generated;

(ii) if |/| > 1, Sf = Si; and

(Hi) for each j £ J, Tj = Tj.

Proof If J = 0 then

Z = \[Sl.
iei
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Since |J| = 0 then |/| > 2. We use induction on |/|. The result for |/| = 2 is
Theorem 3.2. Now, suppose that the result holds for a direct product of k infinite
semigroups and that I = {1, 2,..., k, k + 1}. Using Theorem 3.2 once more we

have that Z is finitely generated if and only if (rii=i Si) and 5fc+i are both finitely
generated and

k k

(IU.)2 = IU.. s*+i =w
i— 1 i=l

Clearly, (nt=i Si)2 — IIi=i Si b and only if for each i E {1, 2,..., k}, Sf = Si. By
the induction hypothesis dl^i Si) is finitely generated if and only if each Si is
finitely generated and Sf = Si (i E {1,2,..., k}) which concludes the induction.

Now, if J / 0, and since T = fl -G j Tj is a finite semigroup, it follows from
Theorem 3.3 that Z is finitely generated if and only if S is finitely generated and
T2 = T. It is clear that T2 = T if and only if Tj = Tj for all j E J. Now, if
|/| > 2 then, by the first case, S is finitely generated if and only if Si is finitely
generated and Sf — Si (i E I), as required. □

For finite presentability we have:

Theorem 3.40 Let Si (i E I) be a finite family of infinite semigroups and let
Tj (j e J) be a finite family of finite semigroups (with I 0 and |/| + \ J\ > 2).
Then the direct product Z = (riie/ Si) x dljej Tj) is finitely presented if and only
if

(i) for each i G I, Si is finitely presented;

(ii) if | /1 > 2, for each i E I, Si is stable; and

(Hi) for each j E J, Tj is stable.

The main step for the proof of this theorem is the following

Proposition 3.41 Let S and T be stable semigroups. Then the direct product
S x T is also stable.

We start by introducing some new definitions. Let A = {a; : i E 1} be an

alphabet. We say that a presentation over A is uniform if it has the form

{A | Gj a^air), R (i E I))
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where £,77 : / —> I are mappings, and each (u = v) E R satisfies |u| = |u|. Notice
that if S is defined by a uniform presentation, in terms of a generating set A,
then A C A2 (i.e. every generator of A can be expressed as a product of two
generators of A). This implies that any word in A+ of length m is equal in S to
a word of length n, for any n > m.

The following proposition characterizes semigroups that can be defined by uni¬
form presentations, and establishes a connection between uniform presentations
and stability.

Proposition 3.42 [47, Proposition 5.5] A semigroup S can be defined by a uni¬
form presentation if and only if S2 = S. Furthermore, if S is finitely presented
then it can be defined by a finite uniform presentation, and if S is stable then it
has no critical pairs with respect to a finite uniform presentation.

Now, given two alphabets A — {a, : i £ 1} and B = {bj : j E J}, we define
the decomposition mapping

u : {(ioi, to2) E A+ x B+ : |ioi| = |iu2|} -» (A x B)+

by

(Oil<*i2 ■ ■ ■ Oin > bhbn ■ ■ ■ K)v = K, hn) (al2 ,hn) ■ ■ ■ (ain, bjn).
Notice that if <2,7 e A+, /?, 7 £ B+ are such that \a\ — \/3\ and |7| = |<5| then

(a^y,(36)u = (a,fi)u('y,5)u. (3.9)

A presentation for S x T is then given in the following

Proposition 3.43 [47, Proposition 5.7] Let S and T be two stable semigroups.
Let A = {ai : i E 1}, B — {bj : j £ J} be alphabets such that

{A | Oj = R (i E /)) and (3.10)

(B | bj = bjgbjb, Q (j £ J)) (3.11)

are finite uniform presentations for S and T, respectively. If u denotes the de¬
composition mapping, then the direct product S xT is defined by the presentation

7 = (A x B | {u\,Oi)v = [yi,a)v, (3.12)
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(/3,u2)v = (p,v2)v,

(Cl^ Oj2£(Zj2 7J, (^il ^1177^12 ) T)^)
(<5,bhbj2gbj2L)u = {s,bjiebhibj2)v,
(ai, bj) — bjg)(ojjj, fi/t)
((«i = t>i) € -r; a g r+; |«i| = |a|; (w2 = w2) g Q]

(3 g a+; \u2\ = \p\O1U2 e i] t e R+; M = 3;

ji, .72 £ J] 5 £ A+\ |5| = 3; i £ T, j £ J)).

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

We now have all the necessary ingredients to prove Proposition 3.41.

proof[of Proposition 3.41] We use the same notation as in Proposition 3.43.
First notice that if both S and T are stable then S x T is finitely presented (by
Theorem 3.21 in the case S and T are both infinite, by Theorem 3.22 if one is
infinite and the other one is finite, and because S xT is finite if both S and T are

finite). Also, it is clear, that if S = S2 and T = T2 then also S x T = (S x T)2.
It remains to be proved that S x T has no critical pairs with respect to the
presentation T.

We start by defining a mapping A^ : A+ x M0 -> A+ by

for to = w'cii £ A+ and n > 0. We also define a mapping \D : B+ x No —> B+ by

for to = w'bj £ B+ and n > 0. Then, for any to £ A+ (resp. to £ B+) and
n £ N0, the relation (to,n)A^ = to holds in S (resp. (w,n)\B = to holds in T)
and |(tc,n)AJ4| = \w\ + n (resp. |(to,n)As| = \w\ + n). These are immediate
consequences of the fact that (w,ti)Xa (resp. (w,ti)Xb) is obtained from to by
n applications of relations aj = (i £ I) (resp. bj — bjgbjL (j £ J)). The
mapping A^ (resp. AB) formalizes the fact that any word in A+ (resp. B+) of
length m is equal in S (resp. in T) to a word of length n, for any n > m. We

(in rr)AJ4 — to

(■w,0)XA = to,

(tO bj, tL)\b — tO bjgbjLgbjL2g . . . bj^n-igbj^.
(to, 0)Ab EE to,
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write A instead of A^ or A#, whenever it is clear which mapping we are referring
to.

Now, let wi, W2 £ (A x B)+ be two words such that W\ — uq holds in S x T.
We have to show that there exists an elementary sequence from uq to u>2, with
respect to 7, with no term having length less than minded |, |xc21} - In order to
do this we will follow the proof from [47] that uq = w2 is a consequence of 7:
to prove that wq = w2 follows from 7, the authors build an elementary sequence

from uq to W2 with respect to 7. That sequence will be suitable for our proof.
We may assume that |«q| = |io2|. Indeed, if |uq| < |t^21, by applying relations

(3.16) to uq, we can obtain a word w[ with the same length as w2 (and each
time we apply such a relation we are increasing the length of the word). So we

obtain an elementary sequence from uq to w[ in which no term has length less
than mindly^, |uq|}. Such a sequence, composed with a sequence from w[ to w2

with no term having length less than mindu/J, luq]}, will produce an elementary
sequence with respect to 7, each term of which will have length greater than or

equal to minduq|, l^l}- If |^i| > |^21 we can swap uq and w2 and proceed as

described above.

Now let (an, bn), {al2, bh),..., (aip, bjp), (afcl, bh), (afc2 ,bh),..., (akp, bip) G (A x
B)+ be such that

^1 = (°ii > bj1)(aj2, bj2) ■ • • (ajp, bjp),
= {akl,bh)(ak2,bl2) ■ ■ ■ (akp,blp).

Since the relation wx — W2 holds in S x T, the relation

^ip — 0/ki@'k2 ■ ■ ■ ®kp

must hold in S and the relation

bhbh ■'' bjP = Kbh ■■■biP

must hold in T. Recall that, by assumption, S and T have no critical pairs
with respect to (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. Thus there exists an elementary
sequence

Hi 1 = > ^2) ■ • • j £,q = akl CLk.2 ■ ■ ■ Qfcp
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with respect to (3.10) in which |£m| > p for all m (1 < m < q). Also, there exists
an elementary sequence

bnb32 ■ ■' bjP = Xi, X2, ■ ■ ■,Xr = bhbh ■■■blp

with respect to (3.11) in which |xm| > P f°r all m (1 < ra < r).
Denote by a the word and by by (3 the word bjlbj2 ... bjp. Notice

that wi = (6, {P, 161 - p)A)i/ and w2 = ((a, \xA ~ p)\Xr)v.

Claim 1 For every m (1 < m < q) there is an elementary sequence from

(6re> {Pi I6rc| ~~ P)^)v 1° (6n+l) {Pi I6ra+l| — P)A)f,

with respect to CP, in which no term has length less than the minimum length of
these two elements.

Proof We distinguish four cases, depending on how 6n+1 is obtained from fm.
Case 1. = 6n+i- In this case

(6n> {Pi I6n| — P)^)v — (6n+l> {Pi |6n+l| P)^)^i

and the claim is trivially true.
Case 2. = 7arf, £m+i = , with i € I and 7, h g A*. If we let

l£m| — P = s then clearly |£m+i| — p — s + 1. Thus we have

{Pi I6ra| — p)A = bj1bj2 . . . bjp_1bjpgbjplg . . . bjpLs-igbjpLs , (3.17)

and

{Pi |6n+l| — p)^ = bj1 bj2 . . . bjp_1bjpgbjplg . . . bjpLs-\gbjpisgbjpl/s+l. (3.18)

Let us now decompose the word (/?, |£m| — p)A as

{Pi I6n| - p)A = X\bjtX2i (3.19)

where, xi,X2 G B*, |xi| = M and |x2| = 16-
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Now we have

(£mi (Pi |£m| P)^)^ —

= (larfiXiKXi)" (by (3.19))
= (l,Xi)v(ai,bjl)u(5,X2)v (by (3.9))
= (7, Xi)v (aiO hho)(air,i bjlt) (5> X2)v (relation (3.16))
= {la^ai^^ibjtebj^v (by (3.9))
= (£,m+liXlbjidbjlbX2)V (£m+l — 7®iC®M/^)
= (fm+i. &A... bj^btfbfrbj^ ... bjpt.-iebjpl.)v (by (3.17) and (3.19))
= (Wbbjibj2 ■ ■ ■ &j,_AA+i • • • bjpl.-igbjpl.ebjpl»+i)v (relations (3.15))
= (Cm+i, (P, |fm+i| - p)A)f (by (3.18)).

The application of relations (3.16) increases the length of the word by one and
the application of relations (3.15) preserves the length. Hence the claim is true
in this case.

Case 3. = 7a^a^S, £m+i = 7arf, with i G I and 7,5 G A*. This case is
the converse of Case 2 and thus the elementary sequence is the same as in that
case (in reverse order).

Case 4- = 7u5, £m+i = 7vS, with (u = v) G R and 7, 5 G A*. Recall that
we have |u| = |u| since (3.10) is a uniform presentation. Thus we have

l£m| ~~ P — |£m+l| ~~ Pi

and hence

(Pi ICml - p)A = (Pi |fm+l| - p)A;

we denote this last word by P'. Decompose /?' as P' = P(P'2P3, where P[, P2, P3 €
B*i \P[\ — I7U |/?21 = \u\ and \P3\ = Now we have

(fm, (Pi |fm| - P)X)V = (7U6, P[P'2P'3)U
= (jiP[)v(u,P'2)v(8,P'3)v
= (l,P()v(ViP'2)v(SiP3)v (relation (3.12))
= (7v6, p[p'2p'3)u
= (£m+l> (Pi |£m+l| P)^)l/i

and the application of relation (3.12) preserves the length of the word. □
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Claim 2 For every m (1 < m < r) there is an elementary sequence from

((<*, \XmI -p)A,Xm)^ to ({a, |xm+i| -p)A,Xm+i)^,

with respect to T, in which no term has length less than the minimum length of
these two elements.

Proof We distinguish four cases, depending on how Xm+i is obtained from Xm-

Case 1. Xm = Xm+i- In this case

((a, I Xm | -p)A,Xm)^ = ((a, |Xm+l| ~ p)A,Xm+l,)C

and the claim is trivially true.
Case 2. Xm = 7bjb, Xm+ i = lbjgbjL5, with j E J and 7, d £ B*. If we let

|Xm| — P = s then clearly |xm+i| — P = s + 1. Thus we have

(T IXm| P) A = . . . Gjp_j ^ip^bipTi^ • ■ ■ a{v^s-\LCLipTiS , (3.20)

and

(T IXm+1 | P) A = Ujj ai2 . . . 0,ip_1 ^ipC^ipilC • ' ' ^ipris~l^ipr/st^^ipris+1 ■ (3.21)

Let us now decompose the word (a, |xm| — p)A as

(«, |Xm|-p)A = aiGi(Q;2, (3.22)

where cki,^ £ A*, |qi| = |y| and |a2| = |<5|- Now we have

((«, \Xm\ p)A, Xmfv =
= {01^x2,xbjb)iy (by (3.22))
= (ai,7)^ {ainbj)u (a2,5)v (by (3.9))
= («i,7)I/K()V)(a»i')' bjf) (a2,S)u (relation (3.16))
= (ona^oai^ilb-jebj^v (by (3.9))
— (c^lj Xm+1)^ (fim+l —- Ifbjdbjtd^
= (ttjjGjj . .. a,il_1 . .. Gip^s-i^Gjp^s, Xm+i)^ (by (3-20))
(o^g^ • • • i^i/nj/+i • • • ^iPT]r~^c,^'ipTfsc,(^iprisJr^i Xm+\)^ (relations (3.14))

= ((«, Ixm+il - p)A, Xm+> (by (3.21)).
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The application of relations (3.16) increases the length of the word by one and
the application of relations (3.14) preserve the length. Hence the claim is true in
this case.

Case 3. Xm = jbjebjO, Xm+1 = 7bj5, with j e J and € B*. This case is
the converse of Case 2 and thus the elementary sequence is the same as in that
case (in reverse order).

Case 4■ Xm = ju5, Xm+i = JvS, with (u = v) 6 R and 7, 5 6 B*. Recall that
we have |tt| = |u| since (3.11) is a uniform presentation. Thus we have

IXm| -P = |Xm+l| - P.

and hence

(a, |Xm| - p)A = (a, |xm+i| - p)A;
we denote this last word by a'. Decompose a' as a' = a^a^a^, where a\, a2, a3 €

A*, \a\\ = I7I, \a'2\ = |u| and (0:31 = |5|. Now we have

((«, \Xm\ ~p)\Xm)v =

= (oi'1^)u(a'2,u)u(a'3,6)u
= (a[, 7)1/ (a2, v)u (a'3, 5)v (relation (3.13))
= {a'xa'2a'z^v5)u
= ((a, IXm+i|-p)A,Xm+i)^

and the application of relation (3.13) preserves the length of the word. □

Now, notice that

|(6i> (Pi |6n| — P)A)l/1 = |6n| T P

(1 < m < q) and that

|(K IXil -p)A,XmM = \Xm\ > P

(1 < m < r). Then, using Claim 1, we then have that there is an elementary
sequence from

(6, (P, 161 - p)A)^ to (6, (P, 161 - p)x)u
with respect to T in which no term has length less than min{|6|> 161} = P- And
using Claim 2, we have that there is an elementary sequence from

((". IXil ~P)\xi)f to ((a, |xr| -p)A,x»>
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with respect to 7 in which no term has length less than min{|xi|, |Xg|} = P-

Recall that wx = (f1} (/?, 161 ~ p)A)*/, (£„ (/?, |f?| - p)A)i/ = ((a, |xi| - p)A, Xi)^
and u>2 = {(a, \xr \ - p)A,Xr)-

Therefore we conclude that there is an elementary sequence from wx to W2

with respect to 7 in which no term has length less than min-irq, ry2- Thus S x T
is stable. □

Corollary 3.44 Let Si (i e I) be a finite family of stable of semigroups. Then
the direct product Z = flte/ Si stable.

Proof We use induction on the size of I. If |/| = 1 the result is trivially true,
and if |/| = 2 then the result is Proposition 3.41. Now, let I = {1, 2,..., k, k +1}
and assume that the direct product of k stable semigroups is stable. Thus,

k

Us.
i=1

is stable semigroup. But then, by the case |/| = 2 it follows that Z is also stable.
□

proof[of Theorem 3.40] If J = 0 then

Z = Y[Si
iei

and \I\ > 2. We use induction on |/|. The result for \I\ = 2 is Theorem 3.21.
Now, suppose that the result holds for a direct product of k infinite semigroups
and that I = {1, 2,..., A:, /c + 1}. Using Theorem 3.21 once more we have that
Z is finitely presented if and only if fl-Li ^ an^ SWi are both stable. Now,
if nti Si is stable then it is, in particular, finitely presented, and thus, by the
induction hypothesis, each Si is stable. Conversely, by Corollary 3.44, if every Si
(1 < i < k) is stable then nf=i Si is also stable.

Now, if J 7^ 0, and since T = n^j Tj is a finite semigroup, it follows from
Theorem 3.22 that Z is finitely presented if and only if S = Hie/ Si is finitely
presented and T is stable. Moreover, if |/| > 2 then, by the first case, S is finitely
presented if and only if each Si is stable. Now, if each Tj (j G J) is stable then
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T is stable. It still remains to prove that if Z is finitely presented then each Tj
(j e J) is stable. In order to see this notice that

zsfll** n T;)xT*
ieI j€J

j ^ k

for any k G J. Thus, if Z is finitely presented then, by applying Theorem 3.22
once again, Tk must be stable, for any k G J. □
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Chapter 4

Semidirect products of

semigroups and monoids

In this chapter we study semidirect products of semigroups. Our aim is to find
necessary and sufficient conditions for the semidirect product of two semigroups
to be finitely generated and finitely presented.

Let S and T be semigroups, and let cf> : T —> End(S') be an antihomomor-
phism. We denote s(t</>) by Since <f> is an antihomomorphism we have

tsis2) = ^1^2 and tlt2s = (1( t2s)

(s, Si, S2 G S, t, t\, t2 G T). That is, 4> determines a left action of T on S. On the
set S x T we define a binary operation

(s, t)(u, v) = (s tv)

obtaining a semigroup, which we denote by S T, and which is called the
semidirect product of S by T with respect to 0. If both S and T are monoids,
with identities I5 and 1T, respectively, and

1ts = s and fls = 15, (4.1)

then we say that S x^T is a monoid semidirect product; we denote it by S^^T.

Remark 4.1 Notice that, in general, the semidirect product of two monoids need
not be a monoid semidirect product. Indeed, if T contains a zero, and <f> maps
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every t E T to the endomorphism of S that takes all the elements to zero, then
conditions (4.1) are not fulfilled. Clearly the semidirect product of two monoids is
a monoid semidirect product if and only if 0 is a monoid morphism, and the image
of 0 is a subsemigroup of End(5) consisting only of monoid endomorphisms.

Well known examples of semidirect products are the direct product (where <f>
maps every element onto the identity mapping of S) and the wreath product of
semigroups.

In Section 4.1 we present some known results about finite generation and
finite presentability of wreath products of monoids. Then, in Section 4.2, we

consider the general case, stating basic results, raising questions and exhibiting
some examples. Finally, in Section 4.3, we consider the semidirect product of two
semigroups with respect to an action by an idempotent morphism.

Proposition 4.15 of Section 4.2 appears here for the first time and was proved
jointly with Ruskuc and Thomson. The results from Section 4.3 also appear here
for the first time, and are joint work with Branco, Fernandes, Gomes and Ruskuc.
Many interesting questions remain unanswered, calling for further investigation
on this topic.

4.1 Wreath product: known results

In this section we review some known results about finite generation and finite
presentability of wreath products. We will use some of the results presented here
to obtain some examples in the following sections.

We start by defining the wreath product of monoids. So, let S and T be
monoids. The cartesian product of \T\ copies of S is denoted by ST and can be
thought of as the set of all functions / : T —> S. In this sense, ST is a monoid,
with multiplication given by

x{fg) = (xf)(xg) (x E T, f,g E ST)
and identity I (where 1 is the function mapping all elements of T to the identity
of S). The unrestricted wreath product SWrT of S by T is the set ST x T with
multiplication

(.f,b)(g,b') = (fbg,bb')
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where bg is given by the action (6, /) i—» bf of T on ST defined by

x»f = (xb)f (x G T). (4.2)

In fact, SWvT is the (monoid) semidirect product of ST by T with respect to this
action, and thus SWrT is a monoid with identity (1,1^). The direct power of
|T| copies of S is denoted by S^ and consists of all elements / G ST with finite
support. In other words, each / G satisfies xf = I5 for all but finitely many

ieT. The (restricted) wreath product SwrT of S by T is then defined to be the
submonoid of SWvT generated by S^ xT. If all the sets 6c_1 = {x G T : b = xc}
(b, c G T) are finite then SwrT = S^ x T (as sets). In particular, this holds if
T is a group. We refer the reader to [37] for a more detailed introduction.

If both S and T are groups then we have the following well known result for
finite generation.

Theorem 4.2 Let S and T be groups. Then the wreath product SwrT is finitely
generated if and only if both S and T are finitely generated.

This result does not generalize for the monoid case: for example the wreath
product N0wrN0 (where No denotes the additive monoid of natural numbers,
including zero) is not finitely generated. Indeed we have:

Theorem 4.3 [46, Theorem 1.1] Let S and T be monoids and let G be the group

of units ofT. Then the wreath product SwrT of S by T is finitely generated if and
only if both S and T are finitely generated, and either S is trivial, or T = VG
for some finite subset V of T.

As for finite presentability, it turns out that the result for the wreath product
of two groups (proved by Baumslag [9]) generalizes for the monoid case (with a

different proof however):

Theorem 4.4 [46, Theorem 1.2] Let S and T be monoids. Then the wreath
product SwrT is finitely presented if and only if either S is trivial and T is

finitely presented or T is finite and S is finitely presented.
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Remark 4.5 Notice that the definition of unrestricted wreath product SWrT is
not left-right symmetric. By considering the mapping / G ST acting on the left,
the action (4.2) becomes a right action (/, b) i—fb of T on ST. The semidirect
product of ST by T with respect to this right action is called the left unrestricted
wreath product of S by T and is denoted SWviT. Similarly we can define the
left (restricted) wreath product of S by T by taking the submonoid of AWr/T
generated by the functions of finite support. In general SWvT SWviT and
SwvT "A 5wr;T. It is clear from Theorem 4.4 that SwvT is finitely presented if
and only if Swr/T is finitely presented. The same is not true for finite generation.

Remark 4.6 Although the definition of unrestricted wreath product can be ex¬

tended for two arbitrary semigroups, the same is not true for the (restricted)
wreath product. In fact, in order to define the support of an element we made
use of the fact that S was a monoid. One common approach here is to allow the
definition of support to be with respect to a fixed idempotent of S. In this way we

can define the wreath product of two semigroups S and T, provided S contains
an idempotent e, which is denoted by SewvT and is called the wreath product of
S by T with respect to the idempotent e. All finite generation results and finite
presentability results in this case are much more technical; such a theory was

developed in [45] and [65].

4.2 The general case

On dealing with the general case we start by looking at finite generation.
The semidirect product of two finitely generated semigroups is not finitely

generated in general. Indeed, we have seen in Chapter 3 that even in the special
case of the direct product this does not have to be the case. The following shows
that, for two arbitrary semigroups S and T, T finitely generated does not imply
S xi^T finitely generated, even when S is finite and S2 = S. (Recall that in such
a case the direct product S x T would be finitely generated; see Theorem 3.3.)

Example 4.7 Let S = {0,1} be the two-element semilattice, and let T = (a, b |)
be the free semigroup of rank 2. Define

°0 = al = 0, *0 = *1 = 1.
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Then S xi^T is not finitely generated. Indeed, it is clear that each of the infinitely
many elements of the form (1, a") € S has to belong to any generating set.
Nevertheless S is finite and it satisfies S2 = S.

However, for the monoid semidirect product we have following

Proposition 4.8 [65] Let S and T be finitely generated monoids and suppose

that a monoid semidirect product S$fiT can be defined. Then Sj^^T is finitely
generated.

Proof Suppose that S is generated by a set A and T is generated by a set B.
Then let

C = {(a, It) '■ a £ A} U {(Is, b) '■ b £ B}.

We will prove that the set C generates Stf^T. So let (s, t) £ S$fT. Since s e S,
there are ai,a2,... ,am £ A such that s = aia2 ■ ■ ■ am and similarly there are

bi,b2,... ,bn e B such that t — bxb2 ■ • • bn. Then

(gi> lr)(o2, lr) • • • {o>m, lr)(ls, bi)(lsj M • ■ • (Is, bn) =
- (fll lra2 • • • lTam xns 6lls 6i6Ts b^-b^l5) 2 •••&„) = (s, t)

and thus C generates Stf^T. In particular, if A and B are finite, C is also finite
and therefore if S and T are both finitely generated then so is S^^T. □

The converse of Proposition 4.8 is not true even for the monoid case, as the

following example shows:

Example 4.9 Let M be a non-trivial finitely generated monoid and let G be an

infinite finitely presented group. By Theorem 4.3 it follows that MwrG is finitely
generated. But MwrG is the semidirect product of M^ by G, with respect to
the wreath action (since for all b, c £ G the set {x £ G : b = xc} is finite). Now,
since G is infinite, the monoid ATg) is not finitely generated.

But for the second factor, T, we have:

Proposition 4.10 Let S and T be semigroups such that a semidirect product
Sx^T is defined. Then if S xi fiT is finitely generated, thenT is finitely generated.
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PROOF This follows from the obvious fact that T is a homomorphic image of
□

Whenever T is a finite semigroup we can prove the following

Proposition 4.11 [65] Let S and T be semigroups such that a semidirect product
5 xi^T is defined and suppose that T is finite. //S xi^T is finitely generated then
S finitely generated.

Proof Suppose that S xi^ T is generated by a (finite) set

{(iii.vi), (u2,v2),..., (uk,vk)}

and let

U = {ui,u2,.. .,uk}.

We claim that the set

Z = {fi : u e U, t eT}
is a generating set for S. Indeed, if s e S, then for any t G T, we can write

(s, t) {uix , Vj,1) (Wj2 , Vi2 ) > Vih ).

Thus

s = uh Vimi2 ViiVi*ui3 ■ ■ ■ Vi^"'Vi^uih,
i.e. s can be written as a product of elements of Z. Notice that Z is finite when¬
ever both U and T are finite and hence we conclude that S is finitely generated.
□

We now turn to finite presentability. From the results obtained for finite
generation, and the results on the direct product from Chapter 3, we know that
in general the semidirect product of two finitely presented semigroups is not

necessarily finitely presented, even if it is finitely generated. However, for the
monoid case we have:

Proposition 4.12 [65] Let S and T be finitely presented monoids and suppose

that a monoid semidirect product can be defined. Then S^^T is finitely
presented.
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Proof Suppose that S and T are defined by presentations (A | R) and (B \ Q),
respectively. Notice that the action of T on S can be lifted to an action of B*
on A*. With this in mind, for each a G A, b G B, we let (a, 6) G A* be a word
representing the element ba. We will prove that then is defined by the
presentation

{A, B | R, Q, ba — £(a, b)b (a G A,b G B)). (4.3)

We start by defining a homomorphism

n:(A U B)' ->

by extending the mapping

a i—> (<z, If) (n G A)] b i—y (ls> B) ifi £ B).

By Proposition 4.8, 7r is an epimorphism and thus we can take A U B as a

generating set for the presentation. Also a relation u = v (u, v G (AUB)*) will
hold in if and only if wr = vnr. Thus relations from R hold and so do the
relations from Q, and if a G A, b G B then

(ba)n = (1s,b)(a, lT) = {lsC,(a,b),b) = (((a,b),b) = (((a,b)b)ir.

Next suppose that Wi,W2 G (A U B)* are such that w\ = W2 in Stf^T. Using
relations ba = £(a, b)b (a G A, b G B) we can write w\ = a(3 where a G A* and
(3 G B*, and similarly we can write w2 — a'/3' with a' G A* and (3' G B*. Then,
since uq = w2 in S^T, we have w\it = W2ir,

(a/3)TT = (a' /3')ir

and thus, since a, a' G A*, (3, (3' G B*

cot = cot and /Br = fin'.

Now, by using relations from R and Q we can transform a in a1 and (3 in /?',
respectively. Thus vj\ — u>2 is a consequence of the presentation (4.3). In partic¬
ular, if S and T are finitely presented then so is S$(f)T. □

For the converse of Proposition 4.12 we ask the following questions:
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Question 4.13 If the semidirect product S is finitely presented is S neces¬

sarily finitely presented? Further, if S is finitely presented and S is finitely
generated, is S finitely presented?

And in line with Proposition 4.10:

Question 4.14 If the semidirect product S xi^ T is finitely presented, is T nec¬

essarily finitely presented?

For the monoid semidirect product, Question 4.13 has a positive answer when¬
ever the second factor, T, is finite. This is our next proposition, which is was

jointly proved by Thomson, Ruskuc and the author:

Proposition 4.15 Let S and T be monoids such that a semidirect product
is defined with respect to a morphism <f : T —> End(S') and suppose that T is finite.
If finitely presented then S is finitely presented.

Proof By Proposition 4.11, S is finitely generated. So let (A | R) be a pre¬

sentation for S with respect to a finite set A and with R possibly infinite. Take

M(T) = (T | Q) to be the multiplication table presentation for T. Recall that,
since T is finite, M(T) is a finite presentation. For every t £ T and a £ A choose
fit,a) £ A* representing the element la in S^^T. Then, by the proof of Propo¬
sition 4.12, we have that is defined by the following finite presentation:

{A, T | R, Q, ta = f{t, a)t (a £ A, t £ T)).

Notice that the mapping f : A* —> (A U T)* defined by a H> a induces an

embedding S <—>■ Stf^T. Now, since is finitely presented, there is a finite
set R! C R such that is defined by

(A,T | R', Q, ta = f(t,a)t (a £ A, t £ T)). (4.4)

For each t £ T we let at : A* —> A* be the homomorphism extending the
mapping a >-» fit, a), and let ip : T* —» End(A*) be the antihomomorphism
defined by t at. For z £ A* and w £ T* we write iz)iwip) as wz. Notice that

mz = miW2z) and (4.5)

WZiZ2 = WZ\ WZ2 (4.6)
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(z,zi,z2 g A*, w,wi,w2 g T*).
Now let

(A | lR', ua=va(aeA, t g T, (u = v) g Q)), (4.7)
where = *y :(« = «) g i?'} and denote by Si the semigroup defined by
this presentation. Also notice that (4.7) is a finite presentation and thus Si is a

finitely presented semigroup.
We now prove that ijj induces a homomorphism </>' : T —>■ End (Si) (hence T

acts on Si). We start by proving the following

Claim If w € T*, t € T are such that w — t in T then wa = la in Si (a g A).
In particular, if wi, w2 g T* are such that wi = w2 in T then Wla = W2a in Si.

Proof We use induction on the length of w. If |iy| = 1 then the claim is trivially
true. If |to| = 2 then wa = la is a relation from (4.7) for every a G A. Now suppose

that w = tit2w', where ti,t2 GT and w' G T*. Let t3 G T be such that tit2 = t3
in T (and recall that this relation is in Q) and suppose that w'a = aia2 ■ • • ak for
ai, a2,..., a*; G A. Then

wa = tlt2W'a
= tlt2(aia2 ■ ■ -ak) (by (4.5))
= tlt2ai tlt2a2 ■ ■ • tlt2ak (by (4.6))
= t3ai t3a2 ■ ■ ■ t3ak ((tlt2ai = G Q,i = 1, 2,..., k)
= l\axa2 ■ ■ ■ ak) (by (4.6))
= t3( w'a)
= t3W'a (by (4.5))
= h (induction hypothesis).

The last statement is then an immediate consequence. □

Now we have to check that for all t g T, tf> is a homomorphism. Notice that
tf will be the endomorphism of S\ induced by the at. Thus, we have to prove

that for any relation (u = v) from (4.7) and any w g T*, wu = wv holds in Sx.
So, let w g T* and (*u — *v) g 'R!. Suppose that wt = tx for some tx g T.
Then wtu = tlu and wtv = tlv in Si by the Claim. Now, uu = thv g tlR! and thus
wtu = wiv holds in Si. For ua = va ((u = v) g Q), if wu = wv = t in T we have

wua =ta= wva.
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Finally, we have to check that ft is well defined, in the sense that for all z € A*,
wi,w2 € T*, wi = w2 in T implies Wlz = W2z in Si. Indeed, if z = axa2 • • • ak

(ai, a2,..., ak e A) we then have

Wiz = max Wla2 ■ ■ ■ Wlak (by (4.6)
_ W2a2 . . . W2(lk daim)
= W2Z (by (4.6)).

Therefore T acts on S\ by the action determined by the homomorphism </>'
and therefore we can consider the semidirect product SxT which is defined by
the presentation

(A, T | lR', ua = va, Q, ta = C(t, a)t (a e A,t G T, (u = v) e Q)). (4.8)

Notice that (4.8) contains (4.4) as a subpresentation and that all relations from
(4.8) hold in Stf^T. Thus = Sift^T. Now, the mapping ^ : A* -> (dUT)*
also induces an embedding from Sx into S^T = Si^^T. But this is exactly the
same embedding that ^ induces from S into S^^T. Thus S = S\ and therefore
S is finitely presented. □

We can now deduce the following corollaries:

Corollary 4.16 Let S and T be monoids such that a semidirect product
is defined and T is finite. Then S$fiT is finitely presented if and only if S is
finitely presented.

Proof One of the implications is Proposition 4.12. The other one is Proposition
4.15. □

Corollary 4.17 [65] Let S be an infinite semigroup and letT be a finite monoid,
and suppose that <f : T —>■ End(S') is a monoid homomorphism. If the semidirect
product S xi ^ T is finitely presented then S is finitely presented.

PROOF Let S1 be the monoid obtained from S by adjoining an identity /, regard¬
less of whether S contains an identity. We may extend any given endomorphism
a : S —» S to a monoid homomorphism a1 : S1 —>■ S1 by letting

sa1 = sa (s 6 S) and la1 = I.
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Thus we can also extend the homomorphism 4> ■ T —> End(S) to a homomorphism
cj)1 : T —> End(5/) in the following way: if t(f> = a (t £ T), then tfi1 = a1.
Clearly is a monoid homomorphism and is a monoid semidirect product.
Furthermore

(%T)\(S»,T)
is a finite set and thus by Proposition 2.7, it is finitely presented if and
only if S T is finitely presented. By Proposition 4.15 it follows that S1 is
finitely presented and thus S is also finitely presented. □

The following question, however, remains unanswered:

Question 4.18 Let S be an infinite semigroup and T be a finite semigroup. If
S T is finitely presented is S necessarily finitely presented?

4.3 Action by idempotent morphism
In this section we consider the semidirect product of two semigroups S and T
with respect to a homomorphism : T —» End(S) that maps every element
of T to a fixed idempotent endomorphism a of S. Notice that, in this case,

multiplication in the first component does not depend on T. Indeed, the action
that <f> determines from T on S, induces a new operation on S, that we denote
by *, and that is given by

si * s2 = si(s2a)

(si,s2 € S). Clearly S is a semigroup with respect to this operation, and we

denote it by (S,*). Whenever we refer to S with the usual operation we will
write (S, ■), and we write S whenever we refer to the set S itself. Also, if X C S
we denote by X(Sce) the set

(a;(sQ:) : x £ X, s G 5}.

We start by listing some properties of (S, *) in the following

Lemma 4.19 With the above notation we have

(i) if (S,*) is finitely generated then the set S\S(Sa) is finite;
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(ii) if X C S is a generating set for (S, ★) then S(Sa) = X(Sa);

(iii) if Sa is a finite set then (S, *) is finitely generated if and only if S is finite;

(iv) S T = (5,*) x T; and

(v) (S1, *)2 = (5, ★) if and only if S(Sa) = S.

Proof (i) If S\S(Sa) is not a finite set then (S,*) has infinitely many indecom¬
posable elements, and since all indecomposable elements have to belong to any

generating set it follows that (S, *) is not finitely generated.
(ii) Suppose that X C S is a generating set for (5, *). Clearly X(Sa) C S(Sa).
Now, if si(s2Q;) G S(Sa) (si,s2 £ S) then, since si G S and X generates (S,*),
there exist X\, x2, ■ ■ ■, xn G X such that

Si = Xi S2 ' ' " * Xn,

that is

Si = xi(x2a) ■ ■ ■ (xna)

and therefore

Si(s2o;) = X\(x2a) • • • (xna)(s2a)
= xi((x2 ■ ■ -xns2)a) e X(Sa)

as required.

(iii) If Sa is finite and (S, *) is finitely generated then, by (i) S\S(Sa) is finite
and thus S has to be finite as well. The converse follows from the fact that any

finite semigroup is finitely generated.
(iv) Both S T and (S,*) x T have the same support set S x T, and thus we

can define a bijection ip : S x^, T —> (5,*) x T by mapping (s,t) G S x^, T to
(s, £) G (S", *) x T. Now, if (si, ti), (s2, t2) G S xi^, T then

[(si,ti)(s2,i2)]V) = (si(s2a), tit2)xj)
= (si(S2CK), *1*2)
— (si,t\)(s2,t2)

and therefore S" xi^ T = (S,*) x T.
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(v) Clearly (S, *)2 = S(Sa), and therefore (S, *)2 = (S,*) if and only if S =

S{Sa). □

Finite generation of (S, •) and (S,*) is related as follows:

Proposition 4.20 With the above notation, (S, *) is finitely generated if and
only if (S, ■) is finitely generated and there exists a finite set X C S such that
S\X(Sa) is finite.

Proof Suppose (S, *) is generated by a finite set X C S. By Lemma 4.19(i) and
(ii), S\X(Sa) is finite. Also, if s G S there exist X\, X2, ■ ■ •, xn G X such that

s — x\ -k X2 * • • • * xn = xi(x2&) ■ ■ ■ {xna)

and thus (S, •) is generated by the set X U (Xa), which is a finite set.
Conversely, suppose that A is a finite generating set for (S, •), and X C S is

a finite set such that S\X(Sa) is finite. We will prove that

Y = (S\X(Sa))UXuA

is a generating set for (5,*). Indeed, if s G S then either s G S\X(Sa), in which
case s G Y, or else s G X(Sa). In this last case there exists x G X and s' G S
such that

s = x(s'a)

and if s' — a\a2 • ■ • am for some a\, 02,..., am £ A then

s = x(s'a) — x(aia)(a2a) ■ • ■ (ama)
— X Cli ~k Ct\ ic • • • ~k CLm.

Therefore (S,*) is generated by Y, which is a finite set. □

We thus have

Theorem 4.21 Let S and T be infinite semigroups, let a : S —> S be an idem-
potent endomorphism of S, and let f : T —» End(S') be such that t G a for all
t G T. Then S T is finitely generated if and only if the following are satisfied:
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(i) S and T are both finitely generated;

(ii) T2 = T; and

(iii) there exists a finite set X C S such that X(Sa) = S.

Proof By Lemma 4.19(iv) we know that S x^T = (£,*) xT, and thus S x^T is
finitely generated if and only if (S, *) x T is finitely generated. Now, if (5, *) x T is
finitely generated then, by Theorem 3.2, (5,*) and T are both finitely generated,
T2 = T and (S, *)2 = (S, *). This implies, by Proposition 4.20, that (5,-) is
finitely generated. Furthermore, if X is a finite generating set for (S, *) then, by
Lemma 4.19(v) and (iii), X(Sa) = S.

For the converse implication notice that if (i), (ii) and (iii) hold then, by
Proposition 4.20, (S, *) is finitely generated. Also S(Sat) = S and thus (S, *)2 =
(S, *) by Lemma 4.19(v). Using Theorem 3.2 once again we conclude that (S, ★) x
T is finitely generated and thus S x^, T is finitely generated as well. □

Theorem 4.22 Let S be a finite semigroup and T be an infinite semigroup, let
a : S —>• S be an idempotent endomorphism of S, and let <f : T —> End(S) be
such that t I—a for all t E T. Then S x^ T is finitely generated if and only if
the following are satisfied:

(i) T is finitely generated; and

(ii) S{Sa) = S.

Proof The semidirect product S x^T is finitely generated if and only if (S, *)xT
is finitely generated. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, Ax^T is finitely generated if and only
if T is finitely generated and (S, *)2 = (S, *). Using Lemma 4.19 we conclude that
S x^T is finitely generated if and only if T is finitely generated and S(Scx) = S.
□

Theorem 4.23 Let S be an infinite semigroup and T be a finite semigroup, let
a : S —> S be an idempotent endomorphism of S, and let : T —> End (A) be
such that t i—>• ol for all t G T. Then S x^ T is finitely generated if and only if
the following are satisfied:
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(i) S is finitely generated;

(ii) T2 = T;

(iii) there exists a finite set X C S such that S\X (Sa) is finite.

Proof The semidirect product S xi fiT is finitely generated if and only if (S, *) xT
is finitely generated. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, Sx^T is finitely generated if and only
if T2 = T and (S, *) is finitely generated. The result then follows by Proposition
4.20. □

We are now interested in investigating finite presentability of S x^T. We
shall once again explore the connections between finitely presentability of (S, •)
and (S, *).

So let (X | J?) be a presentation for (S,*). We are going to find a presentation
for (S, •). By the proof of Proposition 4.20 it follows that, since (S, *) is generated
by the set X, (S, •) is generated by the set X U (la). Thus we introduce a new

alphabet X = {x : x G X} in one one correspondence with X; each x represents
the element xa G S. We define a homomorphism ip : X+ —>• X+ by extending
the mapping

xip = x (x E X)

and define a mapping (p : X+ (XuX)+ by

{xix2 ■ ■ ■ xn)4> = xi xA ■ ■ ■ x^ - xi (x2 • • • xn)ip

(x\, x2,..., xn € X). Notice that wi,w2 G X+ satisfy w\ — w2 in (5, ★) if and
only if w\4> — w2(p in (S, •).

Lemma 4.24 With the above notation vue have:

(i) If a,b G X U X then there exist a (a, b) G and /j.(a, b) G X* such that the
relation ab = a(a, b)fj,(a, b) holds in (S, •).

(ii) For each x G X, there exist /3(x) G X and v{x) G X* such that the relation
x = f3(x)v(x) holds in (S, •).
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Proof If a, b e X u X then either ab e S\XS or else ab e XS. In the first case
ab <£ (S1, *)2 and therefore there must exist a generator a(a, b) E X of (S, *) such
that ab = a(a,b) in (S, •). In the second case there must exist a(a,b) G X and
n(a,b) G X+ such that ab = a(a,b)p(a,b) in (S, •). Now, if x G X, it is clear
that there exist /3(x) G X and u(x) G X* such that x = (3(x)v(x) in (5, •). □

For each a, b G X U X, x G X we fix <a(a, b), pc(a, 6), /3{x) and vfx), according
to Lemma 4.24.

We then have

Theorem 4.25 With the above notation let

R\ — {u(j) = v(j) : (u = v) G R},

i?2 = {uip = vip : (u = v) £ R},

R3 = {ab = a(a, b)n(a, b) : a, b E X U X}, and
= {x — /3(x)u(x) : x G W}.

Then (5, •) is defined by the presentation

(X,X | Ri, R2, i?3, R4).

For the proof of the theorem we will need the following

Lemma 4.26 With the notation of Theorem f.25, if w G (X U X)+ then there
is a word xw1 G XX such that w = xw' in (S, •) and xw' can be obtained from
w by finitely many applications of relations from R% and R4.

Proof We use induction on the length of w. If |w| = 1 then either w G A', or
else w G X. In the latter case applying a relation from P4 yields w = @{w)v{w) G
AA^* as required. Thus the result holds for |u>| = 1. Now, if

W = XiX2,

that is w is of length 2, the relation w = X1X2 = a.(x\, xf) is in Rj, and
thus the result is also true. Now suppose that the result is true for a word of

length k — 1 and suppose that \w\ = k > 2. Then

w = xw'
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where x G X U X and w' G (X U X)+. Notice that \w'\ = k — 1. Hence, by
the induction hypothesis, there exists x' € X and w" e X* such that w' = x'w"
in (5, •) and there is a finite sequence of applications of relations from i?3 that
transforms w' into x'w". The result follows by the length 2 case, and using the
relation

xx' — a(x,x')fi(x,x').
□

PROOF[of Theorem 4.25] We suppose without loss of generality, that X does not
contain redundant generators.

First we will prove that all the relations hold in (S, •). Let (u = v) € R. This
means that u = v holds in (S", *), i.e. ucp = vcj) holds in (S, •). Now, since ip is
homomorphism and (pxp — ip, we also have wip — vip holding in (S, ■). Therefore
both sets of relations Ri and Z?2 hold in (S, •). The relations from and R4
hold in (S, •) by Lemma 4.24.

Now suppose that Wi = w2 holds in S for some w\, w2 G (X U X)+. We have
to prove that then W\ — w2 is a consequence of the relations from Ri,R2, R3 and
R4. By Lemma 4.26 there exists a finite sequence

Wi = 71,72, ■■■,1k = Xiw[ G XX*

of words from (X Ul)+, in which every term is obtained from the previous one

by one application of one relation from either i?3 or i?4. Similarly, there is a finite
sequence

W2 = l[, 72, • • •, l'h = X2W2 e XX*.
Now, since w 1 = w2 holds in (5, •), the relation

x\w[ = x2w'2

holds in (5, •)• If w'\ = Vilh • • • yTl and w'2 = y[ y'2 ■ ■ ■ y'n then

xxw[ = XiY\V2- ■■!hn = {x\y\y2 ■ ■ • Vm)(p

and

x2w'2 = xiy[ y'2 ■ ■ ■ y'm = {x2y[y'2 ■ ■ ■ y'Jcp.
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Thus Xiyiyz ■ • - Dm — £22/(2/2 • • • y'n holds in (S, *) and thus, by using finitely many

relations from Ri and R2 we can transform one into the other. Therefore W\ = w2

is a consequence of the relations given. □

Corollary 4.27 With the above notation, if (S, *) if finitely presented then (S, •)
is also finitely presented.

If (S, •) is finitely presented, then the question now arises as to when is (S,*)
finitely presented. From Proposition 4.20 we know that the existence of a finite
set X C S such that S\X(Sa) is also finite, is a necessary condition.

Question 4.28 Is is true that (S, *) is finitely presented if and only if (S, •) is
finitely presented and there exists a finite set X C S such that S\X(Sat) is finite?

We consider the following

Example 4.29 Let S = C2 x C2 x C^. Then S is defined by the presentation

(a, b, c, c"1 | a2 = 1, b2 = 1, cc-1 = c_1c = 1,
ab = bo., ac = ca, be = cb).

Take a : S —> S to be the endomorphism of S defined by

a b, b h-» b, c 1—> c.

Then Sa is generated by {b, c}. In fact Sa = C2 x Cqq. Notice that any element
of S different from the identity can be written uniquely as all>'ck for i € {0,1},
3 6 {0,1}, k € Z, at least one of i,j,k non zero. Now consider the semigroup
(5,*) as defined before. Then multiplication of two elements aNTck,ambncp € S
in (5, *) is given by

alVck) * (ambn(f) = aiVck{(ambncv)a) =
albck+p if j + m + n = 1,3
alck+p if j + m + n = 0, 2.

We claim that then (S,*) is defined by the presentation

(a, b, c, c'1 | a2 = ab, b2 = ba, b2c = c, b2c~l = c_1,
ab2 = a, b2 = cc-1 = c~1c, b3 = b, (4.9)
ca — cb = be, c~~1a = c_16 = 6c_1).
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Clearly all the relations from this presentation hold in (S,*). It is thus enough
to prove that given an element alb>ck G S, and multiplying it by each of the
generators, we can obtain an element of the same form by using the given relations
in the presentation. (We choose b2 to be the word representing the identity
element of (S, •).) We start by noticing that if h, k G Z the relations

chc-h = b2

and

chck = ch+k (h + -k)

are consequences of the presentation (4.9). Thus, for i G {0,1}, j G {0,1} and
k G Z (at least one of i,j, k non zero) we have

alb2ck = alck if j = 1, (i ^ 0 or k ^ 0)
(ialbick)a = albj+1ck = ^ aibck if j = 0

b2 if i = 0, j — 1, k = 0

alck if j = 1, (z ^ 0 or k ^ 0)
(oibick)b = alV+lck = { b2 if i = 0,j = 1, k = 0

albck if j = 0

(albick)c=l ... . . „ f aNA if (i -A 0 or j ^ 0), k = — 1' alIPc c = altPb = ' V r

{alb>ck 1 if k 1nj _! iu,2 / Cb> if (i ^ 0 or j ^ 0), A: = 1aWcc 1 = alo>¥ = <
b2 if i = 0, j = 0, A: = 1

All these are consequences from presentation (4.9) and therefore it follows that
(4.9) defines (5,*).

Another question arises, which in view of Theorems 3.21 and 3.22, will also
be relevant for the proof of a result about finitely presentability of S xi^ T.

Question 4.30 If (S, •) is a stable semigroup, is {S,*) necessarily stable? Con¬
versely, does (S, •) have to be stable for (S, *) to be stable?
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We now look at the special case when S contains an idempotent e = e2, and
an endomorphism a : S —>• S such that s e (s G S (s G S)). We then have

Proposition 4.31 With the above notation S T is finitely generated (resp.
finitely presented) if and only if both S and T are finite or S is finite, S = Se
and T is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented).

Proof Suppose that S xi$ T is finitely generated and let Z be a finite gen¬

erating set for it. Then, for any s G Se and t G T there exist elements
(xi,yx), (x2, y2), ■ ■ ■, (xn, Vn) e Z such that

(s,t) = {xl,yi)(x2, y2) ■ ■ ■ (xn,yn) = (xxe,yxy2 ■ ■ -yn).

Thus,
Se C {u E S : (3u G T)(u, v) G Z}e (4-10)

which implies that Se is finite, since the right hand side of (4.10) is a finite set.
On the other hand, S — Se must also be finite. Indeed, the elements of S xi^ T
with first component in S — Se are indecomposable, and therefore they must all
be in Z. We conclude that S is finite. Now, by Theorem 4.22, it follows that if
T is not finite then T is finitely generated and S — S(Sa) = Se.

Conversely, if both S and T are finite then S xi^T is finite and thus is finitely
generated. If S is finite, S — Se and T is infinite but finitely generated then,
also by Theorem 4.22, it follows that S xi^ T is finitely generated (take X — S).
In fact, it is clear (and will be useful for what follows) that if S is finite, S = Se
and T is generated by a set B C T then S x ^ T is generated by the set S x B.

Now, suppose that S T is finitely presented, and T is infinite. From the
above we know that S is finite, S — Se and T is finitely generated. Let B be a

finite generating set for T and let (S x B \ R) be a finite presentation for S xi^T.
Also let

7T : (5 x B)+ -> B+
be the homomorphism extending the mapping

(s, t) t.

We will prove that T is then defined by the presentation

(B | UTT = V7T ((« = v) G R)). (4-11)
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If (u, v) G R and

« = (si,bi)(siM) ■ ■ ■ E (S X B)+,

V = (s\,b[)(s'2,b'2) ■■■(*'„,b'n)e(SxB)+
then

wt = b\b2 ■ • -bm and vtv = b[b'2 • • • b'n.

Now, since u — v in S xi^ T, it follows that M7r = vir in T, as required. If
Wi,w2 6 B+ are such that W\ = w2 holds in T, W\ = bib2---bm € B+ and
w2 = b[b'2 ■ ■ - b'n G B+, then the relation

(e, bi)(e, b2)--- (e, bm) = (e, ^)(e, 6'2) • • • (e, 6^)

holds in S xt<pT. Hence this relation must be a consequence of the relations from
R, that is, there is an elementary sequence

(e, bx)(e, b2) • ■ • (e, bm) = Tl, 72, • • •, 7fc ='(e, b[)(e, b'2) ■ ■ ■ (e, b'n)

(7i G (5 x B)+, 1 < i < k) of applications of relations from R. But if 7i
(1 < i < k) is obtained from 7i_! by application of a relation (u = n) G R then,
since tt is a homomorphism, 7j7r is obtained from 7i_i7r by application of the
relation utt = vn. It therefore follows that w\ = w2 is a consequence of (4.11).
This concludes the proof that the presentation (4.11) defines T.

Finally suppose that S is finite, S = Se and T is finitely presented. Consider
the semigroup T1, obtained from T by adjoining an identity I (regardless of
whether T has an identity). Define a homomorphism 0 by extending 0 as follows:

0 : T1 -» End(5)
t > tcj) (t G T)
I |—t 1,5

(where ls denotes the identity endomorphism of S). Now,

5^T' = (5^T)U{(s,/):SG5}
and since S is a finite set, by Proposition 2.7, S x^, T is finitely presented if and
only if S is finitely presented. Also, if B C T is a generating set for T,
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B U {/} is a generating set for T1, and it therefore follows that S x (B U {/}) is
a generating set for S xi^T1. However, for any (s,b) G S x (B U {/}) we have

(s,b) = (s,I)(e,b)

and thus {(s, I), (e, b) : s G S, b G Bj is a generating set for S ^T1. So let
(S | R) be a presentation for 5, and let (B \ Q) be a presentation for T. We will
prove that

(,S,B\R,Q,bs = b(seS,beB)) (4.12)

defines S Clearly all relations R, Q hold in S xi^T1. Relations bs = b
(s 6 S,b G B) also hold. Now, given two words w\,w2 G (S U B)+, such that
Wi = w2 holds in S xi^T7, we can use relations bs = b (s e S,b e B) to write
W\ and w2 as ai/3\ and a2/32 respectively (ai,a2 G S+, /3i,/32 G B+). It is then
clear that «i/?i = a2/32 implies that ot\ = a2 in S and /3\ = (32 in T. Hence these
relations are consequences of R and Q, respectively. It follows that W\ = w2 is
a consequence of the presentation (4.12). Thus (4.12) defines S x^TJ, which is
therefore finitely presented. □

Example 4.32 If e = 0 is a right zero of the semigroup S then S ^ Se and
therefore S x^T is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) if and only if both
S and T are finite.

Remark 4.33 Notice that S = Se if and only if e is a right identity of the
semigroup S. Thus that is the only situation when can be finitely generated
or finitely presented with T infinite.
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Chapter 5

Bruck—Reilly extensions of
monoids

In this chapter we are concerned with finite generation and finite presentability
of Bruck-Reilly extensions of monoids.

So, let M be a monoid with identity 1m and let 9 : M —>• M be an endomor-
phism of M. On the set N0 x M x N0 (where N0 denotes the set of non-negative
integers) we define a binary operation by

(m, a, n)(p, b,q) = (m — n + t, (a9t~n)(b9t~p), q — p + t) (5.1)

where t = max(n, p), and 9° denotes the identity map on M. The set N0 xM x N0
together with this operation is a monoid with identity (0, 1m, 0), which we denote
by BR(M, 9) and call the Bruck-Reilly extension ofM determined by 9.

This construction is a generalization of constructions by Bruck [12], Reilly [44],
and Munn [38]. Bruck's construction considers the special case when 9 maps all
elements to the identity of M, in which case the obtained extension is a simple
monoid, and is used to prove that every semigroup embeds in a simple monoid
([12, Theorem 8.3]). On the other hand Reilly's construction considers the case

when the monoid M is a group; the monoid obtained is a bisimple inverse lo-

semigroup and, conversely, every bisimple inverse w-semigroup is a Bruck-Reilly
extension of its group of units ([44, Theorems 2.2 and 3.5])). Finally, Munn
considers Bruck-Reilly extensions with respect to endomorphisms that map the
monoid into its group of units and hence gives a structure theorem for a special
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class of simple inverse semigroups ([38, Theorem 3.3]).
We begin our considerations in Section 5.1 by exhibiting a presentation for the

Bruck-Reilly extension of a monoid. Then, in Section 5.2 we study Bruck-Reilly
extensions of groups, characterizing finitely generated and finitely presented ones.

In Section 5.3 we consider Bruck-Reilly extensions of arbitrary monoids and proof
that the result for finite generation given in Section 5.2 generalizes for this case

(with a different proof, however). Finally, in Section 5.4, we compare monoid
presentations and inverse monoid presentations for a Bruck-Reilly extension of a
group.

The results presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.4 appear in [6]. The results from
Section 5.3 appear here for the first time.

5.1 A known presentation and other opening re¬

marks

Consider the Bruck-Reilly extension BR(M, 9) of a monoid M with respect to a

homomorphism 9 ofM. We are interested in finding a presentation for BR(M, 9).
The first step is to find a generating set for the extension given a generating set
for M.

Lemma 5.1 [29, Lemma 4.1] With the above notation, if M is generated by a

set A then BR(M, 9) is generated by the set

X = {(0, a, 0) | a G A} U {(0,1M, 1), (1,1M, 0)}.

Proof Let (m, x, n) £ BR(M, 9) be arbitrary. Notice that we can write (m, x, n)
as

(m, x, n) = (m, 1M, 0)(0, x, 0)(0,1M, n).
Also

(m,lM,0) = (m —1,1M,0)(1,1M,0) = (MM,0)m,

(0,1M, n) = (0,1M, n - 1)(0,1M, 1) = (0,1M, l)n.

Now, since x can be written as a product aia2 • ■ • ak of elements of A and

(0, x, 0) = (0, aia2 • • • ak, 0) = (0, au 0)(0, a2, 0) • • • (0, ak, 0)
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we finally have

(■m,x,n) = (1, lM,0)m(0,ai,0)(0,a2)0) • • • (0,afc,0)(0,1M, l)n.

Therefore X generates BR(M,9). □

Remark 5.2 Notice that M embeds into BR(M, 9) by the mapping x (0, x, 0)
(x g M).

Now, if M = A*/p is the monoid defined by the presentation (A \ R) every

endomorphism 9 : M —> M can be 'lifted' to an endomorphism 6* : ^4* —>- ^4*, in
the sense that for every word w g A* we have

{w/p)9 = (w9)/p.

To see this it is enough to choose arbitrary words a9, representing (a/p)9 (a E A),
and then extend the mapping a t—>■ a9 to an endomorphism A* —> A*. In line with
the convention of identifying w and w/p, we shall also identify 9 and 9. With
this in mind, we have the following

Proposition 5.3 [29, Theorem 4.2] Let M be a monoid defined by a presentation
(A | R) and let 9 be an endomorphism of M. Then the Bruck-Reilly extension

BR(M, 9) is defined by the presentation

(.A, b,c\ R, be = 1, ba = (a9)b, ac = c(a9) (a € A)}. (5.2)

Proof We follow the proof from [29] (an alternative proof can be found in [33]).
So, let

f : (Au{x,y})* -> BR(M,9)
be the monoid homomorphism extending the mapping

afi = (0, a, 0) (a G A), bf = (0,1M, 1), cf = (1,1M, 0).

By Lemma 5.1, (f) is an epimorphism. Further, a relation u = v holds in BR(M, 9)
if and only if u<f> — vf>. Now, since all the relations from R hold in M they also
hold in BR(M, 9) since for any x g M

xcj) = (0, x, 0).
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The remaining relations also hold in BR(M, 9) since

(0,W)(1,1m,0) = (0,1M, 0),

(0, 1m, l)(0,a,0) = (0, a6,1) = (0, a9,0)(0,1M, 1), and

(0,a,0)(l,lM,0) = (1, aO, 0) = (1, 1m, 0)(0, a6, 0).

Thus, all the relations from the presentation (5.2) hold in BR(M, 9).
Next we will prove that given a non-empty word w G (^4 U {x, y})* there is

a word PaN (a G A*, i,j > 0) such that w = PaN is a consequence of (5.2).
Indeed, if |tw| = 1 then either w = a for some a G A, w = b or w = c. In any of
these cases w is already a word of the desired form. Now suppose that the claim
is true for any word of length less than k (k > 1) and let w G (A U {b,c})* be
a word of length k. Then w = w'x where w' G {A U {b, c})* is a word of length
k — 1 and x G A U {b, c}. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, there is a G A*,
i,j>0 such that w' = PaK is a consequence of (5.2). Thus the relation

w = PaEx

is also a consequence of (5.2). Now, there are three possibilities: either x G A,
x = b or x = c. If x G A then j applications of the relation bx = (x9)b yield
w = Pa{x9l)K. If x = b then w = PaK+1. Finally, if x = c, then either j = 0,
and by applying relations OjC = c(cii9) (1 < i < k with a = Gqa2 • • • a^) we obtain
w = P+1(a9), or else w = PaK"1. This concludes the proof of the claim.

Now let u>i,W2 G (AU {5, c})* be two words such that uq = w2 holds in S.
We have to prove that this relation is a consequence of the presentation (5.2).
From above we know that there are a,/3 G A*, i,j,k,l > 0 such that

u>i = PaE and w2 = ck/3bl

are consequences of (5.2). Since uq = w2 we also have

Pabi — ck/3bl

in BR(M, 9), which means that

(Pab>)(j) - (ckpbl)(j),
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i.e. (i,a,j) = (k,/3,l) and thus i = k, j — I and a = (3 in M. But then this
implies that a = P is a consequence of R and therefore

Pabi = ckpbl

is a consequence of (5.2). □

For the purposes of our study we will consider the presentation (5.2) as the
definition of the Bruck-Reilly extension BR(M,9).

It follows from (5.2) that if a monoid is finitely generated (resp. finitely
presented) then so is every Bruck-Reilly extension of it. The converses are not
true though, as the following two examples show.

Example 5.4 The free group F on an infinite set {xj : i > 1} of generators has
finitely generated Bruck-Reilly extensions. Indeed, the mapping X{ i—> Xi+i (i >
1) extends to a homomorphism of groups 9 \ F —¥ F. Since xi+x = Xi9l = blX\c\
the Bruck-Reilly extension BR(F, 6) is generated by {x\, x^1 ,b, c}, and so it is
finitely generated.

Example 5.5 [57] Consider the group G defined by the (group) presentation

(ai,a2,a3,a4 | afckf = afaf (i > 0)).

This is the free product with amalgamation of free groups (ai, a2 |) and (a3, <24 |)
along the subgroup generated by {af a% : i > 0} (isomorphic to the subgroup
generated by {afaf : i > 0}). This subgroup has infinite rank since the given
set of generators is Nielson reduced. Therefore G is not finitely presented (see,
for example, [10]).

Now, let 9 : G —» G be an endomorphism extending the mapping a3 i-q aj
(.j = 1,2,3,4). Then, by (5.2), the Bruck-Reilly extension of G with respect to
9 is defined by the following (monoid) presentation

(tq, n2, n3, 0.4? ? ^2 5 ^3 ? ^4) b ^ c j djaj — CLj (Xj — 1, cc^ cq , be — 1,
baj = a^b, djC = coj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4)).

In fact, this presentation is equivalent to

(cq, 0,2, (23, G4, <q, n2, O3, 0.4, b, c | cijd'j = Ch'jQ] ~ 1, ct 1 n2 = cj3 04, be — 1,
(5.3)

bdj = ajb, djC = caj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4)).
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To prove this we have to show that the relations afaf = af af (i > 0) are a

consequence of (5.3). We will use induction on i If i = 1 then

aia2 = 0-3CI4

is one of the relations in (5.3). Now, suppose af 1af 1 = af 1af 1 (i > 1) is a

consequence of (5.3). Then

aTaf = afbcaf (be = 1)
= b af af c (afb = bai and ca% = a2c)
= baf 1af 1 c (induction hypothesis)
= af af (a\b — bax, ca\ = a2c and be = 1).

Thus, BR(G, 9) is a finitely presented Bruck-Reilly extension of a non-finitely
presented group.

The following questions thus arise:

Question 5.6 Under which conditions is a Bruck-Reilly extension BR(M,9) of
a monoid M, determined by an endomorphism 9 of M, finitely generated?

Question 5.7 Under which conditions is a Bruck-Reilly extension BR(M, 9) of
a monoid M, determined by an endomorphism 9 of M, finitely presented?

Example 5.8 Let M be a monoid and let 1m be the identity endomorphism
of M. Then, it is an easy consequence (5.1) that the Bruck-Reilly extension

BR(M, 1m) of M is isomorphic to the direct product of M with the bicyclic
monoid. Therefore, by the results in Chapter 3, BR(M, 1m) is finitely generated
(resp. finitely presented) if and only if M is finitely generated (resp. finitely
presented).

Remark 5.9 It is worth remarking the similarity between the presentations for
a Bruck-Reilly extension and an HNN extension of a group. Indeed, for a group
G (defined by a monoid presentation (A | R)), subgroups H = (X) and K and
an isomorphism 9 : H —> K, the HNN extension of G relative to H, K and 9 is

given by
(A,b,c | R, be — 1, cb = 1, bx = (x9)b (x £ X)),
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which should be compared to (5.2). Also, it is known that, provided G is finitely
presented, the above HNN extension is finitely presented if and only if H is finitely

generated. This is a relatively easy consequence of the normal form theorem for
HNN extension (see [34] and [10, Exercise VI.4(i)]) and should be compared to
Theorem 5.15.

Before we end this section we will list some basic properties of Bruck-Reilly
extensions, which will be used throughout the text.

Lemma 5.10 Let S — BR(M,9) be a Bruck-Reilly extension of a monoid M
defined by a presentation (A \ R).

(i) Every word w £ (A U {6, c})* is equal in S to a word of the form clab>,
where a £ A*, i, j > 0.

(ii) If w = dab3 and w' = ck/3bl are words in {A U {b,c})* (a, (3 £ A*, i,j > 0)
then the word ww' is equal in S to

ci-i+t(a9t-i)(b6t-k)lf-k+t

where t = max{j, k}.

(Hi) For all i,j, k, I > 0 and all a, (5 £ A* we have

clabi = ckfdbl i = k, j = I, and a = (5 in M.

(iv) For all i,j, k, I > 0 and all a, (3 £ A* we have

clabi Tfck/3bl i = k and a"JT' (3\
cla.bi Esck/3bl j = I and a EM(3;
clalfi TPckfdbl i = k, j = I and aCKM(5.

(v) There is a (unique) epimorphism ix from S onto the bicyclic monoid B (with
presentation {b, c \ be — 1)), such that bir = b, ctt = c and an = Ib (a £ A).

(vi) The monoid M embeds in S and a word w £ (A U {b,c})* represents an

element of M if and only if it is equal to some word from A*, i.e. if and
only if wn = 1b-
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Proof Observations (i) and (iii) follow from the proof of Proposition 5.3, and
(ii) is a consequence of (5.1).

For (iv) we follow the proof given in [28]. So, if a, (5 £ A* and i,j, k, I > 0 are

such that clab> 1R3 ck(3bl then there exists 7,7' € A*, r, s, t, u > 0 such that

(cW)(cr7&s) = ck(3bl and (cfc/55')(cf j'bu) = PaV

in S and thus, by (ii),

k = i — j + max{j, r} and i = k — I max{/, t}.

In particular k > i, i > k and therefore i — k. It then follows that j > r, I > t.

Again, by (ii), a(70J'-r) = /3 and (5{p/'6l~t) — a in M, that is

aWfl.

Conversely, suppose that aHMp. Then there are 7,7' £ A* such that

(3 — cry and a = (3*/'

in M. Thus, in S

(clafA)(cP'ybl) = P[3bl
(cl (3bl)(clry'b>) = dab3

from what we conclude that claK 1R3 cl(3bl.
For the R-relation we proceed analogously. Thus, if a, (3 E A* and i,j, k,l > 0

are such that clab3 Ls ck(3bl it follows that there exists 7,7' £ A*, r, s, t, u > 0
such that

(cr76a)(cW) = ck(3bl and (c47'5u)(cfe/36') = clotV

and thus

I = j — i + max{s, i} and j = I — k + max{u, k}.
In particular I > j, j > I and thus j = I which also implies that i > s and k > u.

Hence, by (ii) we have (7^~s)o; = (3 and (r)'6k'u)(3 = a in M which means that
Qf-CM(3. Now, if aLM(3 then there is 7,7 £ A* such that

[3 = 7a and a = 7'/?
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in M. So in S we have

(ckjbl)(clabl) = ck(3bl, and

{ci-y'bk){ckfibl) = dab1
which means that clabl Ls ck/3bl.

The result for the TC-relation follows as an immediate consequence of the
above.

Now, if B denotes the bicyclic monoid, we define a mapping

7r : BR(M, 9)->B

inductively by
bix = b, en = c, an = 1b (a E A)

and for w = w'x with w' E (A U {b, c})*, x E A U {b, c}

wn = (w'x)n = (w'n)(xn).

Since B is defined by the presentation (b,c \ be = 1) it follows that n is a

well-defined onto mapping. It is also clear from the definition of n that it is a

homomorphism.
For (vi) recall that, by Remark 5.2, M embeds in S. Thus, if w E A* then

w represents an element from M, and by (v), wn = 1 b- Conversely, if w E

(dU {x,y})* represents an element from M, then it has to be equal to a word in
A*, and therefore it also follows that wn = 1b- O

Throughout the rest of this chapter we fix n to be the epimorphism described
in Lemma 5.10(v).

5.2 Bruck—Reilly extensions of groups
In this section we answer Questions 5.6 and 5.7 for Bruck-Reilly extensions of
groups. We start by proving the following

Proposition 5.11 Let G be a group defined by a presentation (A \ R), let 9 be
an endomorphism of G and let S = BR(G, 9) be the Bruck-Reilly extension of
G with respect to 9. Then G is isomorphic to the group of units of S via the
mapping a t—> a (a E A).
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Proof By Remark 5.2 we know that G embeds in S, via the mapping

ip \ G S

a a.

Clearly Gtp is a group which is contained in the group of units of S. Now, if b
was an invertible element of BR(G, 9) then there would exist x G BR(G, 9) such
that bx = xb = 1. By multiplying both sides of the equality xb = 1 by c we

would obtain xbc = c and hence x = c. This would imply that cb — 1 which is
not true. Therefore b is not invertible in BR(G,^). A similar argument proves
that c is not invertible either. Thus it follows that Gip is the group of units of S.
The last part is then immediate. □

We will call the words in (Au{6, c})* which represent elements of G the group

words. Examples of groups words are all the words from A*. Notice though that
there are group words which are not in A*\ be and bac (a G A) are such examples.

Proposition 5.11 exhibits the connection between the problem here consid¬
ered and the wider problem of finding presentations, and finite generation and
presentability conditions, for a subgroup of a given semigroup or monoid. We
have described that problem and a general solution in Section 2.2 and we will use
those results to answer Questions 5.6 and 5.7.

Thus, we have the following characterization of finitely generated Bruck-Reilly
extensions of groups:

Theorem 5.12 Let G be a group and let 9 : G —» G be an endomorphism. The
Bruck-Reilly extension S = BR(G, 9) is finitely generated if and only if there
exists a finite subset A0 C G such that G is generated (as a monoid) by the set

U=o^-

Proof First suppose that there exists a finite set Aq C. G such that G is generated
by the set A = |J°^0 A09\ We are going to prove that S is generated by the set
Y = A0 U {6, c}. R is enough to show that any a9l (a G A, i > 1) can be written
as a product of elements of Y. Indeed, using relations from the presentation (5.2),
we have that a9l = blacl. Therefore S is finitely generated.
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Conversely suppose that S is finitely generated. If G is generated by a (possi¬
bly infinite) set A, then S is generated by AU{b, c}. Since S is finitely generated,
there exists a finite subset A0 C A such that S is generated by A0 U {b, c}.

We can now use Theorem 2.10, which gives a (Schreier type) generating set
for any subgroup of a monoid, to obtain generators for G. For this we need TC-
classes in the IR-class of G. They are Hi = Gbl~l (i > 1) (by Lemma 5.10 (iv)).
We also need elements r,, r\ such that GVj = Hi and — G. One possible
choice is r, = bl~l and r\ = cl~l (i > 1). Notice that this choice of ru r\ satisfies
the condition stated in the second part of Lemma 2.9. Using this, an immediate
application of Theorem 2.10 yields the following generating set

{blacl,blbcl+1,b1+1ccz : a £ A0, i > 0}\{lc} = {Eac1 : a £ Aq, i > 0}
= {a0l : a £ Ao, i > 0}
- U=o^

for G, completing the proof. □

Example 5.13 Let F be the free group on an infinite set {Xi : i > 1} of genera¬
tors. Example 5.4 exhibits a finitely generated Bruck-Reilly extension of F. We
are now going to build a non finitely generated one.

So, let 6 : F —> F be the endomorphism of F extending the mapping

Xi i—> 1,

Xi M- 2j_i (i > 2).

Now, suppose that there exists a finite set A0 C F such that F is generated by the
set A = Ufc>o^o^fc- Notice that 9 does not increase the length of a word. Also,
if xj £ F (j > 1) is such that for any word xt £ A0, i < j, then certainly Xj £ A.
Moreover, since Xj is a word of length 1 it cannot be written as a product of other
generators from F. This contradicts the fact that A is a generating set for F.
Therefore, by Theorem 5.12, it follows that BR(F,9) is not finitely generated.

For finite presentability we have the following:
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Theorem 5.14 Let G be a group and 6 : G —» G an endomorphism. Then the

Bruck-Reilly extension S — BR((T, 9) is finitely presented if and only if G can be
defined by a presentation (A \ R), where A is finite and

OO

R = |J R9k = {u9k = v9k : k > 0, (u = v) e R},
k=0

for some finite set of relations RCA* x A*.

Notice that an immediate consequence of the above theorem is that if S is

finitely presented then G is finitely generated. In fact, proving this is the main

ingredient of the proof of the Theorem 5.14:

Theorem 5.15 Let S — BR(G, 9) be a Bruck-Reilly extension of a group G. If
S is finitely presented then G is finitely generated.

Proof Since S is finitely presented it is, in particular, finitely generated, and so,

by Theorem 5.12, there exists a finite subset A0 = {fli, 02,..., at} C G such that
{afti : 1 < i < t, j > 0} generates G.

Let A = {aitj : 1 < i < t, j > 0} be a new alphabet, where a^j represents
afif In particular represents a; and from here on we shall identify these two

symbols.
Let (A | R) be a presentation for G in terms of the generating set A. The

presentation (5.2) for S can now be written as

(A, b, c | R, be — 1, batj = aij+ib, aMc = cay+i (1 < i <t, j > 0)). (5.4)

We can remove the redundant generators a^j (1 < i < t, j > 1) from the
presentation, by using atJ- = tPaificf Thus, keeping in mind that a^o = a-i, we
obtain an equivalent presentation

(a1,a2,... ,at,b,c | R', be = 1, = bj+1alcJ+lb,
b>aici+l = el>>+1aiC:'+1 (1 < i < t, j > 0)),

where R! is obtained from R by replacing every occurrence of Ojj by NaiCJ (1 <
i <t, j > !)■
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Presentation (5.5) is an infinite presentation on a finite number of generators.
Since S is finitely presented, there is a finite subset of the set of relations of (5.5)
that defines S, i.e. there is a finite subset R' C R! and an integer s > 1 such that

(di, a2,..., at, b, c | R', be = 1, bi+ldi(? = h?+1ajC7+16,
bia,id+l = cb3+1a,iCJ+1 (1 < i < t, 0 < j < s — 1))

defines S.

We can now add the redundant relations R'\R', and we can also add the
redundant generators = bka,iCk (1 < i < t, k > 1) to obtain

(A,b,c | R', be — 1, V+1diCp = V+1diC?+lb, tPaic'+1 = cb*+1a,ic'+1,
a*i,k. = bka,iCk (1 < i < t, 0 < j < s — 1, k > 1)).

Now, replacing each occurrence of bkciiCk by aitk (1 < i < t, k > 1), and noting
that the relations = bkdiCk for k < s are consequences of bdij = dij+ib U < s)
and be — 1, we obtain

(.A, b, c | R, be 1, bdij — dij+ib, /r

dits+n = bs+ndiCs+n (1 < i < t, 0 < j < s - 1, n> 0)),

which still must define S.

Now, let H be the subgroup of G generated by {dij : 1 < i < t, 0 < j <
s — 1}. We are going to prove that H = G. Suppose to the contrary that H is a

proper subgroup of G and let ditS+n be a generator of G which is not in H.
From (5.4) the relation bdi)S+n = ditS+n+ib holds in S. Hence it has to be a

consequence of any presentation for S. However we will prove that it is not a

consequence of (5.6), and thus obtain a contradiction.

Claim Any word obtained from 6a;)S+n by applying relations from (5.6) is of the
form ubv, where both u and v are group words and v does not represent an element
of H.

Proof Note that baitS+n is of the desired form. We now prove that an application
of a relation from (5.6) to a word W\ = ubv of the desired form yields another
word u>2 = u'bv' of the same form. There are several situations to be considered.
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If we apply a relation to the subword u of W\, then u' is obtained from u by an

application of one relation from (5.6), so that u = v! in G, and v = v'. The case

where the relation is applied to v is analogue. Notice that the applied relation
cannot affect u, b and v simultaneously: indeed, the only possible such relations
are the ones of the form aitS+n = bs+na,iCs+n, in which case u would have to end
with a b, contradicting the fact that it is a group word (by Lemma 5.10(vi)).
Now, the only relation that we can apply to the subword ub (involving b) is
dij+ib = bdij, provided u = Moaij+i f°r some group word u0. In this case u' = u0

and v' = dijv which are clearly group words. Moreover, since a^j represents an
element of H and v does not, we have that a^jV does not represent an element
from H either. Therefore, in this case, W2 is of the desired form. Finally consider
the case when u>2 is obtained from W\ by applying a relation to bv (again involving
b). This relation cannot be be = 1 because v, being a group word, does not start
with a c. Also it cannot be a relation of the type ai^s+n = bs+naiCs+n because in
such a case v would have the word bs+n~1ctiCs+n as a prefix, and hence it would
not be a group word. So the applied relation is baij = Ojj+ift, where v = a^jV0.
Notice that then t>o is a group word which does not represent an element from
H. Hence W2 = ua,itj+ibvo, and both ualtJ+i and vo are group words and v0 does
not represent an element of H, i.e. W2 has the desired form. □

Note that the word aijS+n+ib, which is equal to ba,i}S+n, does not have the above
form, because the empty word represents an element of H. This contradiction is
caused by our assumption that G ^ H. Therefore G = H, and, in particular, G
is finitely generated. This completes the proof of the theorem. □

Proof[o1'Theorem 5.14] Suppose that G is defined by the presentation (A \ R)
with respect to a finite generating set A and with R — (Jfclo f°r a finite set
R. We will prove that then S is defined by the presentation

(A, b, c | R, be = 1, ba = (aO)b, ac = c(a9) (a € A)). (5.7)

Thus we have to prove that the relations u9k = v6k (k > 1, (u = v) G R)
are consequences of (5.7). Clearly, for any word w, we have w9 = bwc as a

consequence of ba = (a9)b and be = 1. Using this fact, we see that for every

(u = v) £ R we have
U6k = bkuck = bkvck = v9k
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and hence u9k = v6k. Therefore S is finitely presented.
Conversely, suppose that S is finitely presented. We are going to obtain a

presentation for G from a finite presentation for S. First let (A \ R) be any

presentation for G with A finite (such a presentation exists since, by the previous
theorem, G is finitely generated). Since S is finitely presented there exists a finite
subset R C R such that

{A, b,c | R, be = 1, ba = (a6)b, ac = c(a9) (a € A))

defines S. Once again we are going to use a method described in Section 2.2, this
time for finding a presentation for a subgroup of a monoid. As in the proof of
Theorem 5.12 we have Hi = Gbl~l, Ti = bl~l and r\ = c1'1 (i > 1). We introduce
a new alphabet

B = {[k,a],[k,b],[k + l,c\ : k > 1, a G A}

representing the generators bkack, bkbck+1(= 1) and bk+lcck{= 1) of G. Now let
Rk be a copy of R, obtained by replacing each occurrence of a by [A:, a] (a € A).
For brevity we write [k, ai][/c, a2]...[/c, an] as [k, aia2 ■ ■ ■ an\ for a1; a2,..., an G A.
Thus

Rk = {[k,u\ = [k,v] : (u = v) G Rj.

Applying Theorem 2.11 we obtain the following presentation for G:

(B | Rk, [k, b][k + 1, c] = 1, [k, b][k + l,x] = [k,x9][k, b],
[k + 1, x][k + 1, c| = \k + 1, c][k, x9], [k, b] = 1 (A; > 1, a G A)).

Clearly from [k,b] = 1 we obtain [A: + 1, c] = 1 and hence we can eliminate these
generators obtaining relations

[k + 1, a] = [k, ad] = ■ ■ ■ = [1, a6k],

and also

Rk = {[1.U0*-1] = [l,v9k-1] : (u = v)eR}.

Renaming each generator [l,a] to a we obtain the following presentation for G:

{A \ u6k = v9k (k >0, {u = v) G R)).

This ends the proof of the theorem. □
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The following example exhibits a non finitely presented Bruck-Reilly exten¬
sion of a finitely generated group:

Example 5.16 Let G be the group considered in Example 5.5. Recall that G
is a non finitely presented group. In Example 5.5 we have exhibited a finitely
presented Bruck-Reilly extension of G. We will now build a non finitely presented
one.

We can extend the mapping

Gfi ^ °3) a2 ^ «4, 03 a\ and a4 1—> a2

to an endomorphism 9 of G. The Bruck-Reilly extension BR(G, 9) is then gen¬

erated by the set
A {uj, (Z2> 03, ^4 7 ®2' ®3> ^4>

Suppose that G is defined by a presentation (^4 | R), where R = \Jk>0R9k for a
finite set R C A* x A*. Notice that 9 preserves length of words from A*. Thus,
the length of the words in R is bounded. Therefore R has to be a finite set. This
contradicts the fact that G is not finitely presented.

Remark 5.17 We note that the presentation given in Theorem 5.14 for G, al¬
though infinite in general, is recursive (that is there is an algorithm that decides
whether a relation is in the presentation).

Remark 5.18 Related to the questions considered in this section, is the more

general question of whether there exists a finitely presented monoid with a non

finitely generated group of units. By Proposition 5.11, the Bruck-Reilly extension
of a given group has that group as its group of units. Thus Theorem 5.15 gives
a positive answer to the referred question in this particular case.

5.3 Bruck-Reilly extensions of monoids
We now consider Bruck-Reilly extensions of arbitrary monoids. The results from
Section 5.2 do not immediately generalize to this case, since we have used the
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theory presented in Section 2.2 which is only valid for the group case. Neverthe¬
less most results are still true: the remaining open question is the analogous of
Theorem 5.15.

We start by proving the following

Lemma 5.19 A word w £ {A U {b,c})* represents an element from M if and
only if

w = ai(b/3ic)a2 ■ ■ ■ an(b/3nc)an+1 (5.8)

for unique aq, a2, ■ ■ ■, an+\ £ A* and /?i, /32,..., (3n £ (dU {6, c})* representing
elements from M. In particular, if w £ (A U {b, c})* represents an element from
M and w' is a subword of w also representing an element from M then one of
the two following situations has to hold

(i) there exist a, 6 £ (dU {b, c})* such that an = 1B, 8n = 1# and w = aw'5;
or

(ii) there exist a, (3, 7, 6 £ (AU {&, c})* such that air = 1b, 8n = 1b, (Pw'j)n =

1 b and w = abpw'^ycS.

Proof If w £ (d U {b, c})* is of the form (5.8) then clearly wn = 1B and hence
w represents an element from M.

Conversely suppose that w £ (dU {b, c})* represents an element from M. We
will use induction 011 the number of occurrences of b in w. If n(w, b) = 0 then
w £ A* for otherwise, if c occurs in w, then wk 7^ 1B. Now, suppose that the
result is true for any word containing fewer than n{w, b) occurrences of b. Write
w = ab/3 where a £ A*. Let f3'c be the smallest prefix of (3 such that (b(3'c)-K = 1b
(such [3' exists necessarily since (b(3)7r = 1b) and let (3 = (3'cy. Then w = ab/3'cy
and 77r = 1B. Also n(j,b) < n(w,b) and hence the result follows by induction.

Now let w £ (Au{6, c})* represent an element from M and let w' be a subword
of w also representing an element from M. Let w = aw'5. II an = 1b and
8n = 1b then we are in case (i). Otherwise let a = a'b(3, where a', (3 £ (Au{b, c})*
(possibly empty) and a' is the longest prefix of a satisfying a'it = 1b- Let 8 =
7c8', where 7, 8' £ (du{6, c})* and 8' is the longest suffix of 5 satisfying 8'it = 1B.
Notice that such words exist, (b^w'^cjir = 1B and that w = a' b(3w'^c8'. Thus
we are in case (ii). □
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The following generalizes Theorem 5.12 for the case of monoids:

Theorem 5.20 Let M be a monoid and 9 : M —» M an endomorphism. The

Bruck-Reilly extension S = BR(M, 9) is finitely generated if and only if there
exists a finite subset A C M such that M is generated by the set A = (J/c>o 9k ■

Proof Suppose that there exists a finite set A C M such that A — ufc>o^o#fc
generates M. Let A = {ai,...,at} and denote a$ £ A by cqj (notice that
all elements from M can be written in this way). We will show that any a^- £

(A) U {6,c})* (1 < i < t, j > 1). Let i,j be arbitrary. Then ahj = NaiN. So
aitj £ (A U {b,c)Y and therefore S is generated by A U {5, c}. In particular, S
is finitely generated.

Conversely suppose that S is finitely generated and let Y be a generating set
for M. Let A U {6, c} be a finite generating set for S with A Q Y • We claim
that A = (Jk>0A09k C Y* is a generating set for M. Let w £ (A U {£>, c})* be
any word representing an element of M. By induction on the number n(w, b) of
occurrences of the letter b in w we prove that w can be written as a product of
elements of A. If n(w,b) = 0 then w £ A C A*. Otherwise, using Lemma 5.19,
we can write w = abfic7, with a £ A and fit 7 words representing elements of
M. By induction (3 equals a word fix £ A*, and 7 equals a word 71 £ A. Also
bfic = bfixc = fi\9 £ A* and hence w = a(fix9)ry £ A*. Therefore A generates M.
□

Notice that the homomorphism 9 : A* —> A* can be extended to (A U {6, c})*
by defining

b9 = b and c9 = c.

Using this fact we prove that the following necessary condition for a Bruck-Reilly
of extension to be finitely presented still holds for monoids:

Theorem 5.21 Let M be a monoid and 9 : M —» M an endomorphism. If the
Bruck-Reilly extension S — BR(M, 9) is finitely presented and M is generated by
a set A, then M is defined by a presentation (A \ R) where R = (Jfc>o > for
some finite set of relations R.
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Proof From Theorem 5.20 it follows that there is a finite subset Ao c M
such that M is generated by the set A = \Jk>0A09k. Clearly from (5.2), adJ
(a G A, j > 1) are redundant generators for BR(M,9), since aQl — Nad. Hence,
BR(M, 9) is defined by the presentation

(Ao,b,c | R', be = 1, N+1ad = N+1ad+1b,
Nad+1 = cN+1ad+1 (a G Ao, j > 0))

where R' is obtained from R by replacing occurrences of a9J (a G A, j > 1) by
Nad. Now, Ao U {6, c} is a finite generating set and since BR(M,9) is finitely
presented it follows that there exists a finite set R' C R' and an integer s > 0
such that the BR(M, 9) is defined by

(A0,b,c | R', be = 1, N+1ad — N+1ad+1b,
Nad+1 — cN+1ad+1 (a g A0, 0 < j < s)).

We can now restore the generating set A U {6, c} reintroducing generators a' G

H\H0. We denote by aj the generator representing Nad (a G A0, j > 1) (and
denote a by g0). We thus obtain

(.A,b,c | R, be = 1, baj = (aj9)b, ajC = c(aj9),
as+n = bs+nacs+n (a g A0, 0 < j < s, n > 0))

where R is obtained from R' by substituting the missing generators. Notice that
R C R and that it is a finite set. We are going to prove that (A \ Ufc>o ^k) a

presentation for M.
We define a mapping

4> : {w G (A U {b, c})* : wn = 1B} —>• A*

inductively by

a i—^ a if a G A*

w = ab/3c7 h-> a (((39)<fi) (j^>) where a G A*, /3n — 77T = 1 b-

This is a well defined mapping (notice that in particular, after a finite number of
steps it reduces to the first case since there are only finitely many occurrences of
b in w). Also, if w = a/3 and mr = Is, /3tt = 1^ then

wef) = (a(f>)(/3(j)). (5.10)
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Moreover, we have:

Claim 1 The following hold:

0<fi z= (f)0 and 02 = p.

PROOF To see this we have to prove that for any w E (iU{5, c})* with wtt = 1b,
both w9(j) = w<f)9 and wcj)2 = w(f>. We will use induction on n(w,b), the number
of occurrences of b in w. If n(w, b) = 0 then w E A* and also w9 E A*. Thus we

have

wf9 = w9 = w9cj)

and

W(j)2 = W(j).

Now, let n(uu, b) = k and suppose that the result is valid for any word with less
than k occurrences of b. By Lemma 5.19

w = a(bf3cyy

for a E A*, /?, 7 E (^4 U {6, c})*, fd-K^-n = 1b- We therefore have

wcj)9 = (a(P9(/))(,y<j)))9 (definition of f)
= (a9)(/394>9)('y4>9) {6 is a homomorphism)
= (a9)(P99(j))(j94>) (induction hypothesis)
= ((a9)b(P9)c(,y9))<j> (definition of cff)
= (ab/3cy)9(j) (9 is a homomorphism)
= w9(j>

and

wf>2 = (a(/?00)(7(/»))0 (definition of f)
= (a0)(/?6'(/.2)(702) (by (5.10))
= a(P9(j))(j<f>) (induction hypothesis)
= (ab/3cy)(f) (definition of f)
= W(f>.

□
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Now let (u = v) G R\R. In particular u = v holds in BR(M, 6) and hence
there is an elementary sequence

u = 6,6, • • -,6 = v

from u to v with respect to (5.9). We will prove that

u = = v

is an elementary sequence from u to v with respect to {A | Uax)-^*)' Notice
that u = u(f> and v = v<\>.

We start by proving the following

Claim 2 Let w G (A U {b, c})* with wn = 1b, u a subword of w with wk = 1 b,
u = v a relation that holds in BR(M, 9) and w' a word obtained from w by
replacing u by v. Then there exists m > 0 such that w'<p is obtained from wf by
applying the relation u6m(j) =

Proof If w' is obtained from w by applying the relation u = v then u is a

subword of w. By Lemma 5.19 there are two cases to be considered. If there
exist a, 5 e (A U {b, c})* such that w = aud and era- = 1B, dn = 1B then

wf = a<f u<f> 5(j>

and

w (]) = acf) v(f Sf.

Thus w'(j) can be obtained from w<f by applying the relation uf = vf. Otherwise,
there exist a,P,j,8 G (A U {b,c})* such that w = ab(3wyc5 and air = 1B,
Sir = 1B and (/3uj)ir = lB. In this case

wf = (acj))(bPujc)f)(5(f>).

Let n(/3, b) be the number of occurrences of b in /3, n(/3, c) the number of occur¬
rences of c in (3 and m(/3) = 1 + n((3, b) — n((3, c) (notice that m(/3) > 1 since [3
is the prefix of a word representing an element from M). We will use induction
on m(j3) to prove that (b/3wyc)(j) can be obtained from (b/3wyc)(j) by using the
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relation u0TO^0 = v9m^4>. If m(/3) — 1 then j3ir = Is and hence also 77T = 1b-
Therefore,

(b/3ujc)(t> = (f3wy)9(j) = (/300)(w00)(700)

and the result follows. Now suppose that the result is valid for m — k — 1. Since

((3wy)ir = 1 b and wr = 1b we can use the last part of Lemma 5.19 again. The
fact that m > 1 implies that /V / 1 b and hence there exists /?',/?", 7', 7" such
that /? = /3'bf3", 7 = 7"07', /3V = 1b, 7V = 1b, (P"wy")n = 1b and

/3u7 = /3' b/3"wy"07'.

Also

(b/3ujc)(f> = (/3iry)00 (definition of 0)
= (/?' bf3"wy"c^')9(j) ((3 = P'b/3", 7 = 7"07')
= ((/3'0) (b(3"ur]"c)9 (7'9) )4> (9 is a homomorphism)
= (P'9<f>) (b f3"uy" c)9(f> (7'00) (by (5.10))
= (/3'00) (b /3"uj" c)<f>9 (7'9qi) (00 = 00).

The fact that m(/3") = /c — 1 allows us to apply the induction hypothesis and thus
to conclude that (6 /3"uy" c)0 can be obtained from (b /3"wy" c)(f> by applying the
relation u9k~l(j) — v9k~1(f>. So (b P"vy" c)4>9 can be obtained from (6/3"u7"c)00
by applying u9k4> = v9k<j). Thus w'(f> can also be obtained from u>0 by applying
the relation u9k(f) = v9k4>. This ends the proof of the claim. □

So, if is obtained from £j_i by applying a relation (u = v) E R then it
follows from Claim 2 that ^0 is obtained from £i_i0 by applying the relation
u0m0 = v9m(f) for some m > 1. But since u, v E A*, also u9m,v9m E A* and
hence u9m(f> = u9m and v9m4> = u0m. Therefore, ^0 is obtained from £j_i0 by
applying a relation from ljfc>0 3?0fc.

Now suppose that C is obtained from by applying one of the relations
be = 1 or as+n = bs+nacs+n (a E A0, n > 0). Notice that (bc)<f> = 10 and
as+n(j) = (bs+nacs+n)(/) and hence, this together with Claim 2 implies that in this
case &_i0 = &0.

Now, if & is obtained from £,_i by applying a relation ba = (a9)b (a E A0)
(without loss of generality we assume that the left hand side is replaced by the
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right hand side) then ba is a subword of &_x. Thus, there exist a,/?, 7 G {A U

{6, c})* with (ba/3c)Tr = Is and

£j_x = aba/3c5.

Hence & is obtained from &_! by replacing ba(3c by (a9)b/3c. But then, by Claim
2, there exists m > 0 such that is obtained from £j_i0 by applying the relation
(ba(3c)9m(j) — ((a9)b(3c)9mqb. However,

{baf3c)9m(j) = (ba/3c)(f>9m (9<f> = (f>9)
= ((a/3)9)cj)9rn (definition of (j>)
= ((a9) (/39))(j)9m (9 is a homomorphism)
= ((a9(lb) (b/3c)(f))(f)9rn (definition of 0)
= ((a9)bl3c)(f)9m (cj)2 = 0)
= ((a9)b(3c)9m(j) (9(j) = 09)

Thus &_!</> = £t(f).
Similarly if 0 is obtained from £;_i by applying a relation ac = c(a9) (a G H0),

Indeed, assuming without loss of generality that the left hand side
of the relation is replaced by its right hand side, ac is a subword of £;_i. Hence
there exist a, /?, <5 G (dU {b, c})* such that (bf3ac)7r — Ib and

£i_i = ab/3ac5.

Thus, is obtained from £j_i by replacing b(3ac by b(3c(a9). By Claim 2, there
exists m > 0 such that is obtained from &_!</> by applying the relation
(1b/3ac)9m(b = (b/3c(a9))9m4b. But then

(1b/3ac)9m(f) = (bPac)(j)9m (9<j> = <f>9)
= ((pa)9)4>9m (definition of 0)
= ((/?#) (a9))4>9m (9 is a homomorphism)
= ((b/3c)(f) (a9(/)))(j)9m (definition of 0)
= (bf3c{a9))(t)9rn {(j)2 = </>)
= (bpc(a9))9m<p {9<t> = <t>9)

Thus = &</>.
Therefore there exists an elementary sequence form u<f> to v(f) with respect to

{A | U>0^>- This completes the proof. □
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Also, the converse part of Theorem 5.14 holds in the case of monoids (the
proof of the result for the group case, in Section 5.2, is valid for this case).

Theorem 5.22 Let M be a finitely generated monoid defined by a presentation

(A | R) where A is finite and R = {Jk>0 Ro9k, for some finite set of relations
R0. Let 6 : M —» M be an endomorphism. Then the Bruck-Reilly extension
S = BR(M, 9) is finitely presented.

The key question which we have not yet answered in this general case is:

Question 5.23 If BR(M, 9) is a finitely presented Bruck-Reilly extension of a
monoid M, with respect to an endomorphism 9 of M, is M necessarily finitely
generated?

We can now prove the following

Corollary 5.24 Let M be a monoid and 9 an endomorphism of M. Suppose
that 9 satisfies one of the following conditions:

(i) its image is finite.

(ii) it preserves length.

(Hi) it is an endomorphism of finite order.

Then Bruck-Reilly extension BR(M,9) if finitely generated (resp. finitely pre¬

sented) if and only ifM is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented).

Proof From Proposition 5.3 it follows that if M is finitely generated (resp.
finitely presented) then so is any Bruck-Reilly extension of it.

For the converse start by noticing that if the image of 9 is finite, then given
a finite set X0 C M, the set X = Ufc>o^o^fc contained in the set X0 U (M9),
which is a finite set, and hence X is a also a finite set. If 9 preserves length the
length of all elements in M is bounded by the maximum length of words in X0,
and therefore X can only contain a finite number of elements. Finally, if 9 is of
finite order h, then

X=\J X09k = [J X09k
k>0 0<k<h
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and hence X is also finite.

So, suppose that BR(M,9) is finitely generated. Then, by Theorem 5.20,
it follows that there exists a finite set A0 C M such that M is generated by
A = Ufc>0 From the above considerations A is finite in any of the cases (i),
(ii) or (iii) and hence M is finitely generated.

On the other hand, if BR(M, 9) is finitely presented then, in particular, it
is finitely generated. Thus, M is generated by a finite set A. Furthermore, by
Theorem 5.21, it follows that M is defined by a presentation (A | R), where
R = Ufc>o f°r a Fnite sef R V A* x A*. But then, whenever 9 satisfies (i), (ii)
or (iii), it follows that R is a finite set, which proves that M is finitely presented.
□

We then have the following immediate corollary for Bruck extensions:

Corollary 5.25 A Bruck-Reilly extension BR(M, 9) of a monoid M with respect
to the endomorphism that maps all elements to identity of M is finitely generated

(resp. finitely presented) if and only if M is finitely generated (resp. finitely
presented).

5.4 Inverse monoid presentations

We start by proving the following known fact:

Proposition 5.26 The Bruck-Reilly extension S = BR(M, 9) of a monoid M
is an inverse monoid if and only ifM is an inverse monoid.

Proof We follow the proof given in [28]. So start by supposing that M is an

inverse monoid. Let A be a (monoid) generating set for M and let a £ A*,
i,j > 0. Since

(clati)(tia~1bl)(clati) = Rati and

(where a_1 denotes the inverse of a in M) it follows that every element of S has
an inverse. Thus S is regular.
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Now, for any idempotent e G M and i > 0, Peb1 is an idempotent of S. In
fact these are the only idempotents of S. Indeed, if a. G A*, i, j > 0 is such that
PaP is idempotent of S this means that

{PaP)2 = ci-j+t{aet-j){aet-i)b>-i+t = PaP,

where t = max{j, j}. Thus, by Lemma 5.10(iii), i = i — j + t and j = j — i + t.
Thus i = j and a2 = a in M.

So, consider two idempotents Peb\PfP of S (e, / G A*, e2 = e. /2 = / in
M and i,j > 0). Without loss of generality we assume that i > j. Then

(clebl)(dfbi) = cle{f9l~^)bP and

(c? fV^deV) = PtfP-iyV.
Since / is an idempotent, so is fQl~i and therefore

e(fe^) = (fe^)e

in M, since idempotents in M commute. We thus conclude that idempotents
also commute in S. Therefore S is an inverse monoid.

Conversely suppose that S is an inverse monoid. Let a € A*, i,j > 0 and

suppose that the inverse of clab> in S is ckpbl for some ft G A*, k,l > 0. This
means that

(claV)(ckpbl) =

(t = max{j, &}) is an idempotent of S which is ^-related to PaN and Ls-related
to ckpbl. Thus, by Lemma 5.10(iv)

i = i — j + t = I — k + t = I

and so i — I and j = k(= t). The fact that Pab3 and PPbl are inverse from each
other now yields

PaP = (PaP)(Ppbl)(PaP) = PaPaP and

Ppb1 = (PpP)(PaP)(Ppp) = Ppapb1

and so a = apa (and P = PaP in M). Therefore M is regular. Finally, given
two idempotents e, / of M, since c°eb° and c°fb° commute in S, then so do e and

/ in M. Therefore M is an inverse monoid. □
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An immediate consequence of Proposition 5.26 is that it makes sense to con¬

sider inverse monoid presentations for S and ask when S is finitely presented
as an inverse monoid. Recall that there are inverse monoids which are finitely
presented as inverse monoids but are not finitely presented as (ordinary) monoids
(see Example 2.4). By way of contrast, an inverse monoid with finitely many

and -C-classes is finitely presented as an inverse monoid if and only if it is finitely
presented as a monoid (see Proposition 2.5). Here we show that the analogous
result holds for Bruck-Reilly extensions of groups although they have infinitely
many R- and £-classes.

Theorem 5.27 Let S = BR(M, 9) be a Bruck-Reilly extension of an inverse
monoid M. Then S is finitely presented as an inverse monoid if and only if S is

finitely presented as a monoid.

Proof Since S is inverse, a monoid presentation for S also defines S when
considered as an inverse monoid presentation. Hence if S is finitely presented as

a monoid it is also finitely presented as an inverse monoid.
So suppose that S is finitely presented as an inverse monoid. Thus S is defined

by an inverse monoid presentation (A, b \ R), where ACM and R are finite sets.
We can add redundant relations to the above presentation to obtain

(A, b | R, aa~l = a~la = 1, bb~l = 1, ba = (a0)b, ab~~l = b'1(a9) (a e A))

which still defines S as an inverse monoid. To obtain a monoid presentation
for S we have to adjoin generators A-1 = {a-1 : a G A} (a set in one-one

correspondence with A, disjoint from it) and b~l\ we also have to add relations
ww~lw = w and wiv~lzz~l = zz~1ww~l (w, z € (A U A-1 U {b, 6-1})*). Thus S
is defined by the (infinite) monoid presentation

(A, A-1, b, 6_1 | R, acT1 = a-1a = 1, bb~l = 1, ba = (aO)b, ab~l = b~1(a9),
ww~lw = w, ww~1zz~1 = zz~1ww~l

(a e A, w, z G (A U A'1 U {b, b~1})*)).

Now, notice that for any w C (AuA_1U{6, 6-1})* we have w = b~laia2 ■ ■ ■ atlfi
for some z,j> 0 and some ai,..., at € A U A-1 as a consequence of the relations
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ba = (a6)b, ab~x = b~x(a6) and bb~x = 1. Therefore

ww~x — b~lai • • • atbib~iajl • ■ • a^xbl = blb~~l

as a consequence of aa~x = a"1a = 1 and bb~1 = 1. It now follows immediately
that

ww~xw = b~lblb~lax • • ■ atbi = b~la\ • • • atb4 = w.

Also, for z = b~ka[ • • • a'sbl, we have zz~x = b~kbk and hence

ww'xzz'x = b~ibib~kbk = b~mbm = b-kbkb~lbl = zz~xww~x,

where m = max(i,k). Therefore, these relations are redundant and hence S is
defined by the following finite monoid presentation

(A,A~x,b, b~x | R, aa~x = a~xa = 1, bb~x = 1,
ba — (aO)b, ab~x = b~x(a6) (a e A)).

Thus S is finitely presented as a monoid. □
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Chapter 6

Unions of semigroups

In this chapter we consider semigroup decompositions, in particular we consider
semigroups that are disjoint unions of some of its subsemigroups. In general, such
a decomposition does not correspond to a semigroup construction, in the sense

that given a family of semigroups there is no 'recipe' to build a semigroup which
is the union of those semigroups.

Well known examples of semigroups that can be decomposed as unions of
semigroups are completely regular semigroups and Clifford semigroups. Indeed,
completely regular semigroups are precisely unions of groups as well as semilat-
tices of completely simple semigroups; these semigroups have been widely consid¬
ered (see, for example [40]). On the other hand, Clifford semigroups are precisely
semilattices of groups as well as strong semilattices of groups.

Thus, given a semigroup S which is a disjoint union of a finite family
of its subsemigroups, we consider the following questions:

(Qi) If all Si (i £ I) are finitely generated, is S finitely generated?

(Q2) If S is finitely generated, are all Si (i £ /) finitely generated?

(Q3) If all Si (i £ I) are finitely presented, is S finitely presented?

(Q4) If S is finitely presented, are all Si (i £ I) finitely presented?

We will also consider infinite unions.

In Section 6.1 we introduce some definitions and some results that we will

be using. In Section 6.2 we answer the above questions for the general case of
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unions of semigroups and in Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 we consider bands of semi¬
groups, bands of monoids and semilattices and strong semilattices of semigroups,
respectively. Finally, in Section 6.6, we summarize the results obtained in a table.

The results from this chapter will appear in [3].

6.1 Preliminaries

The ordering relation <#, in the case of bands, is given by

Oi (3 ot(3 = a

(and we denote it by <). The following fact is well known (see, for example, [28,
Theorem 4.5.3]).

Lemma 6.1 Let Y be a finitely generated band. Then Y is finite.

Now, let S be a semigroup which is a disjoint union of some of its subsemi-

groups. Then S is called a union of semigroups. Suppose further that there exists
a band Y and a family (Sa)aeY of subsemigroups of S, indexed by Y, such that
S = and SaS/3 C Sap, for all a, ft £ Y. Then S is called the band of
semigroups (Sa)aeY and is denoted by R[Y, 5Q] . This means that the equivalence
relation p on S with equivalence classes Sa (o: £ Y) is a congruence, and that
S/p is a band isomorphic to Y. If Y is a semilattice then S is called a semilattice
of semigroups and is denoted by S — S[F, Sa\. If S = (JQ:eKS'a, with Y a semi-
lattice, is such that for any a, f3 £ Y with a(3 = f3 there exists a homomorphism

: Sa —> Sp satisfying

%K,a - x (a eY, x e Sa), (6.1)

Aa,/3 = Aq,7 (a, (3,i eY, = (3, and ^7 = 7), (6.2)
xy = (x\atap)(y\piap) (x £ Sa, y £ S0, and a, (3 £ Y), (6.3)

then S is necessarily a semilattice of the semigroups Sa. In this case S is called
a strong semilattice of semigroups, and is denoted by S = S[F, SQ, AQ)(g]. We say

that S is a union of monoids (resp. band of monoids, semilattice of monoids,
strong semilattice of monoids), if S = (JaeyS'a is a union of semigroups (resp.
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band of semigroups, semilattice of semigroups, strong semilattice of semigroups)
and all Sa (a G Y) are monoids.

Remark 6.2 A strong semilattice of semigroups (or monoids) is a semigroup
construction. Indeed given a family Sa of semigroups indexed in a semilattice
Y, and given morphisms Aatp : Sa —>• Sp (for a,/3 ef, a/3 = (3) satisfying (6.1),
(6.2) and (6.3), S = [Joey'-'0 *s a semigrouP> with multiplication given by

St — (^^Q,a/3) (0^/3,a(3^)

for s G Sa, t G Sp, a, (3 G Y.

6.2 General unions of semigroups, monoids and

groups

If all the subsemigroups Si (i G I) are groups we have a positive answer to all
the questions (Ql)-(Q4). This is a straightforward consequence of the following

Proposition 6.3 [57, Theorem 4.1] Let S be a regular semigroup with finitely
many £> - and 1R-classes. Then S is finitely presented if and only if all maximal
subgroups of S are finitely presented.

In the general case, when the semigroup is a finite disjoint union of a family
of its subsemigroups, question (Ql) still has an affirmative answer. This is an

immediate corollary of the following obvious fact.

Proposition 6.4 Let S be a semigroup which is a disjoint union of a family

(Si)ieI of its subsemigroups. If each Si is generated by a set Ai (i G I), with
Ai fl Aj = 0 (i,j G /,i j), then S is generated by [JieIAi.

However, all the other questions have negative answers. The following exam¬

ple deals with (Q2) and (Q4).

Example 6.5 Let S be the monoid defined by the (monoid) presentation

(a,b,c | ab = ba = 1, ac = c, c2 = c).
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The submonoid Si of S generated by {a, b} is defined by the presentation (a, b \
ab = ba — 1} (i.e. Si is the infinite cyclic group). Let S2 = S\S1. We claim that

S2 = {cal, cbl : i > 0}.

Clearly the intersection of {ca\ cbl \ i> 0} with S\ is empty. On the other hand,
if w G {a,b,c}* is a word representing an element of S2, then it contains at least
one occurrence of c, and hence there exist words a G (a, b, c}*, /3 G {a, b}* such
that w = ac/3. Now, from the presentation for S, c is a right zero, and hence
w = ac/3 = c/3. Also, from the relations ab = ba = 1 it follows that there is
i > 0 such that (5 represents the same element of S as a1 or bl. Hence w = cal or
w = cb\ for some i > 0. This concludes the proof of the claim. Thus S = SiUS2-
Moreover, S2 is an ideal of S, and hence, in particular, it is a semigroup. However,
5*2 is not finitely generated (nor finitely presented) since it is an infinite right zero
semigroup.

Remark 6.6 The semigroup S from Example 6.5 can also be viewed as a dis¬
joint union of the infinite cyclic group and infinitely many copies of the trivial
semigroup. Thus, the finiteness of / is not necessary for a union of semigroups
S = be finitely generated or finitely presented.

The negative answer to the question (Q3) is perhaps somewhat more surpris¬
ing.

Example 6.7 Let T be the semigroup defined by the following multiplication
table

a b c 0

a 0 0 0 0

b a b b 0

c a c c 0

0 0 0 0 0

and let U be any finitely presented infinite semigroup. The semigroup T comes

from Example 3.29, and it thus follows that the semigroup S = T x U is not

finitely presented.
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Clearly Si = {c} x U and S2 = {a, 6, 0} x U are subsemigroups of S and
S = Si 0S2- The semigroup Si is finitely presented since it is isomorphic to U,
and from Example 3.29 it also follows that S2 is finitely presented.

Remark 6.8 The questions (Q2), (Q3) and (Q4) have negative answers even if
all Si (i G I) are monoids. This can be seen by considering the semigroups S from
Examples 6.5 and 6.7, and then successively adjoining two new identity elements
to S. This yields the monoid (S1)1 which is a disjoint union of two semigroups
isomorphic to S[ and S% respectively. The assertions now follow from Proposition

6.3 Bands of semigroups
In this section we consider questions (Q1)-(Q4) for bands of semigroups. Ques¬
tion (Ql) is answered affirmatively by Proposition 6.4.

In the Example 6.5, the semigroup S is a semilattice (and hence a band as

well) of the semigroups Si and 52- Thus both questions (Q2) and (Q4) have
negative answers. However we have the following

Proposition 6.9 If S = 23[Y) S"Q] is a finitely generated band of semigroups, then
Y must be finite.

Proof Indeed, Y, being a homomorphic image of S, is finitely generated, and
hence it is finite by Lemma 6.1. □

We now turn to question (Q3).

Theorem 6.10 Let S = E[Y, S^] be a band of semigroups. Suppose that for
each a g Y the semigroup Sa is defined by the presentation (Aa \ Ra), with
Aa h Ag = 0 for a 7^ (3. For each a,b g UaeY Aa, with ab g S.y, fix a word
C(a,b) on the alphabet Ay representing the element ab. Then, the semigroup S is
defined by the presentation

2.7.

(6.4)
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In order to prove this theorem we first need some technical lemmas. The
notation will be the same as in the theorem. Also we write A = Uogy Aa. Recall
that, in a band, a > (3 means a/3 = (3.

Lemma 6.11 For each word u = xu', with x g Aa, u' g A*, there exist

on, a2, ■ ■., ak g Y and words ui g A+t,..., u* g A+fc, with a > aq > • • ■ > oik,
such that the relation u = U\.. .Uk is a consequence of the relations ab = £(a, b)
(a, b g A).

Proof We use induction on the length of u. If |u| = 1 then take k = 1 and
U\ = u. Next assume that the result is true for any word of length n, and let u
be a word of length n + 1. Put u = a\a2u', with aq g Aai, 02 g Aa2 and v! g A*.
The relation

u = C(oi, a2)u'

is a consequence of the relations ab = £(a, b) (a, b G A). Now put £(ai> ^2) = ui%,

with u\ G A*iQ2 and 2: G AaiCe2. Then \xu'\ = n and the result follows from the
induction hypothesis and the fact that a\ > a\a2. □

Lemma 6.12 If u g A+ and v g A^, with a > (3 (a, (3 g Y), then there
exists w g A~jf such that the relation uv = w is a consequence of the relations
ab = ((a,b) (a,b g A).

Proof We use induction on the length of u. Put v = yv', with y g Ap and
v' g A*p. If |m| = 1 it is sufficient to let w = ((u,y)v'. Now suppose that the
result is true for every word of length n > 1, and let u g A+ be such that
|u| = n + 1. Put u = u'x, with u' g A~f and x g Aa. Then, using the relation
xy = C(x,y), we have

uv = u'xyv' = u'((x, y)v'.

Since |u'| = n and ((x,y) g = A^", we can apply the induction hypothesis
to u'(£(x,y)v'), and obtain uX(x,y)v' — w\ with w\ g Ap as a consequence of
relations ab = £(a, b) (a, £> g A). □

Lemma 6.13 If U\ g a+ ,..., itfc g a^ , faq, 012,..., ol^ g tj with ot\ > a2 >
... > i/iere exists w g a+fc swc/z that the relation U\- • -u^ — w is a
consequence of the relations ab = £(a, 6) (a, b £ A).
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Proof We use induction on k. If k = 1 there is nothing to prove. Suppose
now that the result is true for some k and let u\ £ ,..., u^+i £ Afk+i with
0:1 > a2 > ... > a/; > cpt+i- Then there is a word W\ £ Afk such that the
relation u\ ■ • ■ = w\ is a consequence of the relations ab = ((a,b) (a,b £ A).
Also by Lemma 6.12, there is a word w £ A+fc+i such that w\Uk+\ = w, and the
result follows. □

Proof [of Theorem 6.10] By Proposition 6.4, S is generated by the set A =

UaeY Aa. Clearly, all relations from presentation (6.4) hold in S.
Now, let u and v be two words on the alphabet A representing the same

element of S. By Lemmas 6.11 and 6.13 there exist /?, 7 £ Y, u £ Ap and
v £ A+ such that the relations u = u and v = v are consequences of the relations
ab = ((a,b) (a,b £ A). Since S satisfies the relations ab = C(a>b) (a^ € 4l)> it
also satisfies the relation u = v, so that /3 = 7. Thus, the relation u = v holds
in Sp, and therefore must be a consequence of Rp. We conclude that u = v is a

consequence of the relations of (6.4), which completes the proof. □

Remark 6.14 Notice that the presentation given in Theorem 6.10 is still valid if
the band Y is infinite. In that case, however, the obtained presentation is infinite
as well.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.10 we have:

Corollary 6.15 Let S = 23[T, Aq] be a band of semigroups. If Y is finite and
each Sa (a £ Y) is finitely presented, then S is also finitely presented.

Remark 6.16 For the particular case of a strong semilattice of monoids an anal¬
ogous result to Theorem 6.10 is presented in [29], Thus, let A be a strong semi-
lattice of monoids Sa (a G 7), with morphisms Xatp (a > (3, a, /3 £ Y). Suppose
that each Sa (a £ Y) is defined by a semigroup presentation (Aa \ Ra), with
Aa fl Ap = 0 for a 7^ (3 and let ea £ Af be a word representing the identity of
Sa. Then [29, Theorem 5.1] states that S is defined by the presentation

a£Y

epa = aeg — aX^p (a £ Aa, a > (3))

which is different from the one given above.
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6.4 Bands of monoids

We now turn our attention to the case when S = "B[Y, 5Q] and all Sa (a £ Y) are
monoids. The identity of the monoid Sa (a £ Y) will be denoted by la.

Affirmative answers to questions (Ql) and (Q3) follow from Sections 6.2 and
6.3, respectively. The affirmative answer to question (Q2) follows from the next
two results.

Theorem 6.17 Let S = T>\Y,Sa] be a band of monoids generated by a set A.
Then, for each f £ Y, the monoid S^ is generated by the set

X = {l^al/3 : a £ Sa fl A, a, (3 £ Y, fafd — £}.

Proof From the definition of a band of monoids we have that X is contained in

S£, since £a/3 = f. Also,

S(_ = {sl/j : s e Sa, a, P e Y, a/3 = £},

since on one hand SaSp C S^ whenever ct/3 = £ and on the other hand for any
s £ Sg we have s = sl^ and = f. So, let sip £ S^ with s £ Sa, a, /3 £ T, such
that a/3 = f. If s £ A then sip = £ X. Now suppose that s = Sia with
Si £ Sai, a £ Sa2 fl A. Thus aitt2 = a. Note that alp £ Sa2p and S\la2p £ S£, so
that

sip S\alp S\la2palp — (si la2/g).

Hence, using induction on the length of s as a product of elements of A, we

conclude that sl/3 is a product of elements of X. □

Corollary 6.18 A band of monoids S = 23 [Y, S^] is finitely generated if and only
if Y is finite and every Sa (a £ Y) is finitely generated.

Proof Assume that S is finitely generated and let A be a finite generating set
for it. By Proposition 6.9, Y is finite. With both A and Y finite, the generating
set X for S^ given in Theorem 6.17 is also finite. The converse is Proposition 6.4.
□
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In order to answer question (Q4) we will use the results introduced in Section
2.2 on the general theory of presentations for subsemigroups. Thus, we are going
to find a presentation for an arbitrary component of a band of monoids.

Let S = i>[F, 5a] be a band of monoids and let {A | R) be a presentation for
S. Let us fix £ G Y. We aim to find a presentation for the monoid S^. For each
a G F, fix a word ea G A+ representing the identity la of Sa. Then, recalling
Theorem 6.17, the set

X = {e^aep : a G Sa ft A, a, /3 G Y, £a/3 = £} C A+

is a generating set for S%.
The definition of a band of monoids implies that there is a left action and a

right action of S on F given as follows: for each s G S and a G Y let sa = /3a
and as = a/3, where (3 G Y is such that s G Sp. We have (as)j = a(sj), for
every a, 7 G F and s G S.

Consider the alphabet

B = {[a, /?] : a G Sa n A, a, (3 G Y, £a/3 = £}

representing the generating set X of S^. Let tc : B+ —>■ A+ be the unique
homomorphism extending the mapping

7T : [a, (3] 1—> e^aep (6-5)

for all [a,/3] G B.
We now look for a rewriting mapping. First let

: {(w,(3) E A+ x Y : £w/3 = £} -» B+

be defined inductively by

(a, (3)ip = [a,P], if a G A, /3 G Y, £a/3 = £ and
(6.6)

(ma, (3)ip = (to, a(3)ip [a, /3], if w G A+, a G T, (3 G F, £toa/3 = £.

This definition extends to

(wiw2,p)il) = (wu w2p)ilt {w2,P)tp (6.7)
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for all wi,W2 G A+, p G Y such that £wiw2p = £. To see this, first notice that
£wiw2P — £ and (w2p)(w2p) = w2p together imply £w2(5 — £. Then (6.7) can

be proved by induction on the length of w2: the case of length one is the above
definition of if and if the result is true for words of length n > 1, and w2 = w'2x
{w2 G A*, a G A) has length n + 1 then

(w1w2,p)cf = (wiw'2a,p)ip
= [wiw'2,ap)if[a,p] (by (6.6))
= {wi,w'2ap)if {w'2,ap)if[a, p] (induction)
= (w1,w'2ap)if(w'2a,p)if (by (6.6)).

Now let

be given by
wcf = (w,£)if

for every w G L(A, S^).

Lemma 6.19 With the above notation, the relations

(w, P)ifir = e^wep

hold in S for all w G A+, p G Y such that 6,wP = £. In particular, (f is a

rewriting mapping.

Proof We prove the first statement by induction on the length of w. For the
case of length one we have

(a, P)ifix = [a, P]n = e^aep,

immediately from the definitions of if and 7r. The inductive step is:

(wa,p)ipTi = ((w,ap)ip[a,p])TC (by (6.6))
= ((w, aP)ifix) ([a, P\k) (7t is a homomorphism)
= e^weape^aep (induction, (6.5))
= e^weapaeg (since e^weag G S%)
= e^waeg, (since aeg G Sag)
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completing induction. Using the first statement, for to G £(A,S^) we have

wcp7T = (w,£)tpir = e^we^ = to,

proving that </> is indeed a rewriting mapping. □

By the previous lemma and Theorem 2.8, we know that S$ is defined by the
infinite presentation with generators B and relations

[a,0\ = (e(aep)<l>, (6.8)
(wiw2)<j> = wX(j)W2(t>, (6.9)

(lO3lttO4)0 = (w3VW4)(j), (6.10)

where [a, (5] G B, toi,to2 G £(A, S$), (u = v) G R, 103,104 G A* and w3uw4 G
£(T, S^). We denote this presentation by (B | (6.8), (6.9), (6.10)). Notice now
that from (6.7) we always have

(tOitO2)0 = (WiVJ2,€)ll> = (wi,w2€)lp (w2,€)lp - (tOi,£)t/> (t02, = 1Oi01O20,

for all to 1,102 G D(A,S^). In other words, relations (6.9) are trivially satisfied,
and hence (B \ (6.8), (6.10)) is also a presentation for S%.

We now use this infinite presentation to find a new one, which is finite when
we start with a finite presentation (A \ R) for S.

Theorem 6.20 Let S = T[Y, Sa\ be a band of monoids, let (A \ R) be a presen¬

tation for S, and let f G Y be arbitrary. As above, let ea G A+ (a G Y) be a

word representing the identity of Sa, let

B = {[a, 0\ : a G Sa D A, a, (3 G Y, fa/3 =

be a new alphabet, and let tp be defined by (6.6). Then the monoid S$ is defined
by the (semigroup) presentation with set of generators B and relations

(e(.aep,f)fj = [a,(3} (a G A, /3 G Y, fafi = f), (6.11)
= (uiTOV* ((« = v) G R, 7 e T, fujt = f). (6.12)
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Proof First notice that relations (6.11) are precisely relations (6.8). Next we
prove that all relations (6.12) hold in S^.

So, let (u = v) G R and 7 G Y be such that £117^ = £. The words
(u,"y£)ip, (v,-y£)ip G B+ represent the elements (it, and (u,7'£)ipn, respec¬
tively. By Lemma 6.19, (u,y£)ipTr = e^ue^ and (i>, 7£)i/>7r — e^ve^. Since the
relation u = v holds in S, it follows that (it, = (v,j£)tp holds in S$. Hence
(B | (6.11), (6.10), (6.12)) is a presentation for S%.

Finally, we prove that relations (6.10) are consequences of (6.12), and so

(B | (6.11), (6.12)) is a presentation for S%. Let wz,w4 G A* and (it = v) G R be
such that W3UW4 G L(A,S^). Suppose that wz,w4 G A+. Then

(■W3UW4)(f) = {w3uw4, £)ip = (io3, uw^)ip (it, w4^)ip (iw4, Z)i/>.

Since it = d is satisfied in S, we also have wzvw4 G £(A, S$) and

(wZVW4)(j) = (lW3, VW4tfiif (v, iu40^> (u>4, 0^-

The elements uiy4£, trty4£ G F are equal, and hence (1u3, uw4^)ip = (103, iui>4£)i/>.
Also, (u, w4^)ip = (u, W4^)ip is one of the relations (6.12), proving that the relation
(wzuw4)(t) = (wzvw4)cj) is a consequence of (6.12). The cases when one or both of
w3,w4 are empty are dealt with analogously. □

From Corollary 6.15 and Theorem 6.20 we obtain:

Corollary 6.21 A band of monoids S = "B[Y, 5Q] is finitely presented if and only
ifY is finite and every monoid Sa (a G Y) is finitely presented.

In the case when S is a semilattice of monoids we are able to deduce a simpler
presentation for S$, not involving the rewriting mapping:

Corollary 6.22 Let S = 23[F, Sa] be a semilattice of monoids, let {A \ R) be a

presentation for S, let f G Y be arbitrary, and let e% G A+ be a word representing
the identity of S%. The monoid S^ is defined by the (monoid) presentation

(A$ | = 1, it = v ((it = v) G R, it G A^~)), (6.13)

where A^ = {a G A : af = £}.
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Proof By Theorem 6.20, we have that (B | (6.11), (6.12)) is a presentation for
Sf. Notice that, since Y is a semilattice, if a word w G A+ satisfies iu£ — £ then
w G A^; in particular G A^~. Also, if w = aq ■ • ■ an G A^", then

(w,£)^ = [ai,£]"-ki,£]. (6-14)

Consider relations (6.11). Note that if a G A, /3 G Y and £a/? = £ then
= £, so that (e^aep, £)?/> has the form (6.14). Therefore, each relation (6.11)

has the form [a, /3] = [ai, £]... [an, £], for some ai,..., an G A^. So, for /? 7^ £, we
can eliminate generator [a, (5\ as a product of generators from {[a, £] : a G A^}-

Next observe that, by Lemma 6.19, in S we have

(ec,£)^vr = e{efe{ = ev

Therefore the (monoid) relation (^,£)^ = 1 holds in S$, and by adding this
relation to our presentation we obtain a monoid presentation for S

Now we replace [a, £] by a; with this in mind (6.14) becomes (tu,£)^> = w.

Thus the remaining relations (6.11) become e^ae^ = a, and so can be eliminated,
since they are consequences of = 1. Finally, we look at relations (6.12) and
note that we have £u7£ = £ if and only if y£ = £ and w£ = £, i.e. if and only if
7£ = £ and u G A^*. Hence these relations can be written more simply as u — v,
for (u = v) G R, u G A^. Therefore (6.13) is in fact a presentation for Sf, as
required. □

6.5 Semilattices and strong semilattices of semi¬

groups

In this section we consider semilattices and strong semilattices of semigroups.
If S — S[y, Sa] is a semilattice of semigroups the answers to questions (Ql)-

(Q4) follow from Section 6.3 and Example 6.5.
To deal with the case of strong semilattices we use the results about bands of

monoids from the previous section, and the device of adjoining identities.
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Theorem 6.23 A strong semilattice of semigroups S = S[F, Sa, AQ)Jg] is finitely
generated (resp. presented) if and only if Y is finite and every semigroup Sa
(a G Y) is finitely generated (resp. presented).

Proof Let S — S[T, Sa, AQ)(g] be a strong semilattice of semigroups. By Propo¬
sition 6.4 and Corollary 6.15, if V is finite and every semigroup Sa (a G Y) is
finitely generated (resp. presented) then S is finitely generated (resp. presented).

Let us consider the monoids (a G Y), obtained from Sa by adjoining
an identity la. For each a, (3 G Y, with a/3 = /3, define A^ : —» Sj) by
s^a/3 = f°r s ^ Sa> and ^a^a,/3 = 1/3- In this way we obtain the strong
semilattice of monoids T = S[Y, S^, A^ ^].

If S is finitely generated (respectively, finitely presented) then, by Proposition
6.9, it follows that Y is finite. This, in turn, implies that T\S is finite, and hence
T is finitely generated (respectively, finitely presented) by Proposition 2.7. Since
T is a semilattice (and hence a band as well) of monoids, we have, by Corollaries
6.18 and 6.21, that all S!a (a G Y) are finitely generated (respectively, finitely
presented). Finally, using once more Proposition 2.7, we conclude that all Sa
(■a G Y) are finitely generated (respectively, finitely presented). □

6.6 Summary

In the following table we summarize the answers to questions (Ql)-(Q4) obtained
throughout this chapter. It can be seen that we have answered all the considered
questions for finite unions.
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(Qi) (Q2) (Q3) (Q4)
all Si f.g. S f.g. =>■ all Si f.p. S f.p. =>■

=> S f.g. all Si f.g. =>■ S f.p. all Si f.p.

unions of YES NO NO NO

semigroups (Prop. 6.4) (Example 6.5) (Example 6.7) (Example 6.5)
unions of YES NO NO NO

monoids (Prop. 6.4) (Remark 6.8) (Remark 6.8) (Remark 6.8)
unions of YES YES YES YES

groups (Prop. 6.3) (Prop. 6.3) (Prop. 6.3) (Prop. 6.3)
bands of YES NO YES NO

semigroups (Prop. 6.4) (Example 6.5) (Cor. 6.15) (Example 6.5)
bands of YES YES YES YES

monoids (Prop. 6.4) (Cor. 6.18) (Cor. 6.15) (Cor. 6.21)
semilattices of YES NO YES NO

semigroups (Prop. 6.4) (Example 6.5) (Cor. 6.15) (Example 6.5)
strong semilattices YES YES YES YES

of semigroups (Prop. 6.4) (Thm. 6.23) (Cor. 6.15) (Thm. 6.23)
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Chapter 7

Finitely generated commutative
semigroups

In this chapter we study decidability and algorithmic questions concerning finitely
generated commutative semigroups.

Commutative semigroups have been widely studied. The first cornerstone in
the study of finitely generated commutative semigroups was Redei's result [42]
stating that a finitely generated commutative semigroup is finitely presented.
Another result of major importance is the fact that every finitely generated com¬

mutative semigroup has a solvable word problem. A proof of this result is given by
Gilman [21] who attributes it to Biryukov [11]. Grillet has also studied this class
of semigroups (see for example [23, 24, 26]). More recently, work by Rosales,
Garcia Sanchez, Garcia Garcia and Urbano Blanco explores many decidability

questions for commutative semigroups (see, for example, [48, 50, 51, 52, 53]).
The aim of this chapter is to explore the computability of some structure

aspects of finitely generated commutative semigroups. Section 7.1 is of an intro¬
ductory character. Section 7.2 describes a known decision procedure to decide
finiteness of a commutative semigroup and presents a combinatorial method to
determine its size. Section 7.3 introduces some further important notation and
known results for the study of finitely generated commutative semigroups. In Sec¬
tion 7.4 we examine the computability of Grillet's result that every archimedean
component has a cancellative power. Section 7.5 and 7.6 deal with the study of
the poset of TC-classes. In Section 7.7 we study the Schiitzenberger groups of a
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finitely generated commutative semigroup. Finally, Section 7.8 is concerned with
the computability of the Grillet representation. In Appendix B we exhibit the
code implementing some of the developed algorithms in GAP.

Some of the results in Section 7.5 appear in [4]. All the other results in the
chapter are joint work with Robertson, Ruskuc and Solomon.

7.1 Presentations and the word problem: known
results

Let FCa (or simply FC) be the free commutative semigroup on a finite set
A = {aj, a2,..., a„}. This is the semigroup defined by the presentation

{A | didj = djdi (di,dj G A)).

The free commutative monoid on A is FC\, i.e. FCa with an identity adjoined
(we denote the identity of FC\ by e). We will refer to the elements of FCa as

commutative words, or simply words. For w E FCa and a generator a G A we

denote by n(w, a) the number of occurrences of the generator a in the underlying
word of w in A+. Notice that two words w, w' E A+ are equal in FCa if and only
if n(w, a) = n(w', a) for all a G A. Hence every commutative word in FCa can

be written uniquely as a product of the form

Y[ aka G A+
aEA

(ka > 0). Therefore we shall represent w G FCa by such a product, and whenever
we refer to a commutative word we will assume it is given in such a way. Moreover,
we write w = w1 whenever w,w' G FCa are equal. Since in this chapter we deal
with commutative semigroups, this should not lead to confusion.

Next we define a commutative presentation to be a pair (A | R)e, where
R C FCa x FCa- The (commutative) semigroup defined by this presentation is
(isomorphic to) FCa/p, where p is the minimum congruence on FCa x FCa con¬

taining R. It is well known that any commutative semigroup is a homomorphic
image of a free commutative semigroup and admits a commutative presentation

(see, for example, [27]). Also, it is easy to see that if a semigroup is defined by
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a commutative presentation (A \ R)q, then it is defined as a semigroup by the
presentation (A \ R,ab = ba (a, b 6 A)) (where the commutative words in R
are now considered in A+). We say that a (commutative) semigroup is finitely
presented as a commutative semigroup if it can be defined by a finite commu¬

tative semigroup presentation. Notice that a semigroup is finitely presented as

a commutative semigroup if and only if it is finitely presented as a semigroup.
Also, given a semigroup presentation defining a commutative semigroup, we can

obtain a commutative presentation by simply considering the words as words
in the free commutative semigroup. Commutative monoid presentations and the
notion of finitely presented as a commutative monoid are defined similarly. There
are another two common descriptions of the free commutative semigroup that we
shall introduce now.

For a (finite) set X the free commutative semigroup FCx can be regarded as

the multiplicative subsemigroup of the polynomial subring of R[X] (where R is
a ring with identity) consisting of all the monomials

Xa=]J *ax
xex

(a = (ax)x&x, fli G No, with at least one of ax non zero (x G X)). Multiplication
in FCx is then given by

XaX^

where (a + 6)x = ax + bx (x £ X). The set X is a generating set for FCx■ In this
case the study of presentations is related to the study of ideals in R[X], Such an

approach is taken in [27] and emphasizes the connections between commutative
semigroups and algebraic geometry (see also [35]).

On the other hand, it is easy to see that the free commutative monoid on an

alphabet of size n is (isomorphic to) FT (with addition), while the free commu¬

tative semigroup on such an alphabet is isomorphic to Nn\{(0, 0,..., 0)} (where
(0, 0,..., 0) is the n-tuple with all entries equal to zero). Thus, the elements of
the free commutative monoid (or semigroup) can be seen as vectors of length n,

over the integers, with addition. Presentations is in this case are related to the
study of congruences in FP. This is the approach taken in, for example, [49] and
explores the connections with linear algebra.
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Although we will use mainly our first description of the free commutative
semigroup, and consequently of commutative presentations, it would be not pos¬
sible, nor desirable, to forget about the other two. All the three approaches are

descriptions of the same object and each of them is connected with a different
area of mathematics. The study of commutative semigroups will benefit from all
these different views.

We now introduce some further notation. So let S be a commutative semi¬

group defined by a presentation {A \ R)q. In FCa we define a partial order <
by

wi < W2 (Vo G A)(n(wi, a) < n{w2,a))

(w\,w2 € FCa)- A well known result about this ordering is Dickson's Lemma.
A proof can be found, for example, in [49].

Theorem 7.1 [Dickson's Lemma] Let FCa be the free commutative semigroup
over a finite alphabet A. Then any subset of FCa °f incomparable elements,
under <, is finite.

For a pair of words wi,w2 € FCa we denote by w\ V w2 their least common
multiple, i.e.

n{w\ V W2, a) = max{n(u>i, a), n(w2, a)} (Va € A)

and by l[w\,w2) the word in FCa such that

wR(wi, w2) = uq V w2,

i.e.

n(l(wi, w2), a) = max{n(u;2, o) — n(wi, a), 0}.

Also, if w 6 FCa, (u = v) € R and w > u we denote by wu~lv the word obtained
from w by application of the relation (u = v) (from left to right). Recall that
w = wu~lv, that is, w and wu~1v represent the same element of S.

The following is known as Redei's Theorem and plays a major role in what
will follow. It was first proved by Redei [42], A proof can also be found in [27].

Proposition 7.2 Congruences on a finitely generated free commutative semi¬

group are finitely generated, and therefore every finitely generated commutative
semigroup is finitely presented.
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We have mentioned earlier that finitely generated commutative semigroups
have a solvable word problem. We will describe such a solution in general. We
start by fixing a reduction ordering =<I on FCa (he. =<! is linear order which admits
no infinite descending chains and whenever u ^ v, aub =4 avb for any a, b E FCa
(u, v E FCa))- Now, for each element s G 5 there is a minimum word ws E FCa
(with respect to the =$) that represents s. We say that ws is the canonical form of
s, and for any word z E FCa representing s we also say that ws is the canonical
form of z. We denote by W$ the set consisting of all the canonical forms and
define a mapping

H : FCa ^
Z (->■ ZfJ,

where z/i is the canonical form of z € FCa-
The set Ws is in one-one onto correspondence with S, that is, it contains one

and only one representative for each element of S. Thus, there is an injective
mapping from S to W$\ we also denote this mapping by p and it will be clear
from the context to which one we will be referring. Notice that given two words
w, w' E FCa they represent the same element of S if and only if they have the
same canonical form, that is, if and only if p(w) = fi(w'). So, if we can compute
p, then we have an effective algorithm to solve the word problem.

A presentation {A \ R)<* is a (commutative) rewriting system, with respect to
the reduction ordering =$ on FCa, if for each pair (u = v) E R,

up v.

Each (u = v) E R is called a rewriting rule and is written as u —> v (and may only
be applied from left to right). If by applying the rule u —> v to a word w E FCa
a word w' E FCa is obtained (i.e. w' = wu~lv) then we write w —»# w'. If
w' E FCa is obtained from w by applying several (or no) rules from R then we

write w w', or simply w A w'. This process is called rewriting. If u E FCa is
a word to which no rule can be applied then u is said to be reduced. A rewriting
system is said to be confluent if for any words u,v, z E FCa satisfying z A u and
z A v, there exists w E FCa such that u A w and v A w. Confluent rewriting

systems are also called confluent presentations. Clearly, if (A \ R) is a confluent
rewriting system then a word w is reduced if and only if pfw) = w. Thus,
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to obtain the canonical form of an arbitrary word w € FCa, given a confluent
rewriting system, it is enough to keep applying rules while possible. Whenever
we obtain a reduced word, that word is the canonical form.

Theorem 7.3 [21] Every finitely generated commutative semigroup has a finite
commutative confluent rewriting system. Given a finitely generated commutative
semigroup defined by a finite (commutative) presentation such a confluent rewrit¬
ing system can be effectively computed. In particular every finitely generated
commutative semigroup has a solvable word problem.

The computation of a commutative confluent rewriting system is based on the
Knuth-Bendix procedure. (A description of this procedure can be found in [63].)
Commutative rewriting systems have also been referred to as vector replacement
systems (see [17]).

All that has been said for finitely generated commutative semigroups also
follows for finitely generated commutative monoids.

Remark 7.4 Rewriting systems can actually be introduced in the more general
context of non commutative semigroups. It is clear that if a semigroup has
a confluent rewriting system then it has a solvable word problem. Thus, since
there are finitely presented semigroups that do not have a solvable word problem,
it follows that not all semigroups have finite confluent rewriting systems. A
result by Diekert [17] however states that every finitely generated commutative
semigroup has a finite (non commutative) confluent rewriting system. To obtain
a (non commutative) confluent rewriting system from a commutative one it is
not enough to adjoin the rules ba —» ab for each pair of generators a,b 6 A with
ba y ab. In general, a larger generating set is needed.

From now on all the semigroups considered are commutative, unless otherwise
stated. Also we will be considering commutative presentations and commutative
rewriting systems. Thus, we shall drop the adjective commutative whenever no
confusion may arise and write (A \ R) instead of {A | R)q.
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7.2 Finiteness and size

Given a finitely generated commutative semigroup S, one of the first questions
that one may want to ask about it is whether it is finite. In general, for an

arbitrary semigroup given by a presentation, finiteness is not decidable. However,
it is well known that the same question has a positive answer for commutative
semigroups. We present here a proof for that fact.

Theorem 7.5 Let S be a finitely generated semigroup defined by a confluent
presentation {A | R). Then S is finite if and only if for all a £ A there is k > 0
such that (ak —>• v) £ R for some v £ FCa-

Proof First suppose that S is finite. Then, for each generator a £ A there exist
k > 0 and a word v £ FCa such that (ak —> v) £ R for otherwise all the powers

of a would be distinct, which contradicts the finiteness of S.
Conversely suppose that there exists a rule (aka —» v) for each generator a £ A

(ka > 0, v £ FCa)- Hence, for each w £ FCa, there is a word w' £ FCa, such
that w = w' and n(w', a) < ka for each a £ A. That is, if a £ FCa is the word
satisfying n(a, a) = ka for each a £ A then the set

T — {w £ FCa : w < a}

contains at least one word representing each element of S. Since this set is finite
it follows that the semigroup S is finite as well. □

Corollary 7.6 Finiteness of finitely generated commutative semigroups is decid¬
able.

Notice that the decidability procedure described in Theorem 7.5 does not

depend of some enumeration of the semigroup, but only in examining its pre¬

sentation. Further, the set T in the proof gives a bound for the size of a finite
commutative semigroup. Indeed it is clear that

i t i= (n n(a5a)) ~ i >i $ i •
a£A

In fact, if we know that the semigroup is finite we can enumerate its elements to
find its size. This might not be very easy though if the semigroup is very large.
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We shall see that a combinatorial argument will be enough. We start by proving
the following

Lemma 7.7 Let S be a finite commutative semigroup defined by a confluent
presentation (A \ R} with R = {ui —> Vi : 1 < i < r} and let T be defined as
above. For each (ui -» vf) E R (I < i < r) let Tj be the intersection of the ideal
of FCa generated by u, with T, that is

Ti = {w E T : w > Ui}.

Then a word w E FCa is reduced if and only if w E T\(Ti U T2 U • • • U Tr).

Proof Suppose that w E FCa is reduced. Then w E T. Suppose further that
w E Tj for some i (1 < i < r). Then

w = Uiy

for some y E FCa■ But then we can reduce w by applying the rule «j —> Vi and
this contradicts the fact that w is reduced.

Conversely suppose that w E T is not reduced. Then there exists Ui —» Vi E R

(1 < i < r) such that w > , that is, there is y E FCa such that

w = u^.

In particular w E Tj. □

Lemma 7.8 With the above notation we have

k

| Tx U • • • U Tk 1= y~] I Tj I - \T3DTi\+ b (-l)fc+1 I 7\ n • • • n Tk I
3=1

1<j,l<k

371

with

| Ti |= a) - n(uu a))
aeA

and for k > 1

I Tji nT32 r]---DTJk |= JJ(n(a,a) -max{n(u/,a) : I = juj2, ■ ■ • .J*})-
aeA

(The element a is as in the proof of Theorem 7.5.)
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Proof The first equality is an application of the inclusion exclusion principle
and other equalities follow from

Tj = {w e T : w > Ui}
= {w e FCa : ol > w > ui}
= {we FCa ■ n(a,a) > n(w,a) > n(ui,a) (V a G ^4)}

and

Tji fl Tj2 n • • • fl Tjk = {w e T : w > Ujt, (V1 < I < k)}
— {we FCa '■ n(a,a) > n(w,a) >

> max{n(ujra) : 1 < I < kj (Va e A)}

□

Proposition 7.9 Let S be a finite commutative semigroup defined by a confluent
presentation {A \ R). Let T and Tu be defined as above. Then

| 5 |=| T | - | |J Tu | . (7.1)
(u^yv)£R

Furthermore, the size of S can be computed by a combinatorial argument.

Proof The formula (7.1) for the size of S follows from Lemma 7.7. The fact
that those sizes are effectively computable follows from Lemma 7.8. Therefore
we can compute the size of S by a combinatorial argument, that is, we do not
need to enumerate S. □

Example 7.10 Let S be the finitely generated commutative semigroup defined
by the presentation

(a, b | a4 = a, b3 = b, a2b = ab).

It is easy to see that this is a confluent presentation. Then, by Theorem 7.5, S
is a finite semigroup. In this case we have

T = {alb> : 0 < i < 4, 0 < j < 3, i and j not both 0}.
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Thus | T |= 11. Now,

Ta* =0

Tb3-0

Ta2b = [oHA : 2 < i < 4, 1 < j < 3}

and thus

|5|=|T|-|Ta26|=ll-4 = 7.

We thus conclude that S has seven elements. Indeed S = {a, a2, a3, 6, b2, ab, ab2}.

In the next example we illustrate the main idea behind the combinatorial

argument presented above.

Example 7.11 Let S be the finitely generated commutative monoid defined by
the presentation

S = (x, y, z | x2y = xy, xy3 = xy, xyz4 = xy, x5 = x, y5 = y, z5 = z).

This is a confluent presentation for S. From Theorem 7.5 we know that S is
a finite monoid. For counting purposes, we see from the presentation that we

can draw S in the three dimensional space, inside a 5 x 5 x 5 cube. This cube
is represented in Figure 7.1. The elements of the semigroup are unitary cubes
and we have to remove the cubes corresponding to the ideals arising from the
relations. By counting we conclude that the monoid has size 53.

7.3 The iK-relation and the archimedean rela¬

tion: definitions and known results

The five Green's relations that can be defined on a semigroup S, in terms of its
ideal structure, coincide in a commutative semigroup. We choose to denote the
unique one by K. So, for a commutative semigroup S, sTCt if s and t generate
the same principal ideal of S. And we have the usual preorder on S": s <^ t
if s belongs to the principal ideal of S generated by t. We call this ordering
the divisibility ordering on S and, when no confusion arises we denote it by <.
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y

Figure 7.1: The cube from Example 7.11

(Notice that this ordering, when defined on a free commutative semigroup, is
exactly the opposite of the one defined in Section 7.1.)

Now, if S is a commutative semigroup, then IK is a congruence, and therefore
S/TC is a commutative semigroup. Moreover, the ordering relation <^ induces a

partial ordering on S/TC, which will also be denote by <. Thus we will refer to
S/IK as the poset of IK-classes of S.

There is another congruence that will play a major role in the theory of
commutative semigroups: the smallest semilattice congruence on S. This will be
denoted by Kf and is defined as follows:

aNb (3 m, n > 0) am < b and bn < a

for a, b G S. The congruence Kf also induces a preorder relation on S, namely

a <j4 b (3 m > 0) am < b.

The N-classes of a commutative semigroup are known as its archimedean com¬

ponents and, as expected, SfN is a semilattice (with respect to the ordering <>r)
whose elements are the archimedean components of S. Furthermore, S/Tf is the
largest semilattice homomorphic image of S.
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Remark 7.12 If S is a finitely generated commutative semigroup given by a

presentation {A \ R) then S/N is defined by the presentation (A \ R, a2 = a (a G

A)), since S/N is the largest semilattice homomorphic image of S. In particular
it is decidable whether two elements s, t € S are Af-related.

Proposition 7.13 [27, Proposition IV.9.5] A finitely generated commutative semi¬
group S has finitely many archimedean components.

Proof This is an immediate consequence from the fact that SfiN is a finitely
generated semilattice, and thus it is finite. □

A finitely generated commutative semigroup S is group complete (or simply
complete) if every archimedean component has an idempotent, or equivalently,
every element of S contains a power in a subgroup of S. Finite commutative

semigroups are examples of complete semigroups.
It is easy to see that each archimedean component contains at most one idem-

potent. Indeed, if e, / are two idempotents of the same archimedean component

then eNf and hence e</<esoe = / (since eTCf implies e = /). It thus follows
from Proposition 7.13 that a finitely generated commutative semigroup contains

only finitely many idempotents. In [52] it was proved that it is in fact possible to
find the set of idempotents of a finitely generated commutative semigroup. That
is,

Proposition 7.14 There is an algorithm that given a finitely generated commu¬

tative semigroup (defined by a presentation) returns its set of idempotents.

We will denote the algorithm that calculates the idempotent set of a semigroup
by Idempotents.

The following establishes a connection between the existence of idempotents
in archimedean components and the TC-relation.

Proposition 7.15 Let S be a finitely generated commutative group-complete
semigroup. Then S/H is finite. Moreover TC is the equality on S if and only
if all the subgroups of S are trivial.
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A proof for the first statement of the above proposition may be found in [26].
The second statement is from [27].

We close this section with the following

Proposition 7.16 [26, Proposition 2.4] Every finitely generated commutative
semigroup S can be embedded into a complete finitely generated commutative

semigroup T.

7.4 The cancellative power of an archimedean

component

Archimedean components of finitely generated commutative semigroups have the
following property:

Proposition 7.17 [26, Theorem 2.5] Let S be a finitely generated commutative
semigroup and let A be an archimedean component of S. Then there exists m > 0
such that Am is a cancellative semigroup.

In this section we will prove that it is possible to compute the integer m

from Proposition 7.17. We will follow the proof of Proposition 7.17 given in [27],
proving that each step is computable. This result will be used in in Section 7.7.

The first step is to decompose the semigroup S. Such a decomposition will
rely on the connection between congruences on the free commutative semigroup
and ideals of Z[X], Appendix C contains the basic definitions and results that
we will be using.

So let X = {aq, %2, • • ■, xn} be a finite set and let FCx be the free commutative
semigroup on X. In this section we will identify FCx with N"\{(0,0,..., 0} as

described in Section 7.1. The set {bi € PP : 1 < i < n} (where each E has all
entries equal to zero, except the ith entry which is one) is then a generating set
for FCx = bP\{(0, 0,..., 0}. Now, to each element a = (cq, a2,..., an) € FCx,
corresponds a monomial Xa — x^xf2 ■ • • x^n in the polynomial ring Z[X], Each
ideal I of Z[X\ induces a congruence 6/ on FCx, namely

aC/6 - Xb e I
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(a,b E FCx)', we refer to C/ as the congruence associated to I. Conversely, we

have

Lemma 7.18 [Preston] Let X be a finite set and FCx be the free commutative
semigroup on X. Let G be a congruence on FCx and let /(C) be the ideal ofL[X]
generated by {Xa — Xb : aGb}. Then aGb if and only if Xa — Xb G /(C).

Proof We follow the proof in [27]. From the definition we have that if aGb then
Xa — Xb G /(C). Conversely, since C is a congruence

So assume that a ^ b and Xa — Xb G /(C). From what we have said above,

with mj > 0, aj ^ bj and ajGbj (1 < j < r). Since Xa — Xb / 0 we certainly
have r > 0. We show by induction on m = ^K .<r mj > 0 that aGb.

If m = 1, then r = 1, mi = 1, and a — a\Gbi — b. Now let m > 1. The
coefficient of Xa in the right hand side of (7.2) is Yhaj=am3 ~~ Thbj=aTni =
Therefore a = for some k. If b = b^, then aGb. Otherwise the coefficient of

Xbk in the right hand side of (7.2) is Yhaj=bk mi ~ Ylb^bk mi = 0> since / a, h.
Therefore there exists I such that b^ — ai. In the right hand side of (7.2) we can

then replace (Xak — Xbk) + (Xai — Xbl) by (A^afc — Xbl) (or by 0 if ak — b{). This
decreases m by 1 (or by 2). The result follows by induction. □

In the next lemma we show how we can effectively obtain a basis for the ideal

given a generating set for the congruence.

Lemma 7.19 With the notation as above, if p is a generating set for G, then /(C)
is generated by the set {Xa — Xb : (a,b) 6 p}. In particular /(C) membership is
decidable.

Proof To prove the first part of the lemma it is enough to show that any

polynomial of the form Xa — Xb G /(C) with aGb is in the ideal generated by the

I = { ^ mj(Xaj — Xbj) : r > 0,mj > 0, aj / bj, ajGbj}.
1<j<r

(7.2)
l<j<r
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set {Xa — Xb : (a,b) £ p}. So let Xa — Xb € /(C) with aQb. Since aC6, there
exist a,i,Ui,Vi (1 < i < k) such that

a = aiUiCaiUi = a2v2Q ■ ■ ■ Qak^xvk-i = akuk = b

with (Ui,Vi) £ p. We will prove by induction on k, that
fc-i

Xa - Xb =Y Xa'(XUi - XVi)
2=1

and hence it follows that the set {Xa — Xb : (a, b) £ p] generates the ideal /(C).
Notice that if a ^ b then k > 2. So, if k = 2 then

Xa-Xb = Xai(XUl -XV1)

as claimed. Now suppose that the result is true for k = h — 1. Hence
h h—l

Y xai (xUi -xVi) = Y xai (XUi ~ XVi)+xah (XUh ~ XVh)
i=1 i=l

= XaiWUl — Xah~l XVh~l + Xafl XUfl — XahXVh

= XaiXUl - =xa-xb

and thus the result is also true for k = h. The fact that we can decide membership
in the ideal /(C) follows from Theorem C.2. □

Remark 7.20 Conversely, given an ideal I C Z[JT] one may ask whether we can

compute a (finite) generating set for its associated congruence C/. In general we
do not know how to find such a generating set from a basis for an arbitrary ideal.
It is not difficult to see, however, that if an ideal / C Z[A'] is given by a basis of
the form G = {Xai — Xb> : j e J}, then the congruence C/ is generated by the
set {(a,j,bj) : j £ J}. Indeed, if Xa — Xb £ G then aC/6 and it is enough to prove
that C/ is generated by the set {(a,b) : a = a+7, b = /3+7, Xa—X13 £ G, 7 > 0}.
So suppose that aC/6. Then we know that Xa — Xb £ I. Hence

- xb = Y mi(xaj - xbl)
l<.j<r

where aj = 07 + 7j, bj = /3j + 7j, mj >0, Xa] - X^ £ G or — Xai £ G. In
particular notice that ajGjbj. The proof of Lemma 7.18 shows that aC/6.
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We will now prove the decomposition result for finitely generated commutative
semigroups. First we recall that a semigroup S is said to be nilsemigroup if it has
a zero and every element has a power equal to zero. If furthermore there is an

integer m > 0 such that Sm = {S1S2 • • • sm : Sk G S, 1 < i < k} equals {0} then
the semigroup is nilpotent (for a finitely generated commutative semigroup this
is equivalent to the existence of an integer m! such that for every s G S, sm' = 0).
A semigroup S is a cancellative semigroup if for every c,x,y £ S, cx = cy implies
x = y. Finally, a semigroup S is a subelementary semigroup if S = C U N
is a disjoint union of a cancellative semigroup C and a nilsemigroup (or trivial
semigroup) N, such that N is an ideal of S, the zero element of N is the zero

element of S, and every element of C is cancellative in S (i.e. cx = cy implies
x — y for every x,y G S and c G C). A subdirect product of a family (Sj)jej
of semigroups is (isomorphic to) a semigroup P, which is a subsemigroup of the
direct product such that for each j G I the projection ttj : P —» Sj,
(.Xi)iei t-> Xj is an epimorphism.

Proposition 7.21 [27, Proposition IV.9.4] Every finitely generated commutative
semigroup S is a subdirect product of finitely many cancellative semigroups (which
may be missing), finitely many nilsemigroups (which may also be missing), and
finitely many subelementary semigroups.

Proof We follow the proof from [27, Proposition IV.9.4], So, let C be a con¬

gruence in FCx such that S — FCx/G. Let /(C) the ideal of Z[X\ associ¬
ated to C, as described above. Since Z[X] is noetherian, I is the intersection
I — Qi H Q2 D • • • n Qr of finitely many primary ideals, by Theorem C.3.

We will show that given a primary ideal Q, if its associated congruence is
Q then the semigroup T = FCx/Q is either a nilsemigroup, a cancellative semi¬
group, or a subelementary semigroup. It will therefore follow that S is a subdirect
product of these types of semigroups.

So let Q be a primary ideal, Q its associated congruence and P its radical.
Let 7r : FCx —> T be the homomorphism from the free commutative semigroup
FCx onto T and let a,b,c G FCx■ If Xa G Q then XaXb — Xa G Q and so

(a7r)(67r) = G7r for all b G FCx and thus a7r is a zero of T. If Xa G P then Xa
has a power in Q and hence air is nilpotent in T; these elements form an ideal
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of T since P is an ideal of Z[X\. Finally, if Xa P, then (a7r)(&7r) = (a7r)(c7r)
implies Xa(Xb — Xc) G Q and hence since Q is primary and no power of Xa is
in Q, Xa — Xb € Q. Hence bn = cn and an is cancellative in T. Thus either T
is nil or trivial (if Xa G P for all a G FCX), or T is cancellative (if Xa <£ P for
all a G FCx) or subelementary (otherwise). □

Lemma 7.22 Let FCX be the free commutative semigroup on a finite set X, let
Q G Zj[X\ be a primary ideal, let P G 7L\X) be its associated prime ideal and Q
its associated congruence, and let T = FCX/Q- Then either T is cancellative or

we can calculate m > 0 such that Tm is zero or is a cancellative semigroup with
a zero adjoined.

Proof The semigroup T is cancellative if and only if Xbi ^ P for every generator
bi G FCX (1 < i < n). Indeed, from the proof of Proposition 7.21, it follows that
if a G FCX is such that Xa ^ P then an is cancellative in T. So, if a = hh
and c, d G FCX are such that

(an)(cn) = (an)(dn)

then
n n

aiM'X-) = (IICWOW
1 i=l

and hence

cn — dn

since each bin (1 < i < n) is cancellative in T. Therefore an is cancellative in
T. On the other hand if there exists j (1 < j < n) such that Xbi G P then
T contains a zero element and therefore it cannot be a cancellative semigroup.

Furthermore, it is decidable whether T is a cancellative semigroup.
We will now prove that T is a nilsemigroup if and only if for all generators bi

of FCX (1 < i < n), Xbi G P. Indeed, if one of the generators e does not satisfy
this condition then, by the proof of Proposition 7.21 e7r is not nilpotent in T and
thus T is not a nilsemigroup. Conversely, if all generators satisfy this condition
and a G FCX is such that

n

a ^ ^ Ifii
i=i
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then
n

xa = Xl'b>
i=i

and since each Xbi £ P so does Xa. Therefore, we can decide whether T is a

nilsemigroup. Now, there exists rrii > 0 such that (biir)mi is zero in T (1 < i < n).
This means that Xmibi £ Q. We can find those integers mi,m2,..., mn > 0 by
inspection. Further, if

n

m > 2^ mi
i=i

then for any
n

a = kbi £ FCx
i= 1

with Y%= i k > 171 (i-e- a is a sum of more then m generators) there exists j
(1 < j < n) such that lj > rrij and hence air is zero. We have proved that
Tm = {0}.

Finally, if T is not nil nor cancellative then it is subelementary by the proof of
Proposition 7.21. Therefore T = CuTV, where C is a cancellative semigroup and
N is a nilsemigroup. Without loss of generality let {&i, 62,..., bk} (0 < k < n)
be the set {bi : 1 < i < n,Xbi £ P}. For each bj (1 < j < k) determine such
that Xmibi £ Q (from what we have said above we can calculate such integers

rrij) and let m > mi + m2 + • • • + Now let a £ FCx be such that air £ N,
k

a =E lJbj)+c>
i=i

where cir £ C, lj £ N (not all zero) and )Ci=i h > m■ Then by the same argument
as above there is at least one lj (1 < j < k) satisfying lj > rrij and thus air = 0.
□

This proposition gives rise to the following

Algorithm 7.23 CancellativeOrNilPowerOfSemigroup
Input: A" a finite non-empty set, Q C Z[X\ a primary ideal and P C Z[X] its
associated prime ideal
Output: m > 0 such that (FCx/Q)m is cancellative, zero or cancellative with
a zero adjoined
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1: if (Vi E {1,2,..., n}) Xbi ^ P then
2: m <— 1

3: else

4: for alH G {1,2,... ,n} do
5: if Xbi E P then

6: rrii 4— 1
7: while Xmib' <£ Q do
8: rrii <— rrii + 1
9: end while

10: end if

11: end for

12: m E- Ya= l mi
13: end if

14: return m

Finally we have

Proposition 7.24 [27, Proposition IV.9.6] Let S be a finitely generated com¬

mutative semigroup and A be an archimedean component of S. Then Am is
cancellative for some m > 0. Furthermore, there is an algorithm that given S,
defined by a finite presentation, returns m > 0 such that for any archimedean
component A of S, Am is cancellative.

Proof Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup defined by a pre¬

sentation (X | R) and let I E T\X\ be the ideal associated to this presentation.
By Theorem C.4 we can find a primary decomposition Q\ Pi Q2 D • • • fl Qr of I
and for each Q3 (1 < j < r) we can also obtain its associated prime ideal Pj.
Each of these ideals Qj (1 < j < r) gives rise to a semigroup Tj which is, by
Proposition 7.21, either nil, cancellative or subelementary. By Lemma 7.22 we

can find integers mj > 0 (1 < j < r) such that T™-7 is either cancellative or is zero
or is cancellative with a zero adjoined (if Tj itself is cancellative take mj = 1).

Now, let A be an archimedean component of S. Then the projection of A in

Tj is either contained in Cj or Nj (where Tj = Cj U Nj, Cj is either empty or is a
cancellative semigroup and Nj is either empty or is a nilsemigroup (1 < j < r)).
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Hence A is, up to isomorphism, contained in the direct product of finitely many

cancellative semigroups and finitely many nilpotent semigroups. Now, if we take
m = max{mj : 1 < i < r} we certainly have that Am is contained in the direct
product of some cancellative semigroups and some trivial semigroups. Therefore
Am is cancellative. Clearly, from all that was said, there is a constructive way of
determining m. □

Thus we are ready to present the main algorithm. We assume there is an algo¬
rithm PrimaryDecompWithPrimes available, that given an ideal I C h[X] returns
a set of pairs (Q, P) where Q are the components of the primary decomposition
of / and P is the prime ideal associated to Q (the existence of such algorithm
follows from Theorem C.4).

Algorithm 7.25 CancellativePowerOfArchimedeanComponent
Input: S = (X | R)
Output: m > 0 such that for any archimedean component A of S, Am is a

cancellative semigroup

1: I <— ideal of Z[X] generated by {Aa — Xb : (a, b) 6 R}
2: {(Qj,Pj) : 1 < j < r} <— PrimaryDecompWithPrimes (J)
3: for all j € {1, 2,..., r} do
4: rrij t—CancellativeOrNilPowerOfSemigroup(X, Qj, Pj)
5: end for

6: m <r- max{m;- : 1 < j < r}
7: return m

Example 7.26 Let S be the commutative semigroup defined by the presentation

(a, b | a363 = a2b2).
This semigroup has three archimedean components, each of them containing in¬
finitely many TC-classes. The poset of TC-classes is represented in Figure 7.2.
Now, the ideal / C Z[x, y\ associated to the congruence generated by a2b2 = a3b3
is the principal ideal of Z[x, y\ generated by x3y3 — x2y2. By using Singular [22],
and computing a primary decomposition of I considered as an ideal in Q[x, y],
we obtain the following ideals of Q[x,y]:

Q\= P\ = (xy - 1),
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Figure 7.2: The poset of TC-classes of the semigroup S from Example 7.26

Q2 = (x2), P2 = (x), and

Qs = (y2),P3 = (y)-

(where Qi, Q2, Qj, are the primary ideals and P\,P2, P3 are their associated prime
ideals, respectively). Since the basis of Qi, Q2, Q3, Pi, P2, P3 are in Z[x, y\ it fol¬
lows that we can consider them as ideals in Z[x,y] and, by Section C.4, this
is a primary decomposition for I in Z[x,y\. Now, if Ti,T2,T3 are the semi¬
groups obtained by taking the quotient of FC{X^ by the associated congruence
of Q\,Q2,Q-a, respectively, then from the proof of Lemma 7.22 it follows that
Ti is a cancellative semigroup, and T2, T2 are cancellative semigroups with zero

adjoined. Therefore, by applying Algorithm 7.25 we conclude that the square

power of each of the archimedean components is cancellative. Notice that the
bottom archimedean component A is not cancellative, and hence A2 is a proper

cancellative subsemigroup of A.
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7.5 An algorithm to decide iK-equality
In this section we will prove that it is possible to decide whether two elements of
a finitely generated commutative semigroup are IK-related. In order to do that
we will solve the ideal membership problem for finitely generated commutative

semigroups, that is, given an ideal and an element of the semigroup we will show
how to decide whether the element belongs to the ideal. Clearly this will give a

solution to the former problem.

So, let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup defined by a presen¬

tation {A | R). Let FCa be the free commutative semigroup on A. For a subset
B C S we denote by IB the ideal of S generated by B, and by JB the subset of
FCa consisting of all words representing elements of IB.

Lemma 7.27 With the above notation we have:

(i) JB is an ideal of FCa; and

(ii) JB is generated by its minimal elements, with respect to the ordering <
defined on FCa- In particular, JB is a finitely generated ideal.

Proof Let w £ FCa and let x £ JB. Then x represents an element of S that

belongs to IB and thus xw also represents an element of IB. Therefore xw £ JB
and JB is an ideal of FCa- Now, it is clear that the minimal elements (with
respect to <) generate JB. It then follows by Dickson's Lemma (Theorem 7.1)
that such a set of minimal elements of JB has to be finite and thus JB is a finitely
generated ideal of FCa- 1=1

We refer to the set of minimal elements of JB, as the basis of the ideal IB and
denote that set by ZB. Notice that once we have such a basis ZB, the membership
problem for IB is solved: given an element s £ S, with canonical form sp £ FCa,
s £ IB if and only if sp £ JB, that is, if and only if there exists b £ ZB such that
b < sp. This last condition can be effectively checked since ZB is a finite set.
The following algorithm calculates ZB\

Algorithm 7.28 [4, Algorithm 1] IdealBasis
Input: S = {A \ R)- B c S.
Output: ZB c FCa, a basis for IB.
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1: X <— minimal elements of {zp : z G B) with respect to <
2: V0 <- 0
3: Vi<-X
4: % <— 1

5: while Vi / Vi-1 do
6: Vi+i G- K
7: for all x € K do
8: for all (a, 6) G R do
9: Vi+i G- minimal elements of V^+i U {(x
10: Vi+i G- minimal elements of Vi+i U {(x
11: end for

12: end for

13: i ^— i + 1

14: end while

15: return Vi

Proposition 7.29 [4, Lemma 1] Let S be a finitely generated commutative semi¬
group defined by a presentation (A | R) and let B be a finite subset of S. Then
Algorithm 7.28 calculates a basis for IB

Proof Let X — {zp : z g B] (i.e. X is the set of minimum representatives
of the elements of B with respect to the total ordering -< defined in FCa) and
assume, without loss of generality, that all the elements of X are incomparable
with respect to <.

Let u G FCa represent an element of /#. We have to show that there is some

k > 0 such that there exists y G V* with y < u. Now, since u represents an

element of IB, there is x G X, v G FC\ and k > 0 such that

xv = ui,u2,... ,uk = u,

where Ui+\ is obtained from Ui (1 < i < k — 1) by application of one relation from
R. We will show by induction on k that y < u for some y G 14.

If k = 1 then since xv = u, we have x < u and we can choose y = x G Vi. Now
assume that the hypothesis holds for k — 1. The words u, uk~ i and uk all represent
the same element of S, and such an element is in the ideal of S generated by B.

V a)a 1b} with respect to <
V b)b~la} with respect to <
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Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there exists y G Vk-i with y < Uk~\. If
Uk~ 1 is transformed into Uk by application of a relation (a = b) G R (without
loss of generality we assume that the relation is applied from left to right) this
means that Uk = Uk-\a~lb. Step 9 ensures that there exists y' G 14 such that

y' < (y V a)a~1b. But since a,y < Uk-i, we certainly have y V a < Uk-i whence

y' < {y V a)a~lb < Uk-\cTlb = Uk

as required. □

Algorithm 7.30 IdealMembership
Input: S = (A \ R); B C S, s G S;
Output: true if s g S is in the ideal of S generated by B\ false other¬
wise.

1: ZB IdealBasis(S', JB)
2: if (3z G ZB)(z < sfT) then
3: return true

4: else

5: return false

6: end if

Corollary 7.31 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup defined by
a presentation (A \ R) and let B be a finite subset of S. Then it is decidable
whether s G S belongs to IB, and Algorithm 7.30 is such a decision procedure.

So far we can decide whether an element s of S belongs to an ideal IB of
S generated by a set B C S. If this is the case then it means that there are

elements z G B and t £ Sl such that s = tz. We are now interested in finding
those elements t and z. Clearly finding z is part of the algorithm for IB mem¬

bership testing. So, in fact, the question is whether we can find the element that
multiplied by z gives s, i.e. we are looking for a division algorithm in S. It will
suffice to modify Algorithm 7.28, keeping track of how the basis elements of IB
are obtained.

Algorithm 7.32 IdealBasisWithDivision
Input: S = {A \ R); B C S.
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Output: W C FCa x X x FC\ such that {u £ FCa '■ 3(v,x,w) £ W} = Zb,
and for each (v, x, w) £ W, v = xw in S.
1: X 4— minimal elements of {zp, : z £ B} with respect to <
2: V0 <- 0
3: V]_ <— {(x,x,e) : x £ X}
4: i <— 1

5: while Vi / Vi_i do
6: Vi+1 Vi
7: for all (v,x,w) £ Vi do
8: for all (a, b) £ R do
9: V{.|-i Vi+1 U {((u V a)a_16, x, w l(v, a)}
10: Vi+i -f- Vi+i U{((uV b)b'la, x, w l(v, 6)}
11: end for

12: end for

13: Vi+1 -e- minimal elements of V+1 with respect to the first component and
<

14: i i + 1

15: end while

16: return Vi

Proposition 7.33 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup defined
by a presentation (A | R) and let B be a finite subset of S. Then Algorithm 7.32
calculates a basis ZB for IB and for each element z £ Zb it calculates elements
x £ X and w £ FC\ such that z and xw represent the same element of S.

Proof The fact that Algorithm 7.32 calculates a basis for Ib follows from Propo¬
sition 7.29. It remains to prove that if (v,x,w) £ 14 (k > 0) then v = xw. We
will prove the result by induction on k.

The cases k = 0 and k = 1 hold trivially. Now let k > 1 and let (v, x, w) £ VP
Then there exists (v',x',w') £ 14_i and (a, 6) £ R (or (6, a) £ R) such that
v = (v' V a)a~lb, x = x' and w = w' l(v, a). By the induction hypothesis we know
that v' = xw', and thus we have

v = (v1 V a)a~lb = v' V a = v' l(v', a) - xw' l(v', a) = xw
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as required. □

We are now ready to build a division algorithm:

Algorithm 7.34 Division
Input: S = (A \ R); B C S, s £ S;
Output: (x,w) £ FCa x FC\ such that x £ Bp and sp = xw\ fail if such
element does not exits.

1: W <— IdealBasisWithDivision(S', B)
2: if (3 (z,x,w) £ W)(sp > z) then
3: u <— element of FC\ such that sp = zu

4: return (x, wu)
5: else

6: return fail

7: end if

Proposition 7.35 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup defined
by a presentation (A | R), let B be a finite subset of S, and let s £ S. Then,
if s £ IB, Algorithm 7.34 returns x £ Bp and v £ FC\ such that sp = xv. If
s (f IB then it fails.

Proof Since s £ IB if and only if sp £ JB, if this is the case then in ZB we can

find an element z £ FCa such that sp > z and determine u £ FC\ such that
sp — zu. By Proposition 7.33 we know that then there is (z, x, w) £ W such that
z — xw in S. But then we have that sp = xwu as well. □

Corollary 7.36 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup defined by
a presentation (A | R) and let B be a finite subset of S. Then if s £ S belongs to
Ib then there is an algorithm that returns b £ B and t £ S1 such that s = bt.

By applying our algorithms to principal ideals of S we obtain the aimed result
for the fiC-relation:

Corollary 7.37 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup. Then IK-
equality on S is decidable. Further, if s t (s,t £ S) than there is an algorithm
that returns v £ S1 such that s = tv.
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7.6 Looking for a presentation for SfK
We are now interested in finding a presentation for S/Ji since we know it is a

finitely presented semigroup. If we have such a presentation then testing TC-
equality is reduced to the word problem in SfiK. Now, there is a straightforward
naive procedure to get such a presentation starting with a presentation for S.
So, for each pair of elements in S check whether they are TF-related. If they
are IK-related add the pair to the set of relations. Eventually we will get S/TC.
Moreover, since SfiK is finitely presented, a presentation for S/Ti will be obtained
after a finite number of steps and every step is computable. The problem though
is that we do not have a stopping condition for this procedure, that is, we do
not know how to decide whether we already have a presentation for S/IK. So we

have the following

Question 7.38 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup. Is is de-
cidable whether S is "K-trivial? How can we decide it?

Although we do not have an answer for this question, we will be able to

prove some partial results which will be of interest and that will bring some light
into this problem. We start by proving that it is actually decidable whether a

semigroup has a finite poset of lHAclasses.

Proposition 7.39 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup. Then
the poset of TC-classes 5/IK is finite if and only if |E(5)| = |S"/1N"|, that is, if and
only if S is a group complete semigroup.

Proof For the direct implication suppose that A is an archimedean component

of S which contains only finitely many TC-classes. We will prove that in this case

A contains an idempotent. So let H be a minimal IK-class of A. Then H2 = H
and hence if is a group and therefore it contains an idempotent. Therefore A
contains an idempotent. The converse implication follows from Proposition 7.15.
□

The proof of Proposition 7.39 implies that if an archimedean component has

finitely many TC-classes then it contains an idempotent. The converse is not true.
Indeed we have the following
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Example 7.40 Let S be the semigroup from Example 7.26. Then S is defined
by the presentation

(a, b | a363 = a2b2)
and it has three archimedean components. Although the bottom archimedean
component A contains the element a2b2 which is an idempotent, it contains in¬
finitely many fii-classes. Indeed, the fit-classes of the elements of the form alb
and abl (i > 1) are all distinct and are all in A. The poset of fiC-classes of S is
represented in Figure 7.2.

From Proposition 7.14 we know that we can effectively calculate the set of
idempotents of S. Also, we know that S/N is finite and by Remark 7.12 and
Proposition 7.9 we know how to calculate its size. We thus have:

Corollary 7.41 It is decidable whether a finitely generated commutative semi¬
group has a finite poset of Fl-classes.

Algorithm 7.42 HasFinitePosetOfHClasses
Input: S = (A j R)
Output: true if SfiK is finite; false otherwise.
1: E(S) «— Idempotents(S')
2: if I E(S) 1= IS/N I then
3: return true

4: else

5: return false

6: end if

Now, for a semigroup with a finite poset of IK-classes we have:

Proposition 7.43 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup which
has finitely many TC -classes. Given a (finite) presentation for S, there is a con¬

structive way of computing a presentation for SfK. In particular it is possible to
enumerate the FC-classes of S.

In order to prove this proposition we need the following
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Lemma 7.44 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup. An TC-class
H of S is trivial if and only if for all a £ AuStab(iC) and for an element h G H
we have h = ha. In particular, if H is an TC-class containing an idempotent e

then H is trivial if and only if, for all generators a of S (a £ A), ea = e or ea

and e are not TC-related.

Proof The first statement is obvious and has the second statement as an imme¬

diate consequence. □

A semigroup is said to be group free if all DC-classes which are groups are

trivial.

Lemma 7.45 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup. Then there
is an algorithm that given a presentation for S returns a presentation for the
group free homomorphic image of S, with the same poset of TC-classes as S.

Proof By Lemma 7.44 we only have to ensure that for each generator a (a £ A)
and idempotent e of S, if eaTCe then ea = e. Now, by Proposition 7.14 we can

enumerate all the idempotents of S, and by Corollary 7.37 we can decide whether
ea and e are DC-related (e G E(S), a £ A). It is also clear that by adding relations
ea = a whenever eaTCe (e G E(S), a £ A) the semigroup obtained has the same

poset of TC-classes as S. □

proof[of Proposition 7.43] From Proposition 7.15 it follows that a group free
complete semigroup is DC-trivial. Now, by Proposition 7.39 the semigroup S/TC
is finite if and only if it is group complete. Hence, the presentation for a group

free homomorphic image of S given in Lemma 7.45 is in fact a presentation for

S/TC. □

Algorithm 7.46 PresentationForGroupFreeHomormorphicImage
Input: S = (A \ R)
Output: (A \ R') a presentation for a group free homomorphic image of S with
the same poset of DC-classes.
1: E(S) <— Idempotents(S")
2: R! <- R
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3: for all e € E(S) do
4: for all a € A do

5: if eaKe then

6: R1 4— R! U {ect = e}
7: end if

8: end for

9: end for

10: return {A \ R!)

Example 7.47 Let S be the monoid defined by the presentation

(.x,y,a | xy = 1, x9a2 = a2, x3a3 = a3, a4 = a3). (7.3)

This is an infinite semigroup, with two archimedean components, A\ and A2.
The empty word and the word a3 both represent idempotents of S. Thus, since
the size of the set of idempotents of S is bounded by the size of its archimedean
semilattice we conclude that these are the only two idempotents of S. At this
point we conclude that S/'K is finite.

Given (7.3), the output of PresentationForGroupFreeHomormorphicImage
is the presentation

(x,y,a | xy = 1, x9a2 = a2, x3a3 — a3, a4 = a3
x = 1, y — 1, a4 = a3, xa3 = a3, ya3 = a3)

and thus we know that this is a presentation for S/K. By simplifying the above
presentation we conclude that S/K is defined by the (monoid) presentation

(a | a4 = a3)

that is, S/K is the cyclic monoid of order 4. The poset of CK-classes of S is
represented in Figure 7.3.

The question remains as how to find a presentation for S/K in the case it is
an infinite semigroup.

Example 7.48 Let S be the semigroup defined by the presentation

/ 1 4 4 T\

(x, a I x a = a, a = a ).
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Figure 7.3: The poset of fit-classes of the semigroup S from Example 7.47

Clearly S is an infinite semigroup and it contains a unique idempotent: a3. There¬
fore S has an infinite poset of fit-classes. Now, from Algorithm 7.46 we obtain
the following presentation a group free homomorphic image of S:

(x, a, b | x4a = a, a4 = a3, xa3 = a3) (7-4)

which does not define an fit-trivial semigroup since xa and a are TC-related but
distinct in the semigroup defined by the presentation (7.4). In this case the poset
of fit-classes is in Figure 7.4.

Example 7.49 Let S be the semigroup from Example 7.26. From Algorithm
7.46 we obtain the following presentation for a group free homomorphic image of
S:

(a,b | a3b3 = a2b2, a3b2 = a2b2, a2b3 = a2b2)

Although S has an infinite poset of fit-classes this is indeed a presentation for
A/fit.
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a,

Figure 7.4: The poset of !K-classes of the semigroup S from example 7.48

7.7 Schiitzenberger groups

Schiitzenberger groups were introduced in [60, 61] and reflect the group-like struc¬
ture of an TC-class of a semigroup. Thus, to each TC-class H of a (not necessarily
commutative) semigroup S a group T(H) is associated.

Let S be a monoid (not necessarily commutative) and let H be an TC-class of
S. We define Stab(H) to be the set of all elements of S that stabilize H on the
right, that is

Stab(tf) = [s £ S : Hs C H}.

This set is called the (right) stabilizer of H in S and it is a submonoid of S. Next
we define a relation cr(H) on Stab(H) by

(s,t) € a(H) <==> (V h G H) hs = ht
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(i.e. s and t act in the same way on h). This relation is a congruence and it is
called the Schiitzenberger congruence of H. The quotient T(H) = Stab(H)/o(H)
is a group called the (right) Schiitzenberger group of H. Often we identify an

element s G Stab (FT) C S with the element it represents in P(H).
We prove some elementary results about Schiitzenberger groups.

Lemma 7.50 Let T(H) be a Schiitzenberger group as defined above, and let ho G
H be an arbitrary element of H. Then

(i) T(H) acts regularly on H; in particular |F(iL)| = \H\;

(ii) if H is a maximal subgroup of S then T(H) = H;

(iii) Stab(AT) = {s G S : hosTCh0}; and

(iv) a(H) = {(s,t) G Stab(/7) x Stab(TT) : h0s = hot}.

Proof To prove (i) notice that there is an action of T(H) on H given by

(x, h) x ■ h = xh (7.5)

(x G T(H), h G H and xh denotes multiplication in S). If x, y G T(H) are such
that there exists h G H such that xh = yh then by the definition of cr(H) it
follows that x and y are equal in T(H). Thus the action (7.5) is a regular action.

Now suppose that H is a maximal subgroup of S. Then H C Stab(W) and
if hi,h2,h G H are such that h\h — then h\ = h2 since H is a group. It
therefore follows that H and T(H) are isomorphic and this proves (ii).

For (iii), if s G Stab(i7) then sh0 G H and hence shoTCho; conversely notice
that if s G S is such that hosTCho then h0s G Stab(iL).

As for (iv) let h G H and let u G S be such that h = uh0. Then if s,t G

Stab(W) are such that h0s = h0t then

hs = uhos = uhot = ht

and the result follows. □

Similarly we can define the left Schiitzenberger group of H, which is denoted
by Ti(H). In fact T(H) = Fi(H). A detailed introduction to Schiitzenberger
groups can be found in [32],
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Remark 7.51 Clearly, if S is a commutative semigroup, then the left and the
right Schiitzenberger groups of an TC-class coincide.

For an arbitrary semigroup S we define the Schutzenberger group of an TC-
class H of S to be the Schutzenberger group of H considered as an fK-class of
S1 (where S1 denotes S if S contains an identity, or S with an identity adjoined
otherwise). We will therefore, without loss of generality, study Schutzenberger
groups of monoids, and the results will follow for semigroups.

7.7.1 A presentation

Let S be a finitely generated commutative monoid defined by a presentation

(.A | R)q. Let H be an TC-class H of S and fix a word h E A* representing
an element of 77. Denote by Aw the set A fl Stab(77) and notice that Aw is a

generating set for T(H). We are now going to exhibit a presentation for T(H).
In order to do this we will work in A*, rather then FC\, since we will apply
a result from [58] which obtains a (non commutative) monoid presentation for
F(77). (Therefore, in this section, we distinguish between commutative semigroup
presentations and (non commutative) semigroup presentations.)

Since {A \ R)e is a commutative monoid presentation for S, S is defined by
the semigroup presentation

we denote by R the set R U {ab = ba : a, b G A} so that S is defined by the
semigroup presentation [A \ R). Let {Hi : i G 7} be the set {H1 G S/"K : (3 G

S)(sH' C H)}. There is an action (s, i) i-> s * i of S on the set I U {0} (where
0^7) given by

(Clearly, this action defines an action from A* on 7u{0} which we shall denote in
the same way.) For each i G I we choose a word hi G A* representing an element
of Hi and without loss of generality we assume that I has two distinguished
elements, 1 and lu, such that

{A | R, ab = ba (a, b G ^4));

(7.6)

Is G Hi, hi=e, H = Hu, hu = h.
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For each a £ A and i € / such that a * i ^ 0, we have that a/q £ aHi C
Therefore we can choose words (a,i)r £ A* such that the relations

ahi = ha*,(a, i)r (a £ A, i £ I)

hold in S. We fix these words as follows: we let (a,aj)r = a (a € Aw) and for
(a, i)r we take a word in A* representing the commutative word given as output
of Algorithm 7.34 with input (S, {hi}, a) (a £ A, i £ I, i u, a * i ^ 0). We
then extend the mapping (a, i) h* (a,i)r to a mapping

t : {(w, i) £ A* x I : w * i ^ 0} —> A*

(e, i)t = e, (wa, i)r = (w, a * i)r (a, i)r.

With the above notation [58, Theorem 4.2] reads:

Theorem 7.52 [58, Theorem 4.2] With the above notation, the group T{H) is
defined by the (non commutative) presentation

(Aw | u = v ((u = v) £ R, u,v £ Stab(W)), (7.7)
(u, i)r = (v, i)r ((u = v) £ R, i £ I, u* i £ I), (7.8)
(a,Lo)r = a (a £ Stab(H)), (7-9)

{h, 1)t = 1). (7.10)

In our case however we are able to obtain a simpler presentation for T(H).

Proposition 7.53 With the above notation, the group T(H) is defined by the
(non commutative) presentation

{Au | u = v {{u = v) £ R, u,v £ A*), (7.11)

(u, 1 )r = (v, l)r ((u — v) £ R, u * 1 € I), (7-12)
(ab,i)r = (ba,i)r (a,b £ Aw) (7-13)

(M)r = l>. (7-14)

Proof We will prove that this presentation and the one given in Theorem 7.52
are equivalent. (We treat them as group presentations.) Start by noticing that by
the way we chose (a, u)r it follows that relations (7.9) are trivial. Also notice that
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relations (toiif2, l)7" = (^2^1, l)7" (wi,w2 £ -A W1W2 *16/) are a consequence

of the set of relations (7.13). Next we will prove that the set of relations (7.8) is
a consequence of the set of relations (7.12) and (7.13). Indeed, for any i 6 I, we
have i = hi * 1 since hiH\ C Hx. Now let (u = v) 6 R, i 6 I and u * i 6 /. Then

(u, I)T = (w, hi * 1)T
= (u,hi * 1)t (hj, l)r ((/ii5 l)r)_1
= (uhu l)r ((/ij, l)r)_1
= (/liit, l)r((hi,l)r)-1
= (hi,u * i)r (u, l)r ((hj, l)r)-1
= (hi, v * i)r (v, l)r ((hi, 1)t)_1
= (hiV, l)r((/ii,l)r)-1 = (v,i)r

which completes the proof.

(i = hi* 1)

(definition of r)
((ab, i)r = (ba, i)r (a, b 6 A^))
(definition of r)
(it * 1 = v * 1, (u, 1 )r = (v, l)r)

□

Notice that the presentations from both Theorem 7.52 and Proposition 7.53
are not finite in general. However T(H) is a finitely generated group (Aw is a

finite generating set for it) and since T(H) is also commutative it follows that
T(H) is a finitely presented. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, it follows that it
is presented by a presentation with generators Au and relations (7.11), (7.12),
(7.14) and a finite subset of the relations (7.13).

Question 7.54 With the above notation, is the group T(H) defined by the finite
(non commutative) presentation

(A, I (7.11), (7.12), (7.14), (7.15)

(ab, l)r = (ba, l)r (a, b £ A))? (7-16)

In all the examples studied in this chapter, the set of relations (7.13) is indeed
a consequence of the set of relations (7.16).

Remark 7.55 If Question 7.54 has a positive answer not only we have a finite
presentation for the Schiitzenberger group of an TC-class of a commutative semi¬
group, as well as this presentation is effectively computable. To see this let S be
a finitely generated commutative semigroup given by a presentation, let s be an

element of S, let Hs be the fit-class of s and consider the Schiitzenberger group
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T(Hs). Let (A | R)e be a finite presentation for S. Then the presentation given
in Question 7.54 is clearly a finite presentation. Also, it follows from the fact
that we can check membership to Jf-classes, that we can find the set

We now just have to prove that we can determine the set of relations (7.12),
(7.14), and (7.16). Notice that if w E A* is such that w = axa2---ak^ where
a,j * 1 G I (1 < j < k), then

(w,l)r = (aia2a3••-ak,l)r
= (ai,a2a3 • • -ak * l)r {a2,a3 ■ ■ ■ ak * l)r • • • (afc_i,afc * 1 )r (ak, 1 )r.

So, to write down any of the relations (7.12), (7.14) or (7.16) we only have to
calculate finitely many (a,i)r for some a G A, i G / and a * i 7^ 0. This can
be done as described in the definition of r. This completes the proof that the
presentation from Question 7.54 can be effectively determined.

Finally, by considering the words in the presentation obtained as commutative
words, we obtain a commutative presentation for F(H).

Example 7.56 Let S be the semigroup from Example 7.48. Notice that for all
i > 1, Stab(Hxi) = 0 and thus the df-class of xl (i > 1) has trivial Schiitzenberger
group. As for the HC-classes of the powers of a, Stab(Hai) = {xJ : j > 1}, (i > 1)
that is, the Schiitzenberger group of Hai (i > 1) is generated by x. It is then easy
to see that it is defined by the presentation

(x | x4 — 1),

i.e C4, the cyclic group of order 4.

7.7.2 Finitely many Schiitzenberger groups

Although in general a finitely generated commutative semigroup may have in¬
finitely many di-classes, we will see in this section that they will give rise to only
finitely many non-isomorphic Schiitzenberger groups. That is, a finitely generated
commutative semigroup has only finitely many 'essentially distinct' Tf-classes.

We will start by proving the following
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Lemma 7.57 Let S and T be finitely generated commutative semigroups and let
<f : S <->■ T be an embedding. Let a £ S, let Ha be the TC-class of a in S and
let F(Ha) be the Schiitzenberger group of Ha. Then there exists an embedding
if : T(Ha) r(Hatf,) given by x i-q xcf (x £ T(Ha)), where Ha<t> and T(Ha(j))
denote the TC-class of acf in T and its Schiitzenberger group, respectively.

Proof We have to show that if is well defined, it is a homomorphism and that
it is one-one.

To see that is well defined we first prove that that (Stab(Ha))<f> C Stab(i7a^).
So, let y £ (Stab(Ha))cf. Then there exists x £ Stab(i7a) such that y = x<f. In
particular xHa C Ha. Thus

y (Hacf) = (x<f)(Ha(f) = (xHa)(f C Hacf C Ha(f>

and also

V (Ha(f) C yHa(p.

Now, yHa(p is contained in some TC-class of T, and thus, since y (Ha<f) C Ha(p, we
conclude that

yHa<p G Ha4>-
Next we prove that if xi,x2 £ Stab(Ha) are such that x\ = x2 in T(Ha) then
X\if = x2if in T(Hafi). Indeed, if x\ = x2 in T{Ha) then axi = ax2. Thus

{a(f){x\if) = (a<f)(xi<f>) = (axi)<f = (ax2)<f = (a<f){x2if)

which, by Lemma 7.50, implies that x\if = x2if in TTherefore if is well
defined.

The fact that if is a homomorphism is an immediate consequence from <f being
a homomorphism.

Now, to see that if is one-one let Xi,x2 £ Stab(Ha) be such that x\if — x2if in
F(Harjf). We have to show that then aq = x2 in T(Ha). The fact that X\if = x2if
implies that for any h £ Ha(p we have

h(xiif) = h(x2if).

In particular, if h £ (Ha)(f and h! £ Ha is such that h = h'<f, then

{h'4>){xi<f>) = (h'(f)(x2(f)
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and thus

(h'xi)(f) = (h'x2)(f>
and it follows that h'xi = h'x2 since </> is an embedding. Therefore X\

r(ha) and the result is proved.

Theorem 7.58 Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup,
has only finitely many non-isomorphic Schiitzenberger groups.

Proof Let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup. From Proposition
7.16 it follows that there exists a group complete semigroup T and an embedding
<j) : S T. Now, from Proposition 7.39 we know that T has only finitely many

TC-classes, and therefore it has only finitely many Schiitzenberger groups.
By Lemma 7.57, any Schiitzenberger group of S can be embedded into a

Schiitzenberger group of T, that is the Schutzenberger groups of S are (isomorphic
to) subgroups of the Schutzenberger groups of T. Now, since the Schutzenberger
groups of T are finitely generated abelian groups, they only have finitely many

non-isomorphic subgroups, and hence the result follows. □

Remark 7.59 Notice that, as an easy consequence of Dickson's Lemma, it fol¬
lows that even if a finitely generated commutative semigroup S has infinitely
many fiC-classes, there can be no infinite sequence of pairwise unrelated ones

(with respect to the ordering defined on SfiK). This fact can be used to provide
an alternative proof for Theorem 7.58. In fact, given an infinite sequence of TC-
classes of S, with non isomorphic Schutzenberger groups, an infinite subsequence
of it must form a descending chain. Moreover, there will be a descending chain
of fif-classes

hx > h2 > ■ ■ ■

all of which have the same stabilizer, since there are only finitely many distinct
stabilizers. But then there is a sequence of onto homomorphisms on the respective
Schiitzenberger groups

r(R1) t(h2) -> •••

and if FC is the free commutative group on the same number of generators as

T(Hi) we have
FC^TiHr) ^T(H2) -» •••,

= x2 in
□

Then S
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an infinite sequence of quotients of the free commutative semigroup. Hence there
exist normal subgroups of FC, Ni,N2,..., such that FC/Ni = T(Hi) (i > 1).
This defines an infinite sequence Ah < N2 < ■ • • of normal subgroups of FC, which
must terminate. Hence, only finitely many of the T(Hi) (i > 1) are distinct.

7.7.3 Some remarks on finding Schutzenberger groups

If the poset of TP-classes of a finitely generated commutative semigroups is finite
we have seen in Section 7.6 that we can enumerate the TC-classes and hence we can

enumerate the Schutzenberger groups of that semigroup. Now, we have proved in
Section 7.7.2 that even if the poset of TC-classes is infinite, there are only finitely
many distinct such groups. Hence it makes sense to attempt to enumerate all
the finitely many Schutzenberger groups in general. Notice that this question
might be related to the one of finding a presentation for SfiH. Indeed, if we
find (finitely many) IHTclasses that give rise to all the Schutzenberger groups, we
might be able to localize a finite family of fK-classes that would suffice to 'kill' to
obtain SfiK. However, it is not clear that this is the case, nor have we succeeded
in the task of finding such classes. Nevertheless we have

Lemma 7.60 Let S be a finitely generated commutative monoid, let A be an

archimedean component and let H be an TC-class of S, contained in A. Then if
m > 0 and Am fl H 0 then H C Am.

Proof Suppose that Am d 77 ^ 0 and let a g Am n H. Let h g H. Then h = ax

for some x g S. Recall that A is a subsemigroup of S and Am is an ideal of A. Also
x g B for some archimedean component B above A. Hence, if a g Am, that is
a = axa2 ■ ■ .am (al g A), then xa\ g A and therefore h = xa = xaia2 ... am g Am.
□

Theorem 7.61 Let S be a finitely generated commutative monoid and let A be
an archimedean component of S which does not contain an idempotent. Let m > 0
be such that C = Am is cancellative. Then if Hi, H2 are TC-classes of S contained
in C then T(HX) ^ T(H2).

proof Let Hx and H2 be two TC-classes contained in C and suppose that

F(Hi) ¥ F(H2). Let hx g Hx and h2 g H2. Then there exists w g S such
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that h\W = hi, h2w / h2. On the other hand, since both hi,h2 G A, there
exist m,n > 0 such that h™ = h2q, hV; = hxr for some q, r € S. Then
h2qw — h™w — h™ = /i2<7 and hence h2wq = h2q and also (h2w)(qh2) = h2(qh2).
Notice that h2w, qh2, h2 e C and hence by cancellativity it follows that h2w = h2
which is a contradiction. □

From Section 7.4 we know how to calculate an integer such that for any

archimedean component A of S, Am is cancellative. Once we have such a power

we can determine the unique Schiitzenberger group of all fit-classes inside Am.
Notice however that outside the cancellative power infinitely many fit-classes may
be found. Indeed, observing Example 7.26 once again we can see that if A is the
bottom archimedean component, then A2 is cancellative. But A — A2, i.e. the
complement of A2 in A, contains infinitely many fit-classes. In that example,
though, all such fit-classes have trivial Schiitzenberger groups. We shall see in
the next example that this is not the case in general.

Example 7.62 Let S be the monoid defined by the presentation

(a,b,x,y | xy = 1, a2bx8 = a2b, azbx4 = azb, a4bx2 = a4b,
ab2xz = ab2, a?b2 = a2b2, a2b3 = a2b2).

Then S is a finitely generated commutative monoid which has four archimedean
components. It is represented in Figure 7.5.

The top archimedean component Ax, which contains x and y, consists only
of one fit-class which is in fact a group isomorphic to Z. The archimedean
components fil2 and A3 of a and b, respectively, have infinitely many fit-classes,
all of which have Schiitzenberger group isomorphic to Z. Finally, the bottom
archimedean component A\ contains an idempotent, namely a2b2 which is a zero

of the semigroup. The fit-class of the zero is Aj, the cancellative power of A4.
Nevertheless, A4 contains infinitely many fit-classes, which in fact can be found
outside its cancellative power. The top such fit-class is the class of ab which
has Schiitzenberger group Z as well. The fit-classes of a2b, azb, alb (i > 4)
have Schiitzenberger groups Cg (i.e. the cyclic group of order 8), C4 and C2,
respectively. The fit-classes of the elements ab1 (i > 2) all have C3 as their
Schutzenberger group.
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Figure 7.5: The poset of IK-classes of the monoid S from Example 7.62
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It is now not difficult to construct another example where the bottom archime-
dean component does not have an idempotent.

Example 7.63 Let S be the monoid defined by the presentation

(a, b, x, y | xy = 1,
x8a2b = a2b, xAa3b = a3b, x2aib = a4b,
x3ab2 = ab2, a3b3 = a2b2).

The structure of S is similar to the one of the monoid in Example 7.62, although
this time there are infinitely many TC-classes inside the cancellative power of the
bottom archimedean component. All these classes have trivial Schiitzenberger
group.

7.8 The Grillet representation

Grillet [25] showed how to decompose a commutative semigroup in terms of the
Schiitzenberger groups of its TG-classes. Computationally this is an important
result, since, provided we know how to compute such decomposition, we will
be able to perform our computations regarding S in its Schiitzenberger groups,
which being abelian groups are 'easy' to compute in. In this section we study
the computability of such a decomposition. In fact, provided we can compute
the finitely many Schiitzenberger groups of a semigroup, we can compute this
decomposition.

So, let S be a finitely generated commutative semigroup and let {Hi : i G 1}
be the set of TC-classes of S. We denote by Tj the Schiitzenberger group of Hi
(i € I). On the set I we define a (commutative) multiplication by

ij = k if HiHj C Hk

and a partial order )p by

i > j if and only if Hi > Hj

(i, j, k e I). There is an action (s, i) s * i of S on I by

s * i = j if i, j G I and sHi C Hj.
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Lemma 7.64 With the above notation let Hi,Hj (i,j £ I) be TC-classes of S
such that i j. Then Stab(Hi) C Stab{Hf) and this inclusion induces a homo-
morphism 7* : Tj —> r,-. Furthermore, 7*7^ = Ik for any ^ I such that
i T J T h.

Proof Notice that s £ Stab(iT) (i £ I) if and only if s * i = i. Now, if i,j £ I
are such that i j then this means that there is k £ I such that j = ik. So let
s £ Stab (Hi). Then

s * j = s * (ik) = (s * i)k = ik = j.

Thus Stab (Hi) C Stab(Hj).
Now consider the mapping 7*- : Tj —> Tj defined by s >->• s (s £ Stab(iT)). We

have to prove that if s,t £ Stab (Hi) and s = t in Tj then s — t in Tj . Now, s — t
in rz means that for any h £ Hi

hs — ht (7-17)

in S. Once again, since i j, there exists k £ I such that j = ik and hence if
h £ Hi and h! £ Hk then hh' £ Hj. Thus

(hh')s = h'(hs) by —1?^ h'(ht) — (hh')t

which means that s = t in Tj, as required. Therefore 7] is well defined and it is
obviously a homomorphism.

As for the last claim, notice that clearly Yjll '■ ^ —>• Tk and if s £ Stab(ifj)
then

sfjTk = sYk = s

since Stab(LT;) C Stab (Hj) C Stah(Hk). □

It follows from Lemma 7.64 that if s £ Tj and i !>= j then s can be considered
as an element of Fj as well.

Now, in each TC-class Hi we fix an arbitrary element hi £ Hi (i £ I). These
elements have the following property:

Lemma 7.65 With the above notation hihjTChij for any i,j £ I.
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Proof From the definition of multiplication in I, HiHj c H^ and thus hihj £
Hij and the result follows. □

Since the action of T; on Hi (i £ I) is regular for each i,j £ I there exists a

unique a^j £ F^ such that
hihj — Oiijhij.

(Recall that we denote the action of Tj on Hi (i £ I) by multiplication.) Moreover,
for given i,j £ I we can calculate aitj by the procedure described in Corollary
7.36. The next lemma will be used later.

Lemma 7.66 With the above notation, for any i,j, k £ I we have

(i) , and

(ii) (Xi,j&ij,k — •

Proof By definition aitj 6 Ty - Also hihj = hjhi and h^ = hji. Therefore
aj,i = ai,j-

For the second part notice that both left and right hand side are elements of
Tijk and thus it is enough to show they both act in the same way on hijk- So, for
the left hand side we have

{(Xi jQtij lf) hijk — (®ij,khijk^)

j {hijhk)
i®i,jhij) hfc
hihj hfc

and for the right hand side

\Pi,jk®-j,k) hijk — ®-j,k i^i,jkhijk)
— T/,fc (hihjk)
= hi (ajtkhjk)
— hihj hk

as required. □
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Proposition 7.67 With the above notation, let #[5] be the set

{{x,i) : i G I,x G Tj}

and define a multiplication on it by

(x,i)(y,j) = (xoiijy,ij).

Then ■EfS'] is a commutative semigroup isomorphic to S. Moreover, any commu¬

tative semigroup S can be represented in this way and such a representation can

be effectively computed whenever all the Schiitzenberger groups of S are known.

Proof We will start by proving that E[S] is a semigroup. So let (x, i), (y,j), (z, k) G

E[S\. Then xocijy G F„ and thus (x,i)(y,j) G E[S]. Also

[{.x,i)(y,j)]{z,k) = (xaitjy, ij)(z, k)
= (xaidyoijtkz,ijk)
= (xyzaij(7ijtk,ijk) (by commutativity)
= (xyzGiijk(jj,k,ijk) (by Lemma 7.66)
= {xVi,jky(7j,kZ, ijk) (by commutativity)
= {x,i)(yajtkz,jk)
= (x,i)[{y,j)(z,k)\.

and

(x,i)(y,j) = (xaidy,ij)
= (xajtiy,ij) (by Lemma 7.66)
= (y<jj}iX,ji) (by commutativity)
=

Therefore E[S] is a commutative semigroup.
Now, define a mapping ip : E[S] —» S by

(x, i) xhi-

This is a well-defined mapping. We will show that if is an isomorphism. So let
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0M)> (yj) e £[S]. Then

= (xaijy,ij)ip
= (xaijy)hij
= xy(aijhij) (by commutativity)
= xyhihj (by the definition of ay)
= (xhi) (yhj) (by commutativity)
= (x,i)tp(y,j)^

and therefore ip is a homomorphism. Now, suppose that (x,i)ip = (y,j)ip- Then
this means that i = j and xhi = yK. But then x, y G Stab(-ffj) and, since they
act in the same way on i, x = y in Tj and thus (x,i) = (y,i). Now, if s G S let
Hi be its fK-class. Then, since Tj acts regularly on Hi, there exists x E Tj such
that xhi — y- Thus (x,i)ip = s. Therefore tp is an isomorphism.

Clearly, the isomorphism ip can be effectively computed and so can E(S).
The fact that any commutative semigroup can be represented in this way

follows from the way we have constructed E(S). □

We call the semigroup E[S], defined as in Proposition 7.67, the Grillet repre¬
sentation of S.

Remark 7.68 In the language of categories, the semigroup E[S] is an abelian
group coextension of the semigroup S/TC by the Schutzenberger functor of S. For
details see [27].
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Appendix A

Implementation of algorithms for
direct products in GAP

Section 3.5 describes algorithms that, given a finite semigroup S, decide whether
it preserves finite generation and finite presentability in direct products of semi¬
groups. These algorithms have been implemented in GAP and used to compute
some of the examples that appear in Section 3.4. In here we reproduce the code
implemented in GAP (v.4.2).

A.l Some auxiliary functions
In GAP there is available functionality to work with Greens Relations. A function
Elements (or AsSortedList), that given a finite semigroup S returns a list of its
elements, is also available. We also need GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemigroup
and GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup. We implement them as attributes
of a semigroup. In this way they are only computed once and then stored with
the semigroup. Hence, if we need them more then once we do not have to repeat
the computation.

DeclareAttribute("GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemigroup",IsSemigroup);
DeclareAttribute("GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup",IsSemigroup);

##################################################################
##

#M GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemigroup(<S>)
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##

## for a finite semigroup <S>;
## returns the set of all R-maximal elements of <S>.

##

InstallMethod(GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemigroup,
"for a finite semigroup", true,
[IsFinite and IsSemigroup], 0,
function(S)
local rclasses, # the set of rclasses of S

rmaximal, # the set of maximal elements of S
i,j; # loop variables

# calculate the Greens' R-classes of the semigroup
rclasses := GreensRClasses(S);

# start with an empty list of R-maximal elements
rmaximal : = [] ;

# look for the maximal R-classes

# whenever one is found add its elements to <rmaximal>

# so we loop through the R-classes of the semigroup and
# check if each of them is maximal

for i in [1..Length(rclasses)] do
j :=i;
while j in [1..Length(rclasses)] do

if j<>i then

if IsGreensLessThanOrEqual(rclasses[i],rclasses[j]) then
# this means that the i-th jclass is not maximal
# so we make j big enough to take us out of the loop
j := Length(rclasses)+1;

fi;

fi;
j:=j+l;

od;

if j=Length(rclasses)+l then
# i-th R class is maximal (otherwise j=Length(rclasses)+2)
# hence all elements of the i-th class are R-maximal

Append(rmaximal.Elements(rclasses[i]));
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fi;

od;

return maximal;

end);

##################################################################

##

#F GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup(<S>)
##

## for a finite semigroup <S>;
## returns the set of all L-maximal elements of <S>.

##

InstallMethod(GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup,
"for a finite semigroup", true,
[IsFinite and IsSemigroup],0,
function(S)
local lclasses, # the set of lclasses of S

lmaximal, # the set of maximal elements of S
i,j; # loop variables

# start by calculating the Greens' L-classes of the semigroup
lclasses := GreensLClasses(S);

# start with an empty list of L-maximal elements
Imaximal : = [];

# look for the maximal L-classes

# whenever one is found add its elements to <lmaximal>

# so we loop through the L-classes of the semigroup and
# check if each of them is maximal

for i in [1..Length(lclasses)] do
j :=i;
while j in [1..Length(lclasses)] do

if j<>i then

if IsGreensLessThanOrEqual(lclasses[i],lclasses[j]) then
# this means that the i-th jclass is not maximal
# so we make j big enough to take us out of the loop
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j := Length(lclasses)+1;
fi;

fi;
j:=j+i;

od;

if j=Length(lclasses)+l then
# i-th L class is maximal (otherwise j=Length(lclasses)+2)
# hence all elements of the i-th class are L-maximal

Append(lmaximal,Elements(lclasses[i]));
fi;

od;

return lmaximal;

end) ;

A.2 The main code

We now present the implementations of the actual code respecting stability of
finite semigroups. In here we use the package GRAPE [64], which is a system to
compute with graphs within GAP.

DeclareProperty("IsSemigroupWithoutlndecomposableElements",
IsSemigroup);
DeclareGlobalFunction("StabilityGraphOfElement");
DeclareProperty("IsStableSemigroup",IsSemigroup);

##################################################################

##

#P IsSemigroupWithoutlndecomposableElements(s)
##

## for a finite semigroup <S>;
## retuns true if and only if the semigroup does not have
## indecomposable elements, ie, iff <S~2=S>.
##

InstallMethodClsSemigroupWithoutlndecomposableElements,
"for a finite semigroup", true,
[IsFinite and IsSemigroup], 0,
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function(s )
local gens, # generators of the semigroup

els, # list of elements of the semigroup
table; # multiplication table of the semigroup

# it is enough to check that each generator is decomposable
gens := GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s);
els := AsSortedList(s);
table := Multiplication!able(els);

# <S> has no indecomposable elements iff each generator is the
# product of any two elements of <S>
return ForAll(gens, a->
ForAny([1..Length(els)] , i->
ForAny([1..Length(els)],j -> a=els[table[i][j]]) ) );

end) ;

##################################################################
##

#F StabilityGraphOfElement(S,x)
##

## for a finite semigroup <S> and ail element <x> of the semigroup
## returns the stability graph of <x>.
##

InstallGlobalFunction(StabilityGraphOfElement,
function(S,x)
local maximal, # sets of L-maximal elements of <S>

lmaximal, # sets of R-maximal elements of <S>
els, # list of elements of the semigroup
a,b,c, # elements of the semigroup
vertices, # set of vertices of the graph
triv, # the trivial group
rel, # relation between vertices connected by an edge
Gamma; # the stability graph of <x>

els := AsSortedList(S);
maximal := GreensRMaximalElementsOfSemigroup(S);
lmaximal := GreensLMaximalElementsOfSemigroup(S);

# start by computing the set of vertices of the graph
vertices := [] ;
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# a vertice is a triple (a,b,c) where <a> in <rmaximal>,
# <c> in <lmaximal> and <abc=x>

for a in maximal do

for c in lmaximal do

for b in els do

if a*b*c=x then

Add(vertices, [a,b,c]);
fi;

od;
od;

od;

# now we are going to use the package Grape to create the graph

# we use the trivial group acting on the vertices (OnPoints) and
# rel gives the condition for an edge to exist between vertices:
# there is an edge between vertices <[al,bl,cl]>,<[a2,b2,c2]> if
# they are distinct and
# (al=a2 and bl*cl=b2*c2) or (al*bl=a2*b2 and cl=c2)
triv := TrivialGroupO ;

rel := function(x,y) return x<>y and
((vertices[x][1]=vertices[y][1] and
vertices[x][2]*vertices [x] [3] =

vertices[y][2]*vertices[y][3])
or

(vertices[x][1]*vertices[x] [2] =
vertices[y][1]*vertices[y][2]

and vertices [x] [3]=vertices[y][3])); end;

Gamma := Graph(triv,[1..Length(vertices)],OnPoints,rel,true);
AssignVertexNames(Gamma,vertices);

return Gamma;

end) ;

##################################################################

##

#F IsStableSemigroup(<S>)
##

## for a finite semigroup <S>;
## returns true if the semigroup is stable and false otherwise.
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##

InstallMethod(IsStableSemigroup,
"for a finite semigroup", true,
[IsFinite and IsSemigroup], 0,
function(S)

local els, # list of elements of the semigroup
x; # loop variable

# if the semigroup has indecomposable elements then
# it is certainly not stable
if not IsSemigroupWithoutlndecomposableElements(S) then
return false;

fi;

els := AsSortedList(S);

# check if each of the stability graphs of the semigroup is
# connected

for x in els do

if not IsConnectedGraph(StabilityGraphOfElement(S,x)) then
return false;

fi;
od;

return true;

end) ;

DeclareSynonymC'PreservesFiniteGenerationlnDirectProducts",
IsSemigroupWithoutlndecomposableElements);

DeclareSynonymO'PreservesFinitePresentabilitylnDirectProducts",
IsStableSemigroup);

A. 3 Examples

We now present some GAP sessions where the implementations of Section A.2
were used to find whether certain semigroups preserved, or not finite generation
and finite presentability in direct products. Our semigroups are normaly given
by multiplication tables. A multiplication table, for GAP isanxn matrix, whose
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entries are in the set {1,..., n}. Most of our examples of Section 3.4 have entries
in {0, ..,n — 1}. We have to move the zero to the first position and add one to
all entries of the multiplication table.

Example A.l This is S2 from Example 3.33.

gap> m := [ [1, 1, 1, 1, 1], [1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
> [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ], [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 4 ], [ 1, 2, 3, 5, 5 ] ];;
gap> S := SeraigroupByMultiplicationTable(m);
<semigroup with 5 generators>
gap> IsStableSemigroup(S);
false

gap> els := Elements(S);
[ml, m2, m3, m4, m5 ]
gap> Gammal := StabilityGraphOfElement(S,els[1]);;
gap> IsConnectedGraph(Gammal);
true

gap> Gamma2 := StabilityGraphOfElement(S,els[2]);;
gap> IsConnectedGraph(Gamma);
false

Example A.2 This is S from Example 3.28.

gap> m:= [ [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ], [ 1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 1 ],
> [ 1, 3, 3, 3, 5, 1 ], [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1 ],
> [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ], [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 6 ] ];;
gap> s := SemigroupByMultiplicationTable(m);
<semigroup with 6 generators>
gap> IsStableSemigroup(s);
true

gap>

Browsing through all semigroups of order 4 we found that Example 3.29 and
Example 3.30 were the only non stable ones which had no indecomposable ele¬
ments.
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Implementation of algorithms for
commutative semigroups in GAP

In Chapter 7 we develop some algorithms to compute with commutative semi¬
groups. Some of these algorithms have been implemented in GAP. In fact, some
of these implementations have been made available at the GAP web page, in the
form of deposited code. That package is called commsemi, it is an cr-version, and
it has been developed jointly by Andrew Solomon and the author. We have made
use of these implementations to produce the examples that appear in Chapter 7.

In here we reproduce the code implemented in GAP (v.4.2) (this is based in
commsemi, but it includes some more functionality). In Section B.5 we have an

example of a session of GAP using our code.
This does not pretend to be a final version of the implementation of our algo¬

rithms for commutative semigroups. Indeed, not only there are important pieces
of functionality missing, as some issues about how to program the whole code
efficiently should be addressed in the future. To name an example, a commuta¬
tive version of the Knuth-Bendix procedure would be most desirable, as it would
certainly perform better in our cases than the Knuth-Bendix now available in
GAP for a general finitely presented semigroup. The algorithm to calculate the
set of idempotents of a finitely generated commutative semigroup from Rosales,
Garcia Sanchez and Garcia Garcia [52] is also an indispensable tool. Finally, as
mentioned in Chapter 7 we have used Singular [22] to perform the calculations
dealing with ideals. This would, of course, make the implementation in GAP
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of our algorithms described in Section 7.4 not possible. Fortunately, a package
linking Singular with GAP is being developed by Willem De Graff, and hence we

hope that in some future we will be able to tie all this code nicely together.

B.l Auxiliary functions
We start by presenting some auxiliary functions. They will deal with the task
of transforming words and elements to vectors and vice versa, as well as add
commutating relations to a given finitely presented semigroup.

DeclareGlobalFunctionC'AssocWordToVector");
DeclareGlobalFunction("ElementOfFpSemigroupAsVector");
DeclareGlobalFunctionC'VectorToElementOfCommutativeFpSemigroup");
DeclareGlobalFunctionC'VectorToAssocWord");
DeclareAttribute("EpimorphismAbelianization", IsSemigroup);
DeclareAttribute("Abelianization", IsSemigroup);

##################################################################

##

## IsVectorDivLessThanOrEqual(<u>,<v>)
##

## for two vector <u>, <v>;
## returns true if each entry of u is less then or equal to the
## correspondent entry of v; false if each entry of u is greater
## then the correspondent entry of v; fail otherwise (i.e. if
## the words are not comparable)
##

BindGlobalCIsVectorDivLessThanOrEqual",
function(u,v)
return ForAll([1..Length(v)], i-> u[i]<=v[i]);

end) ;

##################################################################

##

#M EpimorphismAbelianization(<S>)
##

## for an fp semigroup <S>;
## returns an epimorphism from <S> to abelian homomorphic image.
##

InstallMethod(EpimorphismAbelianization,
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"for an fp semigroup", true, [IsFpSemigroup],0,
function(s)

f, # free semigroup
i. j. # loop variables
r, # relations

x, # generators of semigroup
map, # the function which computes the epimorphism
epi, # the epimorphism
cs; # the abelian homomorphic image

# get the free semigroup underlying s and the relations of s
f:=FreeSemigroupOfFpSemigroup(s);
x:=GeneratorsOfSemigroup(f);
r:=ShallowCopy(RelationsOfFpSemigroup(s));

# add relations to make it a semilattice

# relations added are: xy=yx for x,y in f
for i in [1..Length(x)] do
for j in [1..i—1] do
Add(r, [x[j]*x[i] ,x [i] *x[j] ] );

od;
od;

# create the semigroup
cs:=f/r;
# which is certainly commutative
SetlsCommutative(cs,true);

# define a mapping
map:= g -> ElementOfFpSemigroup( cs , UnderlyingElement(g) );
# and create the epimorphism
epi := MagmaHomomorphismByFunctionNC(s, cs, map);

return epi;
end) ;

##################################################################

##

#M Abelianization(<S>)
##

## for a semigroup <S>;
## returns its largest commutative homomorphic image.
##
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InstallMethodCAbelianization,
"<S>", true, [IsSemigroup],0,
function(s)

#if gap already knows that s is a commutative semigroup,
#it returns s itself

if HasIsCommutative(s) and IsCommutative(s) then
return s;

fi;

return Range(EpimorphismAbelianization(s));
end) ;

##################################################################

##

#F AssocWordToVector (<f>,<w>)
##

## for a free semigroup <f> and an associative word <w> in <f>;
## returns a vector where entry i corresponds to the number of
## times that generator i appears in the word
##

InstallGlobalFunction(AssocWordToVector,
function(f,w)
local i, # loop variable

k, # generator of syllable
m, # number of generators
n, # number of syllables
vector; # resulting vector

# make sure w is from f

if not (w in f) then

ErrorO'Assoc word not in semigroup");
fi;

m := Length(GeneratorsOfSemigroup(f));
vector: = [] ;

#we start by having zeros in all entries
for i in [l..m] do

Add(vector,0);
od;

#run through the syllables of the word
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#and add the exponent to the entry of the vector
#correponding to the syllable generator
n := NumberSyllables(w);
for i in [1..n] do

k:=GeneratorSyllable(w,i);
vector[k]:=vector[k]+ExponentSyllable(w,i);

od;

return vector;
end) ;

##################################################################

##

#B VectorRulesOfCommutativeSemigroupRws(<rws>)

## for a rewriting system <rws> of a commutative semigroup;
## returns the rules of <rws> in the form of vectors, ignoring
## the trivial rules arising from the commutative relations.
##

BindGlobalC"VectorRulesOfCommutativeSemigroupRws",
function(rws)
local f, # the free semigroup of the rws

f := FreeSemigroupOfRewritingSystem(rws);
rules := Rules(rws);
vrules := [] ;

for u in rules do

v := [AssocWordToVector(f,u[l]),AssocWordToVector(f,u[2])];
if not (v[l]=v[2]) then

Add(vrules,v);
fi;

return Set(vrules);
end) ;

##################################################################
##

#F ElementOfFpSemigroupAsVector (<e>)

##

rules,
u,

vrules,
v;

# rules of rws

# a rule

# the rules as vectors

# a vector rule;

od;
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##

## for an element <e> of an fp semigroup;
## returns a vector representing it.
##

InstallGlobalFunction(ElementOfFpSemigroupAsVector,
function(e)
local s, # the semigroup to which s belongs

f, # the free semigroup underlying s
v; # the vector

s := CollectionsFamily(FamilyObj(e))!.wholeSemigroup;
f := FreeSemigroupOfFpSemigroup(s);
v := AssocWordToVector(f,UnderlyingElement(e));

return v;

end);

##################################################################

##

#F VectorToAssocWord(<f>,<v>)
##

## for a free semigroup <f> and a vector <v>;
## returns a word in <f> that <v> represents.
##

InstallGlobalFunction(VectorToAssocWord,
function(f,v)
local t, # type of generators of semigroup

x, # generators of semigroup
e; # the element that v represents

x:=GeneratorsOfSemigroup(f);

# make sure that v represents an element of s
if (Length(x)<>Length(v) or

v=ListWithIdenticalEntries(Length(x),0)) then
ErrorC'Wrong vector length or null vector");

fi;

# create the element

t:=Type0bj(x[l]) ;
e := ObjByVector(t,v);

return e;
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end);

##################################################################

##

#F VectorToElementOfCommutativeFpSemigroup(<S>,<v>)
##

## for a commutative semigroup <S> and a vector <v>;
## returns the element of <S> that <v> represents.
##

InstallGlobalFunction(VectorToElementOfCommutativeFpSemigroup,
function(s,v)
local f, # the free semigroup underlying s

fam, # the family to which the new element belongs
e; # the element of s that e represents

f := FreeSemigroupOfFpSemigroup(s);
fam := FamilyObj( GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s)[1] );
e := ElementOfFpSemigroup(fam,VectorToAssocWord(f,v));

return e;

end) ;

B.2 Finiteness and Size

We now present the code to check whether a commutative semigroup is finite and
to calculate its size. This follows from Section 7.2.

DeclareGlobalFunction(
"VectorOfSupOfEntriesOfElementsOfCommutativeFpSemigroup");

##################################################################

##

#F VectorOfSupOfEntriesOfElementsOfCommutativeFpSemigroup(<S>)
##

## for a commutative fp semigroup <S>;
## returns a vector which entries greater than any entry of a
## ie, sups of entries of elements of the semigroup.
##

InstallGlobalFunction(

VectorOfSupOfEntriesOfElementsOfCommutativeFpSemigroup,
function(s)
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local rws, # reduced confluent rws for s

r, # set of vector rules of crws

vector, # the vector
n, # number of generators of the semigroup
list; # subslist of the list of rules

# obtain the rules of a confluent rws for s as vectors

# (ommiting the trivial rules arising from commutativity)
rws := ReducedConfluentRewritingSystem(s);
r := VectorRulesOfCommutativeSemigroupRws(rws);

vector := [] ;

n := Length(r[l][1] ) ;

# now we choose the rules whose lhs is a power of a generator
list := Filtered([1..Length(r)],

k -> ForAny([1..n],i->
ForAll([1..n],j—>i=j or r[k][1][j]=0)));

# the vector we are looking for is the sum of the corresponding
# vectors of lhs of the rules to which list refers

if IsEmpty(list) then
return fail;

else

vector := Sum(List([1..Length(list)], i-> r [list [i]] [1]));
fi;

# if the vector has any non-zero entries then it
# means that all powers of a certain generator are different
# and the semigroup is infinite
# Hence we return fail

if ForAny([1..n],i->vector[i]=0) then
return fail;

fi;

return vector;
end) ;

##################################################################

##

#M IsFinite( <S> )
##

## for a commutative fp semigroup <S>;
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## returns true if <S> is finite; returns false otherwise.
##

InstallMethod( IsFinite,"a commutative fp commutative semigroup",
true, [ IsFpSemigroup and IsCommutative ], 0,
function(S)
return

VectorOfSupOfEntriesOfElementsOfCommutativeFpSemigroup(S)ofail;
end) ;

##################################################################

##

#B SizeOfFpCommutativeSemigroup(<S>)
##

## for an fp commutative semigroup <S>;
## returns the size of <S>.

##

BindGlobal("SizeOfFpCommutativeSemigroup",
function(s)

auxsize, # size of union of ideals

auxsum, # sum of all auxsize

gens_of.ideals, # auxiliary function
i>j,U, # loop variables
idealgenerators, # set of ideal generators
idgens, # subset of ideal generators
i_subsets_of_n, # subsets of {l..n} with i elements

rws, # rewriting system
r, # set of vector rules

rhovector, # vector of sup of entries
size.of.intersection.of _ .ideals,
t; # upper bound for size of semigroup

################################################################

# given a set of vector rules this function returns
# the vectors which are generators of ideals of
# non-reduced words (with more than one non-zero compoenent)
gens_of_ideals:=function(r)
local listgen, # list of gens of ideals of non reduced words

u, # a vector relation
n; # number of generators of the semigroup

n := Length(r [1] [1]);
listgen : = [] ;
for u in r do
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if u[l]<>u[2] then
if not Number([1..n],i->u[l][i]<>0) in [0..1] then
Add(listgen,u[l]);

fi;
fi;

od;

return Set(listgen);
end;

################################################################

# given the vector of sup of entries and a set of generators of
# ideals it calculates the size of the intersection of those
# ideals

size_of_intersection_of_ideals:=function(rhovector,idealgens)
local auxcount, # auxiliary variable

auxmax, # auxiliary variable
i,k, # loop variables
vectorofmax;

# compute the vector which entries are the maximum of
# correponding entries of all gens of the considered ideals
vectorofmax := List([1..Length(rhovector)], i->

Maximum(List([1..Length(idealgens)],k->idealgens [k] [i])));

# then count how many elements are in the intersection
auxcount:=1;
for i in [1..Length(rhovector)] do
auxcount:=auxcount*(rhovector[i]-vectorofmax[i]);

od;

return auxcount;

end;

################################################################

# actual function

# check if the semigroup is finite or infinite
if not(IsFinite(s)) then
return infinity;

fi;

# obtain the rules of a confluent rws for s as vectors
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# (ommiting the trivial rules arising from commutativity)
rws := ReducedConfluentRewritingSystem(s);
r := VectorRulesOfCommutativeSemigroupRws(rws);

# we know that the semigroup is finite
# we compute the vector of sup of entries, call it 'rhovector'
rhovector:=

VectorOfSupOfEntriesOfElementsOfCommutativeFpSemigroup(s);

# from the rhovector we consider the set T

# The size of T is a upper bound to the size of S
# We compute the size, t, of T:
t: =1;
for i in rhovector do

t:=t*i;
od;
# now we have all elements, and also the empty word
t:=t-l;

# We know calculate the size of the union of all ideals of
# non-reduced words (these are principal ideals, generated by
# the vectors corresponding to the lhs of relations of the
# rewriting system for s.
# We do this by inclusion/exclusion principle
auxsize:=0;
idealgenerators:=gens_of_ideals(r);

# the following cycle is the inclusion/exclusion principle
# (we have as many ideals as ideal generators)
for i in [1..Length(idealgenerators)] do
#add sum of sizes of all intersections of i ideals

auxsum:=0;
i_subsets_of_n:=

Combinations(Set([1..Length(idealgenerators)]),i);
for U in i_subsets_of_n do

idgens : = [] ;
for j in U do
Add(idgens,idealgenerators[j]);

od;
auxsum:=auxsum+

size_of_intersection_of_ideals(rhovector,idgens);
od;
auxsize:=auxsize+(-l) ~(i+1)*auxsum;
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od;

# the size of S is just t-auxsize
return t-auxsize;

end) ;

##################################################################

##

#M Size( <S> )
##

## for a commutative fp semigroup <S>;
## returns the size of <S>.

##

InstallMethodC Size, "for an fp commutative semigroup", true,
[ IsFpSemigroup and IsCommutative ], 0,
function(s)

return SizeOfFpCommutativeSemigroup(s);
end) ;

B.3 Ideal membership

This section deals with ideal membership. This follows from Section 7.5.

DeclareAttribute("BasisOfSemigroupldeal",IsSemigroupIdeal);
DeclareAttribute("VectorBasisOfSemigroupIdealWithFactors" ,

IsSemigroupIdeal);
DeclareOperation("VectorBasisOfSemigroupldeal",

[IsSemigroupIdeal]);
DeclareOperation("Division",[IsSemigroupIdeal,

IsElementOfFpSemigroup]);

##################################################################

##

#M BasisOfSemigroupldeal( <I> )
##

## for an ideal <I> of a commutative fp semigroup;
## returns a basis for <I>.

##

InstallMethodCBasisOfSemigroupldeal,
"for a commutative fp semigroup and a list of elements", true,
[IsSemigroupIdeal] ,0,
function(id)
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local s, # the semigroup
vbasis, # a basis of id as vectors
basis; # the basis

# get the parent semigroup
s := Parent(id);

# this only works for commutative fp semigroups
if not (IsCommutative(s) and IsFpSemigroup(s)) then
TryNextMethodO ;

fi;

# obtain a vector basis for id and transform it into a

# set of words

vbasis := VectorBasisOfSemigroupIdealWithFactors (id);
basis := List([1..Length(vbasis)],i-> VectorToAssocWord(

FreeSemigroupOfFpSemigroup(s),vbasis[i][1]));

return basis;
end);

##################################################################

##

#M VectorBasisDfSemigroupIdealWithFactors( <I> )
##

## for an ideal <I> of a commutative fp semigroup;
## it returns a vector basis for <I> together with factors.
##

InstallMethod(VectorBasisOfSemigroupIdealWithFactors,
"for a semigroup ideal", true,
[IsSemigroupIdeal and IsCommutative],0,
function(id)
local s,

rws,

r,

u,

V,oldV,
v,

gamma,delta,
y>
Y,
minimize;
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################################################################
# auxiliary function to minimize the obtained set
minimize:=function(x)

local xx , # subset of x

j , # loop variable
nonredundant; # the result

# we create the subset of x containg no two elements with
# the same first entry
xx := ShallowCopy(x);
for j in [1..Length(xx)] do
if ForAny([1..j —1],i->IsBound(xx[i] ) and

xx[i] [l]=xx[j] [1] ) then
Unbind(x[j]);

fi;
od;
xx := Set(x);

# we start with an empty set and keep adding the gens that
# are not divisible by anything else
nonredundant:=[];

# the following tests if the generator is divisible by
# anything else
for j in [1..Length(xx)] do

if not( ForAny([1..Length(xx)],i—>i<>j
and IsVectorDivLessThanOrEqual(xx[i][1] ,xx[j][1]))) then

# and add it to the set

Add(nonredundant,xx[j]);
fi;

od;
return nonredundant;

end;

################################################################

# actual function

# get the parent semigroup and transform the generators of the
# ideal into vectors

s := Parent(id);
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Y := List([1..Length(GeneratorsOfMagmaldeal(id))],i->
ElementQfFpSemigroupAsVector(
GeneratorsOfMagmaldeal(id)[i]));

# obtain the rules of a confluent rws for s as vectors

# (ommiting the trivial rules arising from commutativity)
rws := ReducedConfluentRewritingSystem(s);
r := VectorRulesOfCommutativeSemigroupRws(rws);

# start with an empty set
oldV := [];
V := [];
# add the vector representative of the generators of the ideal
for y in Y do
Add(V,[ShallowCopy(y),y.List([1..Length(y)],i—>0)]);

od;

# we obtain new generators for the ideal
while oldV <> V do

oldV := ShallowCopy(V);
for v in V do

for u in r do

delta := List([1..Length(v[1])],i->
Maximum(v[l] [i] ,u[l] [i] ))—v[1] ;

Add(V, [v[l]+delta-u[l]+u[2] , v [2] , v [3]+delta] ) ;

gamma := List( [1..Length(v[l])],i->
Maximum(v[l] [i] ,u[2] [i] ) )-v[l] ;

Add(V, [v[l]+gamma-u[2]+u[l] , v [2] , v [3] +gamma] ) ;
V := minimize(V);

od;
od;

od;

return V;
end) ;

##################################################################
##

#M \in( <e>, <id> )
##

## for an ideal <I> of a commutative fp semigroup and an element
## <e> of the semigroup;
## returns true if <e> is in <I>; returns false otherwise.
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##

InstallMethod(\in,
"for an element and an ideal of a commutative fp semigroup",true,
[IsElementOfFpSemigroup, IsSemigroupIdeal and IsCommutative],0,
function(x,id)
return Division(id,x)ofail;

end);

##################################################################

##

#M Division( <I>, <e> )
##

## for an ideal <I> of a commutative fp semigroup and an element
## <e> of the semigroup;
## returns [d] if <e> is equal (in the semigroup) to an element
## <d> in the basis of <I>;
## returns [x,w] such that e=xw if <e> is in <id> but not in
## its basis ;

## returns fail if <e> is not in <I>.

##

InstallMethod(Division,
"for an ideal and an element of a commutative fp semigroup",true,
[IsSemigroupIdeal and IsCommutative, IsElementOfFpSemigroup],0,
functioned,e)
local s, # the semigroup

# get the parent smg, a basis for id, and a vector repres. e
s := Parent(id);
basis := VectorBasisOfSemigroupIdealWithFactors(id);
v := ElementOfFpSemigroupAsVector(e);

# look for an element in the basis whose first entry divides v
for x in basis do

if IsVectorDivLessThanOrEqual(x[1],v) then
d := [VectorToElementOfCommutativeFpSemigroup(s,x[2]),];
if v<>x[l] then

d[2]:=VectorToElementOfCommutativeFpSemigroup(s,

basis,
x,

v,

# a vector basis for id

# an element from basis

# a vector representing e
# the answer

(v-x [1] ) +x [3] ) ;

fi;
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return d;
fi;

od;

return fail;
end) ;

B.4 K and 3Sf relations

In this section we present code associated with the "K ans N relation in a finitely
generated commutative semigroup. This follows from Sections 7.3 and 7.7.

DeclareAttribute(

"EpimorphismToLargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage",IsSemigroup);
DeclareOperationC'LargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage",

[IsSemigroup and IsCommutative]);
DeclareOperationC'ArchimedeanRelation",

[IsSemigroup and IsCommutative]);
DeclareAttribute("StabilizerOfGreensClass",IsGreensClass);

##################################################################

##

#M IsGreensLessThanOrEqual! <C1>, <C2> )
##

## for any Green's classes of a commutative fp semigroup;
## returns true if the class <H1> is less than or equal to the
## class <H2> with respect to the order defined on Green's
## classes.

##

InstallMethod! IsGreensLessThanOrEqual,
"for greens classes of an fp commutative semigroup",
IsIdenticalObj, [IsGreensClass, IsGreensClass], 5,
function! hi, h2 )
local s, # the semigroup of which hi and h2 are classes

f, # the free semigroup underlying s
idbasis, # basis of the ideal of s generated a rep of h2
vl, # vector representing a representative of hi
z; # an element of idbasis

# get the parent semigroup
s := Parent! hi );
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f := FreeSemigroupOfFpSemigroup(s);
if not (IsFpSemigroup(s)) then
TryNextMethodO ;

fi;

# this method only works for commutative semigroups
if not (IsCommutative(s)) then

TryNextMethodO ;
fi;

# get the ideal basis of the ideal generated by a rep of h2
idbasis := BasisOfSemigroupldeal( MagmaldealByGenerators(

s, [Representative(h2)]));
# and get a vector representing a representative of hi
vl := ElementOfFpSemigroupAsVector(Representative(hi));

# hi is less then or equal to h2 iff
# there is an element in idbasis which divides hi

return ForAny(idbasis, z-> IsVectorDivLessThanOrEqual(
AssocWordToVector(f, z ),vl));

end) ;

##################################################################

##

#M EpimorphismToLargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage(s)
##

## for a commutative fp semigroup <S>;
## returns an epimorphism to the largest semilattice homomorphic
## image of <S> (i.e. the quotient of <S> by the archimedean
## relation).
##

InstallMethod(EpimorphismToLargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage,
"for an fp commutative semigroup", true,
[IsFpSemigroup and IsCommutative],
function(s)
local f, # free semigroup

r, # relations

x, # generators of semigroup
j . # loop variable
si, # the semilattice homomorphic image
map, # the function which computes the epimorphism
epi; # the epimorphism
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# get the free semigroup underlying s and the relations of s
f:=FreeSemigroupOfFpSemigroup(s);
x:=GeneratorsOfSemigroup(f);
r:=ShallowCopy(RelationsOfFpSemigroup(s));

# add relations to make it a semilattice

# relations added are: x~2=x for x in f

for j in [1..Length(x)] do
Add(r, [x[j] ~2,x[j]] ) ;

od;

# create the semigroup
si := f/r;
# which is certainly commutative
SetlsCommutative(si,true);

# define a mapping
map:= g -> ElementOfFpSemigroupC si, UnderlyingElement(g) );
# and create the epimorphism
epi := MagmaHomomorphismByFunctionNCCs, si, map);

return epi;

end) ;

##################################################################

##

#M LargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage(<S>)
##

## for a commutative semigroup or monoid <S>;
## returns an epimorphism to the largest semilattice homomorphic
## image of <S> (i.e. the quotient of <S> by the archimedean
## relation).
##

InstallMethod(LargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage,
"for a commutative semigroup", true,
[IsSemigroup and IsCommutative],0,
function(s)
return

Range(EpimorphismToLargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage(s));
end) ;
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##################################################################

##

#M ArchimedeanRelatioii(<S>)
##

## for a finite commutative fp semigroup <S>;
## returns the the archimedean relation on <S>.
##

InstallMethod(ArchimedeamRelation,
"for a finite commutative fp semigroup", true,
[IsSemigroup and IsCommutative and IsFinite],0,
function(s)
local epi, # epimorphism to largest homom. image of s

partition; # the archimedean components

# this only works for fp semigroups
if not IsFpSemigroup(s) then
TryNextMethodQ ;

fi;

partition := [] ;

# get the epimorphism to largest semilattice homomorphic image
epi := EpimorphismToLargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImage(s);
si := Range(epi);
# the archimedean compoments are the preimages of the
# elements of the range of epi
for x in Elements(si) do

Append(partition,[PreImagesElm(epi,x)]);
od;

return EquivalenceRelationByPartitionNC(s,partition);

##################################################################

##

#M StabilizerOfGreensClass( <H> )
##

## for a greens class <H> of a commutative fp semigroup;
## returns the stabilizer of <H>;

si,
x,

# largest semilattice homomorphic image of s
# an archimedean component

end) ;
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## returns fail if no element stabilises <H>.
##

InstallMethod(StabilizerOfGreensClass,
"for a greens class of a commutative semigroup", true,
[IsGreensClass], 0,
function( h )
local s, # the parent semigroup

gens, # generators of s
a, # a generator of the semigroup
x, # an element of h
stab; # the stabilizer of h

# get the parent semigroup
s := Parent(h);
# only works for commutative fp semigroups
if not

(IsCommutative(s) and IsFpSemigroup(s)) then
TryNextMethodO ;

fi;

gens:= GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s);
# get a representative of h
x:= Representative(h);

stab: = [] ;

for a in gens do
if (a*x) in h then

Add(stab, a);
fi;

od;

if stab=[] then
return fail;

else

return Subsemigroup(s,stab);
fi;

end) ;
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B.5 An example session
We now present some GAP sessions where the functionality implemented in the
previous sections was used to investigate some commutative semigroups.

Example B.l This is the monoid from Example 7.11.

gap> f := FreeMonoid("x","y","z");;
gap> x := f.1;; y :=f.2;; z :=f.3;; e := One(f);;
gap> r := [[x~2*y,x*y],[x*y~3,x*y],[x*y*z"4,x*y],[x~5,x],
> [y~5,y],[z~5,z]] ;;
gap> s := Abelianization(f/r);;
gap> Size(s);
53

Example B.2 This example deals with the semigroup S of Example 7.26.

gap> f := FreeSemigroupC'a","b");;
gap> a := f.1;; b:=f.2;;
gap> r := [[a~3*b"3,a~2*b~2]] ;
[ [ a~3*b~3, a~2*b~2 ] ]
gap> s := Abelianization( f/r );;
gap> Size(s);
infinity
gap> si := LargestSemilatticeHomomorphicImageC s );
<finitely presented semigroup on the generators [a, b ]>
gap> Size(si);
3

Example B.3 This is from Example 7.47.

gap> f := FreeMonoidC'x" , "y" , "a") ; ;

gap> e := One(f);; x := f.1;; y:=f.2;; a := f.3;;
gap> r := [[x*y,e],[x~9*a~2,a~2],[x~3*a~3,a~3],[a~4,a~3]];
[ [ x*y, <identity ...>], [ x"9*a~2, a"2 ], [ x~3*a"3, a"3 ],
> [ a~4, a"3 ] ]
gap> s := AbelianizationCf/r);;
gap> x := GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s);;
gap> SetOne(s,x[1]);
gap> e := GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s)[1];;
gap> x := GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s)[2];;
gap> y := GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s)[3];;
gap> a := GeneratorsOfSemigroup(s)[4];;
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gap> # check whether a~2 is in the ideal generated by x
gap> id := SemigroupIdealByGenerators(s,[x]);
<SemigroupIdeal with 1 generators>
gap> a~2 in id;
true

gap> # check whether a and ax are h-related
gap> hax := GreensHClassOfElement(s,a*x);
{a*x>
gap> ha := GreensHClassOfElement(s,a);
{a}

gap> IsGreensLessThanOrEqual(hax,ha);
true

gap> IsGreensLessThanOrEqual(ha,hax) ;
true
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Appendix C

Some results on polynomial rings

In this appendix we introduce some results on polynomial rings that have been
used in Chapter 7. All the definitions can be found in a basic text book as [30].
The results on Grobner basis can be found in [1].

C.l Basic definitions

A ring is a nonempty set R, together with two binary operations (denoted as

addition and multiplication), which is an abelian group with respect to the first
operation, a monoid with respect to the second operation and for any a,b,c € R

a(b + c) = ab + oc and (a + b)c = ac + be.

The additive identity element of a ring is called zero, and denoted Or and the
multiplicative identity is the identity of the ring, and is denoted by 1 r. When
it is clear to which ring we are referring to we denote 0# and 1^ by 0 and
1, respectively. If R is a commutative semigroup with respect to the second
operation then R is a commutative ring. If i?\{0} is a group, with respect to
multiplication, then R is a field.

All the rings considered are commutative.
A subset I C R is an ideal of R if I is a ring (i.e. a subring of R) and for

every r e R and i 6 /, ri G I. Given J C R, J generates the ideal I if I is the
intersection of all the ideals of R that contain J; in this case we write / = (J).
The set J is also called a basis for I. If I is generated by a simple element a € R
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then I is called a principal ideal. A ring in which all the ideals are principal is
called a principal ideal domain. The ring Z of integers is an example of a principal
ideal domain.

The ring R is said to satisfy the ascending chain condition on ideals if for
every chain R C I2 C • • • of ideals of R, there is an integer m such that Ij = Im
for all j > m. If R satisfies the ascending chain condition on ideals, then R is
said to be noetherian. Examples of noetherian rings are the ring of integers Z,
and any ring of polynomials over a noetherian ring.

Now consider the set {xi,X2, ■ ■. ,xn} of indeterminates and let R[X\ denote
the commutative ring of polynomials in %i, X2,. ■ ■ ,xn with coefficients in R. A
term in xi, X2, ■ ■ ■, xn is a product of the form

t — ra't-Q2 . . .

^ 2 ^ yy

with a = (an, ■ ■ ■, otn) £ hp the degree vector of r and deg(r) = ]Cj=1 aj the
total degree of r. We write r = Xa. Each polynomial f(x 1, X2,..., xn) = f(X) G

i?[A] is a finite sum

±cx-
2=1

where ct G i?\{0} is the coefficient and atj G Nn\{(0, 0,..., 0)} is the degree
vector of the fth term of /. The product CiXai is called the zth monomial of the
polynomial /.

Let ^ be a total ordering on LP satisfying

(i) a >- (0, 0,..., 0) for all a G LP\{(0, 0,..., 0)}; and

(ii) for all a, ffi 7 G LP if a -< /3 then a + 7 -< /3 + 7.

Such an ordering on LP induces an ordering on the terms in xa -< x& if
and only if a -< the induced ordering is called an admissible term ordering
on A[Ar] and it is also denote by =<I. For a polynomial /(X) = Xw=1 ciXai we

always assume that ai >- a2 >- ■ ■ ■ >- an and call lt(/) = Xai the leading term,
lc(/) = ci the leading coefficient and lm(/) = C1X011 the leading monomial of /.
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C.2 Membership problem and Grobner basis
Given a polynomial f £ i?[X] we might want to know whether f £ /; this is
called the membership problem for I. In order to solve this problem we need
some more definitions.

Let I be an ideal in R[X] and let =<I be an admissible term ordering on R[X].
A finite set {/i, f2,..., fr} Q -Rpf] of polynomials is called a Grobner basis of I
(with respect to =3!) if

(i) {fx, f2,..., fr} is a basis for /; and

(ii) {1t(/i), It(y2),..., lt(/r)} is a basis for the leading term coefficient ideal con¬
taining the leading terms of all f £ I.

A Grobner basis is reduced if none of its polynomials has a term divisible by the
leading term of some other polynomial in the basis. The membership problem
for I is easily solved given a Grbbner basis for it. Now we have

Proposition C.l [1, Corollary 4.1.17] With the above notation let I C i?[X] be
a non zero ideal. Then I has a finite Grobner basis.

And [1, Theorem 4.2.8] and [1, Algorithm 4.1.8] imply the following

Theorem C.2 If I is an ideal of the polynomial ring Z[X] then there is an

algorithm that computes a Grobner basis for I. In particular, the membership
problem for I is solvable.

C.3 Primary decomposition

Let A be a commutative ring. An ideal P of R is said to be a prime ideal if

(i) R^ P; and

(ii) for any ideals I, J £ R, IJC.P implies A C P or J C P.

Also, P is a primary ideal if for any a,b £ R, ab £ P and a ^ P imply that there
is n > 0 such that bn £ P. Clearly every prime ideal is primary.
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For an arbitrary ideal I of R we define the radical of I to be the ideal

Rad(/) = [J P,

where 7 is the set of all prime ideals containing I. If the set of such prime ideals
is empty then Rad(/) = R. By [30, Theorem VIII.2.6]

Rad(J) = {r G R : (3n > 0) rn G I}.

and [30, Theorem VIII.2.9] states that Rad(/) is a prime ideal. Thus if Q is a

primary ideal in a commutative ring R, then the radical P of Q is called associated
prime ideal of Q. The associated prime ideal of a primary ideal is unique.

We say that an ideal I in R has a primary decomposition if

I = Q1 n Q2 ri • • • n Qr

where all Qi (1 < i < r) are primary ideals. It is now natural to ask which ideals
have a primary decomposition.

Theorem C.3 [1, Theorem 4.6.9] Every ideal in a noetherian ring has a primary
decomposition.

Theorem C.4 [20, Proposition 8.5] Let R be a principal ideal domain and let I
be an ideal of the polynomial ring i?[V], Then it is possible to compute a primary
decomposition for I.

An algorithm to compute a primary decomposition of a principal ideal domain
is also given in [20]. Seidenberg [62] also gives an algorithm to compute a primary
decomposition. In fact, its computations also return the associated primes.

C.4 Computations

Our interest in the theory presented in this appendix is computational, in the
sense that we will need effective ways of deciding ideal membership and calcu¬
lating primary decompositions. Since we are using these results as a tool for
developing our own theory, it will be good if an implementation could be found.
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The ideals that we will be considering are in the polynomial ring Z[X] and
indeed, the papers to which we have referred throughout the text describe al¬
gorithms for these computations. However, we do not know about an available
implementation of them. Commutative algebra packages widely available only
work for polynomials over fields. However, due to the specificity of the ideals we

consider we will be able to use such packages.
So let / be an ideal of Z[X]. Then we can consider I as a subset of Q[A] and

in this case it generates an ideal J/ € Q[A]. By computing in Jj we will obtain
answers for I. As mentioned before, computing in Q[X] is in practice easier since
there are more readily available systems that do so.

So let / C Q[A] be an ideal and suppose that a basis B for I is given such
that, for any / £ B

f = Xa- X0
with a, (5 € !Sn\{(0,0,..., 0}. Notice that B C Z[X]. Each / G B is called a

pure difference binomial and / is called a pure difference ideal (this is a special
case of binomial ideals). It turns out that a Grobner basis for a pure difference
ideal consists only of pure difference binomials (see [31] and [16]). Furthermore,
a Grdbner basis for a pure difference ideal over Q[Ar] is also a Grobner basis for
the correspondent ideal over Z[X\. Thus we can use any program that calculates
Grobner basis of ideals in Q[A] to calculate Grobner basis for our ideals.

As for primary ideals we obviously have the following

Lemma C.5 Let P be an ideal over the polynomial ring Z[X] and suppose that
the ideal of Q[X] generated by P is primary (resp. prime). Then P is primary
(resp. prime).

Thus if given an ideal I C Z[X) we consider the ideal in Q[A] generated by I
and calculate a primary decomposition for it, then if all the ideals are given by
generators in Z[X] then we also have a primary decomposition of I in Z[X\.

We have used the Computational Algebra Package Singular [22] to compute
Grobner basis and primary decompositions.
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Table of notation

05 the zero of S 2

15 the identity of S 2

T5 the identity endomorphism of S 92

7L+ the free semigroup on A 8

A* the free monoid on A 8

(A) the subsemigroup generated by A 2

(A | R) semigroup presentation 9

(A \ R)e commutative semigroup presentation 131

BR(M,d) Bruck-Reilly extension 87

V[Y,Sa] band of semigroups 116

cn cyclic group of order n 5

cu the semilattice {eo > e\ > e2 > • • •} 7

£> Green's relation 5

Vs Green's relation on S 5

Da the D-class of a 5

£ the empty word 8

E(S) set of idempotents 1

End(S) the monoid of homomorphisms of S 4

fca the free commutative semigroup 011 A 131

fc\ the free commutative monoid on A 131

r (H) the Schiitzenberger group of H 162

r (a) the stability graph of s 37

Green's relation 5

JF Green's relation on S 5

Ha the IK-class of a 5
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<x the preorder induced by TC for a commutative semigroup 139
Ix the free inverse semigroup on X 11
3 Green's relation 5

3s Green's relation on 5 5

Ja the 3~class of a 5

<g the preorder induced by 3 5
l(wi,w2) the quotient of W\ V w2 by W\ 133
L Green's relation 5

Ls Green's relation on 5 5

La the £-class of a 5

<c the preorder induced by £ 5

£(5) the set of ^-maximal elements of S 37
£j[A,T\ the set of all words from A+ representing elements of T 16
M(5) the multiplication table presentation of S 10
M(G; /, A; P) Rees matrix semigroup 28
n(w,a) number of occurrences of a in the word w 8
N the set natural numbers (positive integers) 21
N0 the set of non negative integers 4
XI the archimedean relation 140

<>f the archimedean preorder 140

P\i an entry on the sandwich matrix 28
Q the set of rational numbers

Q[X] the ring of polynomials with coefficients in Q
!R Green's relation 5

CR3 Green's relation on 5 5

Ra the fR-class of a 5

<3> the preorder induced by 1R 5

91(5) the set of !R-maximal elements of 5 37
rank(5) the rank of 5 23
rank(5 : T) the rank of 5 modulo T 28
sx the result of s acting on x 4

nr=1 Si the direct product of the family (5j)j6/ 54
51 semigroup with an identity adjoined 2
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TABLE OF NOTATION

S1 semigroup with an identity adjoined regardless of whether
it contains an identity 2

S° semigroup with a zero adjoined 2
S4> image of S under </> 3
SLvt the free semilattice on A 26
ST cartesian product of |Tj copies of S 66

direct product of |T| copies of S 66
S <->■ P S embeds in T 4

S = T semigroups S and T are isomorphic 4
S x T the direct product of S and T 21
S xi^ T semidirect product of S and T with respect to (f> 65

Stf^T monoid semidirect product of S and T with respect to </> 65
SWvT the unrestricted wreath product of S by T 66
SwrT the (restricted) wreath product of S by T 67
S[y, Sa\ semilattice of semigroups 116
§[Y, Sa, AQi/j] strong semilattice of semigroups 116
Stab(i7) the stabilizer of H 161
Tx the full transformation semigroup on X 5
Tn the full transformation semigroup on {1, 2,..., n} 5
|X| the number of elements in the set X 66
u —y v rule of a rewriting system 134
|iw| the length of a word 8
vuu~lv the word obtained by applying the rule u —>• v to w 133
W\ = W2 the words w\ and w2 are identical 9

the words wi and w2 are equal as commutative words 131
W\ = w2 the words W\ and w2 represent the same element 9
W\ V w2 the least common multiple of the words u>\ and w2 133
Z the set of all integers

Z[X] the ring of polynomials with coefficients in Z
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Clifford semigroup, 7, 115
commutative semigroup, 1

embeddability into a complete semi¬

group, 142

finitely generated, 130-176
group complete, 141
stability of, 43

completely regular semigroup, 7, 115
completely simple semigroup, 7, 28,

115

completely 0-simple semigroup, 7
computational methods, 18-20
computational semigroup theory, 18

congruence

archimedean, 140
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associated to a band of semigroups,
116

associated to an ideal of Z[X],
143

IK on a commutative semigroup,
140

of the free commutative semigroup,
131

on a free semigroup, 9

Schiitzenberger, 162
critical pair, 35

cyclic group, 4

presentation for, 11

decomposition mapping, 56
defining relation, 9
Dickson's Lemma, 133
direct product, 21-64

of finitely many semigroups, 54-
64

finite generation, 54
finite presentability, 55

of monoids

finite generation, 21
finite presentability, 21
presentation for, 21
rank of, 23

of semigroups
finite generation, 22-23
finite presentability, 35-36
rank of, 23-35

presentation for, 56
division algorithm, 153, 155

elementary sequence, 9
empty word, 8

endomorphism, 4

epimorphism, 3

finitely generated, 13-14
commutative semigroups, 130-176
direct product, 22-23
inverse monoid, 15
inverse semigroup, 15
monoid, 15

finitely presented, 13-15

group, 14
inverse monoid, 14
inverse semigroup, 14, 15
monoid, 14

free group, see group, free
free inverse monoid, 12
free inverse semigroup, 11

presentation for, 11
free monoid, 8
free semigroup, 8

presentation for, 10
full transformation semigroup, 5

GAP, 20
Green's relations, 5-6
Grillet representation of commutative

semigroups, 172-176
group, 2

abelian, 167, 172

cyclic, see cyclic group

free, 91
presentation for, 11
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of units, 2, 95

HNN-extension of a group, 92

homomorphic image, 3

homomorphism, 3

image of, 3
of monoids, 3

ideal

basis of, 151

generated by a set, 3
left, 3
of Z[X], 142, 220
principal, 3, 139

right, 3
two-sided, 3

idempotent, 1

identity, 2

left, 2
relative left, 42
relative right, 42
right, 2

incomparable elements, 133

indecomposable element, 3
inverse element, 6
inverse semigroup, 6

isomorphism, 4

Knuth-Bendix procedure, 19, 135

left zero semigroup, 7

length of a word, 8

monogenic semigroup, 4, 14

monoid, 2

monomorphism, 3

morphism, see homomorphism

multiplication table, 10

nilpotent semigroup, 145
null semigroup, 7

presentation, 8

by multiplication table, 10

confluent, 134
for a subgroup, 17-18
for a subsemigroup, 15-17

group,11
inverse monoid, 12, 113
inverse semigroup, 12
monoid, 10

semigroup defined by, 9

uniform, 55

rank, 23
reduced word, 134
Rees matrix semigroup, 28-35
regular semigroup, 6
Reidemeister-Schreier type theorems

for semigroups, 15-18

Reilly extension, 87
rewriting, 134

rewriting mapping, 16, 123

rewriting rule, 134
rewriting system,

commutative, 134, 135

confluent, 134
non commutative, 135

right zero semigroup, 7
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Schiitzenberger congruence, 162
Schiitzenberger group of an !K-class,

161-170

in a commutative semigroup, 164,
167

presentation for, 164
semidirect product,

of monoids, 65
of semigroups, 65

semigroup, 1

bisimple, 7

bisimple w-semigroup, 87

cancellative, 145

commutative, see commutative semi¬

group

generating set, 3

null, 7

stable, see stability

subelementary, 145

subgroup of, 2
with a zero adjoined, 2
with an identity adjoined, 2
with zero, 2

semilattice, 1

free, 26
semilattice of monoids, 116
semilattice of semigroups, 116, 127-

128

stability, 35
for a finite semigroup, 37-42
constructive characterization, 37

for an infinite semigroup, 37

graph, 37

implies existence of uniform pre¬

sentation, 56
of the direct product of stable semi¬

groups, 55
sufficient conditions for, 42

stabilizer of an HC-class, 161

strong semilattice of monoids, 116
strong semilattice of semigroups, 116,

127-128

finite presentability, 128
subdirect product, 145

subsemigroup, 2
generated by, 2

Tietze transformations, 12
Todd-Coxeter procedure, 19

union of groups, 115, 117
finite generation of, 117
finite presentability of, 117

union of monoids, 116, 119
finite presentability, 119

union of semigroups, 116, 117
finite generation, 117
finite presentability, 117

generating set, 117
unit, 2

word problem, 19
solvable for commutative semigroups,

135

solved by Knuth-Bendix, 135
wreath product, 66-68

zero, 2
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